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Foreward 

The resource needs of the ninety-five Offices of the 
United States Attorneys must be identified and met in a 
manner that assures effective discharge of the prosecutorial 
responsibilities of the United States Department of Justice. 
This report, Allocation of Resources to United States 
Attorneys' Offices: A Case-Weighti~g Approach, represents a 
pioneering effort to study those needs through empirical 
research. The ~esults of this study will enable us to 
allocate logically the available resources, and to measure 
and justify our needs for additional resources in the future. 

This report also completes the first major empirical 
research study funded by the Federal Justice Research Program. 
The Program is designed to improve criminal and civil justice 
policies and programs through funding of experimentatlon, 
empirical research, and systematic evaluation. As this report 
i11ustra~es, the activities of the Program are of direct use 
in improving the management of the Departmeni... of Just~'.(;e. 

Charles F. C. Ruff 
Acting Deputy Attorney General 
October 25, 1979 
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PREFACE 

Allocating resources within the public sector is ar. ad

ministrati7e nightmare. Procedures that are useful in the 

private sector, based as they are on profitability and re

lated measures of output, have limited relevance for an or

ganization that must allocate resources to competing demands 

in a manner that is sensitive to the precise nature of those 

demands. Far too often the-squeaky-wheel-gets-the-grease is 

the primary procedure that is followed in the public sector. 

Far too inf!;equently are attempts made to learn about the 

demands for resources systematically and in sufficient detail. 

This report represents such an attempt. Specifically, 

it offers a basis for determining the proper budgetary allo

cations for the 95 U.S. Attorneys' Offices throughout the 

country. It does so by drawing from data generously provided 

by the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys and eleven of the 

individual district offices. 

The primary aim of this project has been to establish 

the amount of attorney effort that is assor.iated with each 

type of case that comes to the offices of the u.S. Attorneys. 

By knowing this relationship, we can obtain a sense ot how 

different types of cases, because of the inherent nature of 

each type, bring different challenges to these offices. 

Clearly, the budget allocations ought to be sensitive to 

these differences. 

i 
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A formidable obstacle was presented at the outset of this 

study: Any difference that is observed in the amount of at

torney attention that is given to a particular type of case 

can be the result of at least three factors other than the in

herent complexity of that type of case. It can result, first, 

from the exercise of discretion within the unique setting of 

each district. It has not been firmly established that the 

violation of a section of the federal code in Wyoming has pre

cisely the same meaning as a violation of that section in the 

Southern District of New York. Differences that we observe 

in the data in the amount of attention given by attorneys 

to each case type are likely to have resulted in part from 

such exercise of discretion. It can result, second, from 

limits in our ability to draw accurate inferences from the 

data. The quality of any data is always less than perfect, 

as are available procedures for making statistical estimates 

based on the data. It can result, third, from randomness 

that is associated with small samples. We have found in 

this study a few case types that were processed too infre

quently during the study period to provide R ba~is for 

statistically reliable estimates. 

We do not belleve that these problems should inhibit the 

use of the estimates reported here as a starting point from 

which the budget allocation process can proceed. The "squeaky 

wheel" alternative does little justice to the importance of 

ii 
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this resource allocation problem. We think these estimates 

provide the beginnings of a better alternative. 

iii 

Brian Forst 
Director of Research 
Institute for Law and 

Social Research 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Preparation of budgets for the Offices of United States 

Attorneys is the responsibility of the Executive Office for 

U.S. Attorneys (EOUSA) in the Department of Justice. The 

EOUSA prepares an annual budget requ~st for review by the 

Justice Management Division (JMD) OL the Department of 

Justice. bubsequently, a budget is submitted to lbe Presi

dent's Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for final ap

proval. The procedure by wbich this budget has historically 

been prepared is as follow~~ first, U.s. Attorneys in the 

districts supply the EOUSA with an estimate of the person

years required for the budget period under consideration. 

That budget period is normally two years ahead of the time 

when the estimates are made, since the budget cycle requires 

that much lead time. The EOUSA analyzes and then incorpo

rates the individual U.s. Attorney requests into the total 

budget request. 

The problems of estimating positions so far in advance 

of the time when they will be allocated are enormous. R~cog

nition of this by the Executive Office fo~ U.S. Attorneys 

led to a determination that the process requires empirical 

information about the kind of demand particular case types 

placed on an attorney's time, and about the number of such 

cases that are likely to occur in a future period. This 

vi 



recognition was formalized in the Justice Litigation Manage

ment report,l which recommended the development of a resource 

allocation system based on case weights. Subsequently, the 

Federal Justice ResGarch Program (FJRP) joined with EOUSA 

to fund the research conducted in this study. 

The primary goal of the project was to develop and 

evaluate a set of weights that, when applied to anticipated 

case loads, would provide accurate estimates of the resources 

needed to process that case load. What was meant by case 

weights was an estimate of the work load associated with a 

particular type of case, rather than a simple count of the 

number of such cases that come into the system. 

Planning niscussions about the way in which the objec-· 

tives might be accomplished involved a preliminary review of 

the current information sources available to the Department 

of Justice. These consisted primarily of the Docket and 

Reporting System and the Automated Caseload and Collections 

System (ACCSYS). Both systems contained data that were 

utilized for aggregate reporting purposes (as reflected in 

the annual Statistical Report for U.S. Attorneys' Offices, 

for instance), but neither was intended to produce the kind 

of information required to estimate th2 resources needed to 

process cases. In particular, they have no attorney time 

component. Consequently, they did not provide an adequate 

Iprepared by the Resource Management Service and Management 
Programs and Budget Staff, Office of Management and Finance 
(now the Justice Management Division), Department of Justice 
(January, 1977). 
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data base for the execution of this project, and it was deter-

mined that a completely new study would have to be done. 

In this Executive Summary, we present a synopsis of 

four major components of that study--the research plan, the 

calculatioll of the case weights, utilization of the weights, 

and recommendations for future work. 

A. THE RESEARCH PLAN 

The following issues were predominant in the formula-

tion of the research plan: 

1. 

1. Which offices should be included in the 
project? 

2. What method of establishing case weights 
should be used? 

3. What data would be needed and how would 
the data be collected? 

Selection of the Study Offices 

Because of logistical and financial constraints, indi-

vidual study of each of the districts was impossible. It 

was therefore necessary to identify a subset of offices that 

would be reasonably representative. 

The procedure followed was to first identify relevant 

selection criteria and then to evaluate a number of offices 

for possible inclusion. Four main criteria were developed 

in discussions among EOUSA and OIAJ officials and INSLAW 

staff: geographic location, size of the office, quality 

and quantity of availabl~ case information, and feasibility. 

viii 



Following visits to a number of districts, it was de-

termined that the following offices should be included in 

the study: 

Arizona 
California (Central) 
California (South) 
Georgia (North) 
Illinois (North) 
Massachusetts 

Michigan (East) 
Mississippi (North) 
New Jersey 
Oklahoma (West) 
Washington (West) 

During FY78, the 11 districts handled 7,677 criminal filings 

and 9,916 civil filings--21.9 percent and 19.8 percent, re-

spectively, of FY78 criminal and civil filings in all dis-

tricts. They were responsible for 24 percent of all criminal 

terminations and 20.7 percent of all civil terminations. At 

the end of FY78, pending case loads were 25.8 percent (crim-

inal) and 18.9 percent (civil) of the national figures. The 

districts employed 27.4 percent of the total Assistant U.S. 

Attorney work force. By these standards, then; these 11 dis-

tricts are more than 20 percent of the total USAO program. 

With respect to other criteria, such as diversity of size and 

geographic dispersion, they range from small (the Northern 

District of Mississippi) to large (the Central District of 

California and the Northern District of Illinois) and span 

the United States from east to west. 

2. Choosing a Method of Case Weighting 

Case weighting is a process of assigning to each case 

a weight that reflects the resources needed to process that 

type of case. In other words, it is an attempt to convert 

case load information to work load information. Three gen-

ix 
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eral strategies for doing this can be identified. The first 

is to simply count the number of cases and assume that each 

has an equal load. The second is to use expert opinion as a 

way of determining the relative demand made by different 

case types on attorney time. The third is to make an empir

ical observation of attorney activities and to establish mea

sures of the time those activities consume. 

Since the way in which attorneys spend their time during 

the normal working day constitutes the essence of the work load 

of a particular case; the most direct method of determining 

that work load is to measure and record the time attorneys ex

pend on various activities. This is the strategy we have fol

lowed in this project. 

A 90-day period was selected, during which attorneys in the 

11 study districts reported all time expended, both case rela

ted and non-case related. 

This cross-sectional approach meant that it was impossible 

to obtain a direct count of the total number of hours spent over 

the life of a case because the majority of cases last longer than 

90 days. Therefo~e, total time had to be estimated. 

To do this, we employed two conceptually and analytically 

distInct strategies--the case-life method and the event-based 

method. The former was based on the relationship between aver

age case life and the proportion of that life that was observed 

during the study; the latter used time expended on case-related 

activities and related it to the frequency of occurrence of 

the type of events with which the activities were associated. 

x 



Both methods involve a number of assumptions and tech

niques that are presented in detail in Chapter II. 

Our purpose in using two strategies was to protect a

gain~t the failure of one of them due to unforeseen problems, 

such as faulty or incomplete data. If problems did not arise, 

then we anticipated that the two methods would produce similar 

work-load weights, thus providing mutual validation. In fact, 

catR problems did occur, and the case-life method--which has 

less stringent data reql'irements--was demonstrated in Chapter 

IV to yield more ac~urate estimates of expended time than the 

event-based method. 

3. The Data Base 

Our strategy for producing case weights mandated the de

velopment of a data base containing records of time spent by 

AUSAs and details of the cases on which that time was spent. 

In addition, in order to calculate estimates of total time 

expended on cases from the partial time that was reported dur

ing the study, we constructed profiles of terminated caS2S. 

Thus, three distinct types of data were included--time and ac

tivity reports by attorneys, event and attribute information 

on the cases they reported, and similar information on cases 

terminated during FY78. 

A general summary of the data is contained in Table 111.1, 

which is reproduced here. 

As can be seen from the two columns in the table that con

tain information about the length of the study, all attorney 

time reporting took place within the last six months of 1978; 

xi 
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Table 111.1. /\N OVLRVl[W or TilL D/\T/\ B!\C;[ 

Profile', of Ca<,!", 
lillI(' I{pport', Profi Ir~ of lpnnindtprj 

l:1y I\U)I\, Cl/rTPnt (asp<, (7/1/11-6/ Jil/ /H) 
.--- ~-- - - ---- --- - ~ -

Study C i viI Cr i lIIi 11<1 1 
Period Number of lotal (ilse" Cd~P~ Tota I 

District 1 <J 7[J Study 0.1 y<; "ours R{'pur t I'd Rpporlerl Total (i v i I (r imi Ih11 Total r. i viI Crimi nul Tot,11 CusPs 
---- -- - - -- --
fll (Phx) 7/20-10/20 91 a,072 S?4 ') 11. 1 ,(H,? <)J 'I C) I<J? 173 ?41\ 671 1,683 

AZ (Tuc) 7/21-10/213 100 6,7Hl nf, .111 501 6? In lB<1 In <,06 57:! 1,236 

CA (C) 8/21-11/9 III 32,616 1 , III (! ?, /')(! 4,4')0 1 II 100 ?Jl 1,070 411 1 ,4111 !i,971 

CJ\ (5 ) 10/2-12/31 91 12,1\ 74 734 <,,16 7!\(] Iq 4S 611 WI (6n 4117 1,247 

>< GJ\ (:1) fl/25-11/211 % II,OOG r,) I, I~)I\ 1 I, ?O? IO? 71 I 7C, ]'111 3f,l1 7£,2 1,%4 
-J. 

-J. IL (a) flJ2/j- II /213 93 30,513 I, l6(1 .1, I ?IJ 11,11,)() 11\(, ~, 7 ?OJ 11')1 4BO ')31 r, ,'121 

W\ 9/14-12/17 95 11,792 6~,,) 7',{ 1,404 9b 1')0 24f, LIDo ~U? 1l(]3 2,207 

iH (E) 13/29-12/4 9B 17, ""11 1,110 I,NO 2, )'lfi IS7 1 ~d JIO til? 311l /jOO 3,156 

liS (in 8/7-11/3 B'J 3, 71 ~l 220 III ) 3G3 103 (\2 lRC, 13'1 III 272 63S 

NJ 9/18-12/14 aB 31,34 J 3,071 1 ,r)JI1 11 ,607 13<) <J? 231 304 4,11 7~ 1 5,358 

OK (~J ) 9/1-11/30 91 4,n70 101 31l? 40) ()4 97 161 I II 3 I')<} }12 745 

"" (VI) 10/1-12/29 90 10,005 1l'J1l ',(,5 I,n?] 17:1 1''/ J~) ') ('IS JO? 557 I, 'ino 

- -- --.~ ----

Tota I I,ID,) 1110,601 J (), ;>',r, J 7,', I? ?;l,1II7 I,?'l(, i ,en 7, rl?3 ".?l ;\ 11 .01Hl (1,1116 31,703 



the study target of 90 calendar days of reporting was met in 

most instances. Total days numbered 1,105, and the average 

number of days was 92.8. The fact that the study lasted a dif-

ferent number of days in different offices was a product of 

local conditions and project timetables and is not considered 

to have any bearing on the quality of the data collected. 

In all of the offices, the cooperation of attorneys was 

very high. We believe the extent of this cooperation is 

clearly illustrated by the quantity of time the attorneys re-

ported. There were, across all of the offices, over 180,000 

hours of attorney time reported, which constitutes a data base 

equivalent to 90 workyears. In the larger offices, such as 

the Central District of California, the Northern District of 

Illinois, and New Jersey, approximately 15 workyears were re-

ported by each office. These reports produced information on 

more than 10,000 civil matters and cases and 12,500 criminal 

matters and cases. 2 

The profiles of current cases contained in the table are a 

subset selected for on-site coding of event information. Ini-

tially, this subset constituted 25 percent of the total, but a 

2The word Ilmatter" is used by the r0partment of Justice to re
fer to litigation not yet filed in ~ District Court. When fil
ing takes place, the "matter" beco~,~3 a "case." Before filing, 
all matters are given a complaint or claim number, and the mat
ter is referenced and filed by that number. After filing, the 
District Court assigns a case number, which is incorporated in
to USAO records. In this project, attorneys reported time on 
all matters and cases on which they worked. During the report, 
to avoid repetition of both terms, we have adopted the conven
tion of using the word "case" to mean case or matter, except 
where we specify otherwise. 
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number of problems arose that reduced the number to approxi-

mately 12 percent. Most significant a~ong these was the fact 

that, in some offices, even two to three months after the time 

study had ended, posting of event information was still not 

completed. As a consequence of this and other problems, it 

was not possible to develop detailed case information on the 

target figure of 25 percent of reported cases. This led to 

some difficulties in the calculation of event-based weights. 

Profiles of terminated cases constitute the third set of 

data depicted in the table. The 8,416 cases represent approx-

imate~ 10 percent of civil and criminal cases terminated in 

all U.S. Attorneys' Offices for FY78, and they are approximate-

ly 45 percent of the cases terminated in these 11 districts 

during the same period. 

B. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WEIGHTS 

In Chapters III and IV of the report, an extensive data 

review is undertaken, and the process of calculating the case 

weights is presented in detail. In this section of the Summary, 

we focus on three elements of those chapters: 

1. the case classification system; 

2. the comparison of weights produced by the two ~eth
ods; and 

3. the conclusion that the case-life method produces 
the more reliable set of weights. 

1. The Case Classification System 

How cases should be classified is a question of critical 

importance in any case weighting effort. Is it desirable to 

xiv 



be as specific as possible and to use the title and section for 

criminal cases and the cause of action for civil cases? Or would 

it be better to aggregate cases in some fashion? 

Two aspects of this issue merit consideration. The first 

is the level of confidence that can be placed on weights based 

on a large number of ca~egories, each containing a small number 

of cases. Since the number of criminal case types based on 

title and section exceeds 2,000, and since, as will be demon

strated subsequently, only 20 case types were used with any reg

ularity during the reporting period, the level of confIdence 

associated with a 2,000-category scheme would inevitably be low. 

Therefore, aggregation of some kind was highly desirable. A sim

ilar argument can be made for civil cases, even though the range 

of possibilities is less. 

The problem, however, was to determine the kind of typology 

to be used. The strategy we followed was to derive a typology 

from the time reports themselves. If little or no time was re

ported for a particular type of case, or if that type occurred 

relatively infrequently, then that case type was grouped with 

another similar type. On the other hand, a case type that was 

individually important was put in an individual class. 

The Department of Justice was using two different coding 

schemes for civil cases at the time the study was conducted. 

One was the longstanding Docket and Reporting System, used in 

eight of the eleven districts; the other was contained in the 

ACCSYS reporting system, which was operational in the Northern 

District of Illinois, Arizona, and the Western District of 

xv 
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Washington. For the purposes of the study, a combination of the 

two was employed. Subsequently, when AUSA time reports were ex

amined, the general scheme was collapsed into 15 case types. 

These are documented in Table II1.6, which is reproduced here. 

Criminal cases were grouped using procedures similar to those 

described for civil cases. However, the problems encountered were 

quite different. Instead of being able to group together relative

ly homogeneous types of cases into a single category, we found 

that a widely divergent number of criminal case types did not war

rant individual inclusion in the case typology on the basis of 

either their frequency of occurrence or the amount of time expen

ded on them by attorneys during the study. In general, the rule 

was established t.hat if a particular case type involved less t'ld" 

1 percent of all cases, or less than 1 percent of all time, then, 

rather than being included as an individual category in the case 

typology, it would be aggregated with other cases that placed 

similar demands on the resources of the office. Demand in these 

circumstances was defined as the ratio of the proportion of time 

consumed by the case to the proportion of total cases it repre

sented. This ratio is equal to one whenever the proportion of 

time is precisely the same as the proportion of cases. If this 

ratio is less than one, then it can be inferred that the case is 

less demanding than the average case. 

one, the reverse is true. 

If the ratio is more than 

Five categories of resource ratios were set UPi these, along 

with the titles and sections and substantive descriptions of indi

vidually important case types, are included in Table III.7. 
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2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Table 111.6. THE CIVIL CASE TYPOLOGY 

Case Type 

Claims-Contracts 
Claims-Judicial Foreclosures 
Claims-Mortga~e Fore~losures 

Claims-Forfeitures 
All Other Cl aims 
Tax Liens and Foreclosures 
Other Tax Cases 
Torts 
Land and Natural Resources a 

Injunctions and Enforcements 

Frauds 
Social Security Cases b 

Habeas Corpus 
Civil Rights 
All Other Ci vi 1 Cases 

Equivalent DOJ Codes 

Docket & Reporting System ACCSYS 

8 

62,95 
94 
28 

1,2,3,5,12,44,60,65,66,91-93 
51 
48 

55-57 
33,36 

24,68,97-99 
16,21 

25 

72 

75 
all other codes 

1 

7,62 
9 

1 3 

3, 4 , 11 , 1 5 , 1 9 , ,~ 3 
25 

21,23,29 
31,33,35,39 

41,44,47,49 
51,53,55-57,5:; 

61 ,69 
82 

95 

other codes 

aTr~ manner in which Land and Natural Resources cases are handled differs fro~ dis
trict to district. In some locations, they are handled as any other civil case and 
are reported to the Docket and Reporting System in the usual fashion. In other lo
cutions, they are processed separately from th~ usual civil case load and are re
ported directly to the Land and Natural Resour~es Division in Washington. In the 
latter situation, there is no record of the case in the Docket and Reporting System. 
In this study, the time reported on Land cases has been included in the summary 
stati~tics on attorney time expenditures, and whenever the case record was acces
sible, the time was included in the calculation of case weights. However, because 
of the variation ir. procedures, some of the time spent on Land and Natural Resources 
cases could not be attributed to specific cases. 

bA number of offices reporting under the Docket and Report,ng System used code 83 
rather than code 25 for Social Security cases. In those instances, the case was 
classified as type 12. 
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Table 111.7. THE CRIMINAL CASE TYPOLOGY 

CASE TYPE 

State Law on Fed Land 
Fraud Claim Agai~st U.S. 
Conspiracy Against U S. 
Forgery/Contracts 
Embezz/Public Money 
Embezz/by Bank O'ficer 
Embezz/Shipments 
Firearms: Unlawful Acts 
Fraud Statements: General 
Flight to Avoid Prosecution 
Offense in Indian country 
Mail Fraud 
Postal Theft: General 
Bank Robbery 
Trans. of Stolen Vehicles 
Trans. of Stolen Goods 
Drug Abuse: Unlawful Act 
Drug Abuse: Att & Conspiracy 
Mach Gun/Firearm: Penalty 
TClx Evasion 
Type 21 a 0.0 - 0.5 
Type 22 0.51- 1.0 
Type 23 1.1 - 2.0 
Type 24 2.1 - 3.0 
Type 25 3.0+ 

TITLE: SECTION 

1 C: 13 
18:287 
18: 371 
18:495 
18: 641 
18:656 
18: 659 
18:922 
"18:1001 
18:1073 
18:1153 
18: 1341 
18:1708 
18:2113 
18:2312 
18:2314 
21 : 841 
21 :846 
26: 5861 
26' 7201 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

aThe last five catego~ies in this typology are based on 
estimates of relative resources needed, rather than on 
case substance. To determine relative resources (the 
resource ratiO), the following calculation is made for 
the cases not included in the first 20 case types: 

Proportion of time spent on this case type 

Resource Ra ti 0 = Proportion of cases of this type 
The result of this calculation is then used to determine 
the case type to which the cases belong. A general in
terpretation of the resource ratio is that a ratio of 
1.0 is perfectly average; 1ess than 1.0 indicates that 
the case is less demanding than average; greater than 1.0 
indicates that it is more demanding than average. 
A list of the titles and sections included in each type 
can be found in Appendix A. 
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Using the two classification systems, attorney time and case 

information were then matched on a case-by-case basis. The match- I 
ing process was successful for 15,051 of the 22,787 matters and 

cases repo~ted by at~orneys, and these formed the basis for the 

calculation of weights by the case-life method. 

The event-based method also used the case c~assification sys-

terns but involved far fewer cases because of the additional data 

collection it required. 

2. The Comfarlson of Weights Produced by the Two Methods 

The process of converting the reported attor.ney time to work 

load weights is documented in Chapter IV. It involves the appli-

cation of various adjustment factors to the average time expended 

on cases. These factors compensate for the following conditions: 

Time was expended on most cases outside the study 
period. Theref0re, to estimate total time spent 
over the life of the average case, reported case 
time was adjusted upwards. 

Roughly one-third of the time reported was not 
case-~elated. When budgeting positions, allow
ances must be made for this time. 

BudgetIng is done for a fiscal year. However, 
for cases pending at the beginning or end of 
the year, attorney time is expended in more than 
one budget period. Adjustment for this fact is 
necessary. 

Fringe benefits, such as vacation, paid holidays, 
sick leave, and training time take attorney hours 
that must be budgeted even though they do not 
result in case-related activities. Since such 
tim~ was not included ir. the attorney time re
ports, compensation must be ~ade for it. 

The appropr: ..:e adjustment factors and the effect they 

have on reported attorney time are specified in the tables in 

Chapter IV of the report. For both the cas~-life and the event-
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based methods of weight calculation, they result in work load 

estimates that can be applied to case load figures to produce 

the number of positions needed to process the case load in the 

manner that prevailed during the study. 

3. The Conclusion That the Case-life Method Produces the 
More Reliable Set of Weights 

To make a comparative evaluation of the two approaches, 

the weights were applied to estimates of the FY79 case load 

to compare predicted positions with actual staffing levels. 

The results are presented in the following table: 

District 

Arizona 
California (C) 
California (S) 
Georgia (N) 
Illinois (N) 
Massachusetts 
Michigan (E) 
Miss iss ippi (N) 
New Jersey 
Oklahoma (W) 
Washington (W) 
TOTALS 

Case-life 
Method 

33.7 
61. 3 
19.8 
23.8 
78.5 
23.9 
37.8 
7.2 

57.3 
7.0 

28.7 
379.0 

Event-based 
Method 

34.25 
44.66 
12.52 
26.00 
76.12 
22.58 
43.62 

8.22 
61. 66 
7.06 

25.09 
361. 78 

Actual 

33 
89 
32 
20 
78 
28 
38 

7 
58 
10 
23 

415 

Comparison of the two sets of predictions indicates that 

the case-life weighting method predicts the actual number of 

positions more accurately than the event-based method in all 

districts, with the exception of Western Oklahoma and Western 

Washington. These two are .06 and 2.8 positions, respectively, 

closer to the actual using the event-based weights. For all 

districts combined, the case-life method is closer by almost 

18 positions. 

What is also apparent from the table, however, is that in 

certain districts, neither method predicts very well. In both 

xx 
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California offices, for instance, the case-life method under-

predicts by approximately one-thirdi the event-based method 

underpredicts by at least one-half. The situation is almost as 

bad in the Western District of Oklahoma. These deviations con-

trast sharply with the estimates for Arizona, the Northern 

District of Illinois, the Eastern District of Michigan, the 

Northern District of Mississippi, and New Jersey. In all five 

of these offices, predictions are within one position of the 

actual level. 

After reviewing the available evidence that is relevant 

to the difference between the two methods, and to the poor 

predictions in some of the districts, we draw two important 

conclusions: for 9 of the 11 districts, the case-life method 

produces more reliable weights than the event-based method, 

given the current quality and quantity of the event data; how-

ever, the weights developed from the two California districts 

are currently unreliable,3 regardless of the method used, be-

cause of missing or inadequate case data. Therefore, when we 

consider utilization of the weights in Chapter V, we exclude the 

event-based weights for all districts and the case-life weights 

for the California districts. This leaves nine sets of weights 

that can be used in applications to the USAOs not directly 

involved in the study. 

3AS noted in the Conclusion of this Summary, this situation can 
probably be corrected if the data are reprocessed at the close 
of FY79. 
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The weights are summarized in Tables V.6 (criminal) and V.7 

(civil). Where study data produced a zero weight, the average 

for the districts has been used. The weights are ordered so 

that application of the first set to data from all 94 districts 4 

produces the highest level of estimated resources and ilpplica-

tion of the ninth set of weights to all districts produces the 

lowest estimate. 

The adjustment for eligible cases, listed for each set 

of weights at the bottom of the tables, is applied to the estt-

mated number of active District Court cases. The factor is 

derived by expressing the number of matters and cases reported 

during the study as a proportion of cases estimated to be ac-

tive during the study. This adjustment is necessary because 

the level of pre-filing activity varies from district to 

district (i.e., relatively more matters are worked on in some 

districts than in others), and because not all active District 

Court cases are worked on in any given period. 

C. USING THE WEIGHTS 

Given a set of weights that are a reasonably accurate re-

flection of FY79 conditions in nine of the study districts, how 

can these weights be applied to non-study offices? We suggest 

two general approaches--responsive and prescriptive. By responsive, 

4There are, of course, 95 districts. However, no case-load 
data were available for the Northern Marianas District, and 
it has therefore been excluded from ~he present calculations. 
When case-load data become available, incorporation of that 
district will be possible. 
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we mean the use of the weights in conjunction with case-

load estimates that are based on existing policy and filing 

trends. By prescriptive, we refer to the introduction of new 

policy intended to lead to changes in the case mix of some 

or all USAOs, or to the establishment of guidelines or norms 

for the time needed to process particular types of cases. The 

distinction in the text between responsive and prescriptive 

approaches is made for explanatory purposes only. In practice, 

decisions about budget submissions and allocations of positions 

to U.S. Attorneys' Offices are likely to incorporate elements 

of both. 

At the outset, two points should be made. The first is 

that the weights are static in nature, the second is that they 

aid rather than replace judgment. We will illustrate the for-

mer point by reference to the responsive mode of utilization, 

and the latter by reference to the prescriptive mode. 

Responsive utilization of the weights could take place 

in the following manner. First, the case load for the rele-

vant budgetary period is estimated by case type for each dis-

trict. The case type weights are multiplied by the case load 

after it is adjusted for the proportion of the case load that 

is expected to require attorney time. S Application of the 

fringe adjustment produces an estimate of the number of posi-

tions needed to procesci that case load at rates comparable to 

SCase load here is defined as pending District Court cases, 
plus filings in District Court. As was discussed earlier, 
this number does not correspond to the number of matters and 
cases on which attorneys will work during the budget period. 
Therefore, a proportionate adjustment is made to the case load. 
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those prevalent in FY79, when the study was conducted. Actual 

allocation of positions on this basis, however, connotes that 

the FY79 staffing levels and processing rates are optimal, or 

at least desirable. This is not necessarily so. Fo: instance, 

in many districts, the civil case backlog is rising ct a rapid 

rate and, given filing patterns similar to those of tbe last 

few years, will probably continue to rise if future resources 

are devoted to civil case processing at FY79 levels. On the 

other hand, if we assume that the backlog is sensitive to the 

number of attorney work hours devoted to it, the rising trend 

might be checked or reversed simply by increasing the propor-

tion of cases on which work takes place. When incorporated 

into the calculation process discussed above, this automatic

ally increases the number of positions suggested by the weights. 

The illustration has now moved from the responsive to 

the prescriptive mode of utilization. Decisions would have 

to be made about the districts and the case types to which 

the adjusted proportions would be applied. Such decisions 

are partly dependent on information about case load and back

log and partly dependent on DOJ policy. One way of viewing 

the rising civil backlog, for instance, is that it is a conse

quence of the speedy trial requirements that have stimulated 

concern with crL,inal case processing. In an environment of 

scarce resources, the total number of attorneys available 

may not be sufficient both to maintain satisfactory processing 

rates for criminal cases and to avoid a rising backlog for 

civil cases. A weighted work load may aid decision making 
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in this situation by providing information about the impact 

of decisions, but it do@s not eliminate the need to make 

those decisions. 

Another prescriptive way in which the Department could 

use the weights is to identify a particular type of case or 

cases, let us say, relating to white collar crime, and to seek 

to increase the number of cases handled in that area. Coop

eration with the FBI and other law enforcement organizations 

would probably be necessary, since the U.S. Attorneys' Offices 

do not, generally speaking, generate their own business. How

ever, assuming this cooperation, the question that arises 

concerns the effect of an incr~ase of the "white collar ll case 

load on office work loads. Precisely what number of positions 

would be necessary if a district that had previously not handled 

white collar crime generated (or inadvertently received) a 

large number of white collar crime cases? The strategy we 

recommend here would be to use the system average for that 

particular case type, thereby allowing the experience of other 

offices that had handled white collar crime in the past to 

provide a guideline for resources to be allocated in the 

particular office. Again, the weights help in evaluating 

the impact of the decision, but they are no substitute for 

the decision maker. 

A third area of prescriptive utilization concerns the 

relative performance of the offices. Though it has not been 

our function in this report to assess efficiency or effective

ness, we are of the opinion that the weights raise questions 
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that merit further inqulry. From the tables that we present 

in the r8port (for instance, in Chapters IV and V), it is 

apparent that the estimated time expended on a 3iven case 

type differs substantially from office to office. Do dif

ferences of this sort re~lect differences in the cases them

selves, or differences in case processing between offices? 

The argument that is most commonly made is that in the offices 

where the rate of case terminations per attorney is low--in 

other words, where the time expended per case is high--cases 

are more complex and actually require more time. Because of 

the limitations of the current data, however, we are unable 

to provide a final answer to the question. Nevertheless, we 

believe an answer to be possible, given more detailed infor

mation on cases the offices handle. It then might be possible 

to identify the factors that account for variations in process

ing time. In order to illustrate one way in which the weights 

might be used, we have made an application of each of the 

weights and adjustments to the estimated FY79 case load of 

all districts. Table V.8 of the report (see below) indicates 

that Group 1 weights, derived from the Northern District of 

Illinois, produce the highest number of estimated positions, 

and Group 9 weights, derived from the Western District of 

Oklahoma, produce the lowest. This should not be interpreted 

as necessarily reflecting relative efficiency of the study 

offices. What the table indicates is that if all offices 

operated on cases of similar complexity, as in the Northern 
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'Table V. 8. APPLICATION OF DIFFERENT \\'EIGHTING 
SCHEMES TO SYSTE~~IDE CASE LOADS 

V;eighting Schei:'\e Estimated Attorneys 

Group 1 : Illinois (K; 3430.6 

Group 2 : Ne\-; Jersey 3192.1 

Group 3 : Arizona 2824.4 

Group 4 : Mississippi (X) 2618.59 

Group 5 : Georgia (N) 1821.2 

Group 6 : Washington (I\) 1750.9 

Group 7 : Massachusetts 1588.5 

Group 8: Michigan (E) 1386.7 

Group 9 : Oklahoi:'\a (h' ) 1195.7 

Group 10: Best Es tir..a te 1668.8 

Req'..:ire:: 

District of Illinois, and took the same amount of time, a 

total of 3,430.6 positlons would be needed. 

The final line of Table V.8 indicates what happens when 

the best predictor is applied to the case load of each dis-

trict. This produces an estimate of 1,668.8 attorneys for all 

offices. We now examine the district-by-district estimates 

that are produced when the set of weights that comes closest 

to estimating the actual positions in the offices in FY79 

(November) is used. Table V.9 (included here) contains the 

outcome of this approach. As can be seen from the table, 
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Table V.9. A COMPARISON OF PREDICTED POSITIONS 
AND ACTUAL FY79 ALLOCATIONS 

I 

District Predicted Actual I' 

=" ... :_.-::::::.-;..::.:c...::::-.:==--- .~-:::::.....--=---=- .-:::.=.=:=:.-..=---===-.:::=---..:=-::=~--=...=.=::::'~-:-~~.::.---:.~::.=:....==;::...:..::.===:~='=-="":;:--"='::"='-'';'--=-.~~.::..:; 

ILL Weights District of Columhi~ 136.8 163 
Illinois (N) 78.5..Ii \ 

TOTALS 215.3 241 1\ 

-=.:-::;:...=~-=-=.:.:..-::"'=-~-='=::'-~--:-- -====- .;.::=.-==----=-===--=:-~:.:..=.---=.:;::.-=.::.=..:..;:-=-..:::....:::.::;~;;.:.==--.-:;;::---:::::...:.:.-=-:....:::::...-~-=.:.;:.~--:..~.-:;::.. 

I 
NJ Weights New Jersey 

New York (S) 

TOTALS 

·~Z~~;hts~T ~~;!~~~e 
Missouri (E) 
Nevada 
Tennessee (E) 
Cana 1 Zone 
Virgin Islands 

TOTALS 

·~s-;;e-; g~ts-~r~; 5 ~~ ~~~~p; (N ) . -

--=..:.~==-=..=..=::'=::=='=;":::;'-":'- -...=::--;.-=--;;-~===--==-~~-:;;.-==--==-. 

GA Weights ! Arkansas (E) 
, California (:1) 

I 
~~= ~O_=~--=-===-= 

I WA (W) 

Connecticut 
Flori da (M) 
Georgia (N) a/ 
III i no i s (E) -
Louisiana (E) 
Nebraska 
New York (W) 
North Dakota 
Pennsylvania (E) 
7exas (E) 
Vermont 
Wisconsin (E) 

TOTALS 

Alabama (t1) 
California (C) 
Indi ana (S) 
Louisiana (M) 
Oklahoma (N) 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania (M) 
Puerto Rico 
South Dakota 
Was hi n g to n (W) 
Wyoming 

TOTALS 

60.7 
,28. 1 

188.8 

33.94 
4.9 

19.0 
7.5 
9.3 
5.3 
9.4 

93.94 

8.4 

<J.4 

10.4 
34.5 
13.6 
28.1 
23.84 
8.4 

20.4 
7.1 

11 .9 
3.7 

33.9 
9.9 
4.5 
9.4 

219.64 

7.3 
95.2 
10.5 

5.2 
4.9 

15.6 
8.2 
9.3 
5.2 

30.4 
3.1 

194.9 

58 
115 ) 

1 ! :):=-==~ \ 
33 
5 

19 
8 
9 
2 
3 

79 

7 
7 

10 
39 
14 
29 
20 
9 

21 
7 

12 
4 

37 
9 
4 

1 1 

226 
-~~~--=.=--....=--:..--== 

8 
89 
10 

5 
5 

15 
i' 
9 
5 

22 
3 

178 
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Table V.9. A COMPARISON OF PREDICTED POSITIONS 
AND ACTUAL FY79 ALLOCATIONS (CONT'D) 

District Predicted Actua 1 
~-

M;"SS Weights Alabama (N) 14.9 15 
A 1 aba~,la (S) 5.2 5 
Florida ( N) 6.3 6 
Hawaii 

(S) ~/ 
5.4 5 

III i no is 6.2 6 
Louisiana (\~ ) J.5 10 
Massachusetts 24.2 28 
New Hampshire 2.5 3 
Ne\oJ Mexi co 13.3 13 
Nevi York (tl) 7.3 8 
New York (E) 57.7 57 
North Carolina (tq 6.6 4 
Rhode Island ~" 0 4 
Texas (N) 24.8 25 

TOTALS 187.9 189 
I 

V.:Ch ( E) Wei ghts ! Arkansds 3.7 4 
California (S) 49.5 32 
Colorado 14.8 17 
Georgi a (M) 14.9 7 
Idaho 5.5 6 
Indiana (tn 8.4 8 
Kentucky (W) 13.2 10 
Mich'igan (E) 38.0 38 
~1i nnesota 12.5 12 
Mississippi (S) 6.3 6 
Missouri ( \.; ) 1 I .9 14 
North Carolina (~) 6.9 5 
Ohio (N) 25.3 23 
OKlahorr:a (E) 3.0 3 
Pennsylvania (~ / 18.9 20 
South Carolina 18.3 16 
Tennessee ('rI) 11 .5 12 
Utah 6.5 6 
Washington (E) 4.8 5 
Wisconsin ('~) 5. 1 5 ---

TOTALS 279.0 2~9 

OK ( ~:) Wei 9 h t s Alaska 7.7 7 
California ( E) 18.7 14 
Florida (5) 33.8 34 
Georgia (5 ) 6.8 7 
Iowa (S) 5.3 4 
Kansas 9.1 9 
KentL:cky (E) 14. 1 11 
Maine 3.4 3 
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Table V.9 A COMPARISON OF PREDICTED POSITIONS 
AND ACTUAL FY79 ALLOCATIONS (CONT'D) 

District Predicted 

OK (W) Wei ghts Maryland 23.3 
(Cont'd) ~1 i chi 9 a n (W) 6.9 

North Carolina (E) 9.4 
Ohio (S) 16.0 
Oklahoma (W) 7.5 
Tennessee (r~) 8.4 
Texas (S) 36.3 
Texas (W) 25.3 
Vi rg in i a (E) 20.4 
Vi rg in i a (W) 4.9 
West Virginia (N) 2.5 
West Virginia (s) 8.5 
Guam 1.9 

TOTALS 270.2 

A verage \~ei ghts Iowa (N) 4.3 

I 
Montana 6.5 

TOTALS 164.5 

Actua 1 

23 
5 
7 

14 
10 
8 

33 
23 
21 
5 
2 
9 
2 -

251 

4 
6 

156 

~/Subsequent to the conclusion of the total collection phase of 
the project, the Eastern District of Illinois was renamed the 
Southern District, and the Southern District renamed the Cen
tral District. The old designations have been used in this re
port because of the utilization of data from the FY78 Annual 
Statistical Report. 
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·the best estimates of attorney positions and the actual allo-

catio~s are generally quite close to each other. 

The offices are grouped in the table by the set of weights 

that most accurately pr.edicts FY79 positions. The prediction 

is derived from three different elements: the time reported 

by attorneys during the study; the estimates of case load; and 

the proportion of cases on which work is likely to be done. 

Consequently, the groupings in this illustration do not neceR-

sarily reflect such things as t"elative case complexity, liti-

gation environment, and so OP. This means that some districts 

appear out of place. For instance, it might be argued that the 

Eastern District of New York is more comparable to New Jersey 

or the Northern District of Illinois than it is to Massachusetts. 

Therefore, it might be more appropt"iate to allocate positions 

to the Eastern District of New York according to the New Jersey 

weights than to allocate them according to the Massachusetts 

weights. Whether this is so is a policy judgment that is be-

yond the scope of this report. The effect of making su~h an 

allocation, however, would be to increase the number of posi

tions estimated for the Eastern District of New York by a 

substantial margin. In general, any time districts are moved 

into groups other than those that represent the best predic

tion, the number of estimated positions will change. The change 

will be upwards if districts are moved to lower-numbered groups, 

and do~nwards if districts are moved to higher-numbered groups. 
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D. FURTHER IMPROVING RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

In order to continue to improve the process by which U.S. 

Attorney resources are allocated, we recommend that three re

lated research efforts be considered. First, we believe that 

the quality of the c'lrrent case-weighting data base can be 

enhanced by repeating the phase of the project that linked 

the time and activity reports with case information. As was 

stated, almost one-third of the cases reported by attorneys 

were not matched with case type information. In addition, 

case files for approximately 50 percent of the cases selected 

for event analysis could not be located in the study offices 

during the time available to coders. In our opinion, both 

of these conditions were in large measure a function of the 

amount of time between the end of the study and the collec

tion of the case information data. We believe that time to 

have been insufficient to allow normal posting and filing of 

case jackets. However, once the cases on which the attorneys 

worked during the study are closed, the case information that 

is needed should be more readily available. Consequently, it 

is likely that the re-processing of the data would substan-

tially improve the match rate in both areas, thus leading to 

more valid case-weighting estimates from both. 

A second important area of inquiry is the generation of 

case-load estimates. We have argued that in the short term, 

such estimates can be produced from a combination of exist

ing records and input from qualified observers, but that in 

the long term, the establishment of an empirically based 
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forecasting system would be worthwhile. Doing this is not 

simple and it would require data not presently available. 

However, we believe that it is likely to be superior to intu-

itive methods. 

The third type of investigation we recommend focllses on 

the comparison between districts that is suggested by the 

variance in weights. Tables in Chapter V indicate that there 

are several distinct groups of U.S. Attorneys· Offices that 

appear to process cases in approximately the same fashion. 

The differences between these groups in terms of resource 

levels and processing rates is in some instances substantial. 

An inquiry into the reason why these differences exist would, 

in our opinion, be likely to produce extremely useful manage

ment information. It would also tie in very closely with the 

development of additional event data, since the difference 

in frequency and duration of events is likely to be one 

way in which the offices are distinguished from one another. 

F. CONCLUSION 

The work done in this project represents an additional 

step in the direction of rational budgeting. T~e work-load 

weights reported in Chapter V produce an estimate of attorney 

positions that is within approximately three percent of the 

actual staffing levels during early FY79, and, in our view, 

represent the best available empirical aid to budgeting for 

future periods. 

Nevertheless, improvement is pcssible. The quality of 
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the data analyzed in this study can be upgraded substantially 

at relatively low cost. When combined with empirically 

grounded case-load estimates and inter-district comparisons 

of case complexity and processing, the weights would consti

tute a highly valuable and effective management tool. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND 

The federal judicial system consists of 95 districts.
l 

The government is represented in those districts by a United 

States Attorney (USA) and a number of Assistant United States 

Attorneys (AUSAs), ranging from 1 in the s~allest office to 

more than 100 in the largest. Including the U.S. Attorneys, 

the total number of attorneys in U.S. Attorneys' Offices 

(USAOS) exceeded 1,600 at the time this study was conducted, 

and expenditures for the program were almost $125 million. 

Preparation of budgets for the USAOs is the responsi-

bility of the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys (EOUSA) 

in the Department of Justice. The EOUSA prepares an annual 

budget request for review by the Office of Management and 

Finance (OMF) of the Department of Justice. Subsequently, 

a budget is submitted to the President's Office of Management 

and Budget (OMB) for final approval. The procedure by which 

this budget has historically been prepared is as follows: 

First, U.S. Attorneys in the districts supply the EOUSA with 

an estimate of the person-years required for the budget period 

under consideration. That budget period is normally two years 

ahead of the time when the estimates are made, since the budget 

cycle requires that much lead time. The EOUSA analyzes and 

lAt the beginning of FY79, when this study commenced, there 
were 94 districts in the USAO system. The ninety-fifth dis
trict (Northern Marianas) was added during F!79. Data on 
Northern Marianas were not available for inclusion in the 

study. 
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and then incorporates the individual u.s. Attorney requests 

into the total budget request. 

The problems of budgeting for such a diverse system, so 

far in advance of the time when the positions budgeted will 

be allocated, are enormous. Rec00nition of this by the Execu-

tive Office for U.S. Attorneys is reflected in a report pre-

pared by the Office of Management and Finance in 1977 entitled 

Justice Litigation Management. 2 In Phase II of that report, 

there was a clear recognition that budget preparation requires 

empirical information about the kind of demand particular case 

types place on an attorney1s time and about the number of such 

cases that are likely to occur in a future period--information 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

that was not at the time available. The EOUSA utilizes reports I • 
from the Docket and Reporting System in developing an assessment 

of USAO needs, but neither this system nor the Automated Case

load and Collections System (ACCSYS),3 which was introduced as 

a possible replacement, provided the EOUSA with the informatlon 

needed to make a thoroughly grounded empirical determlnation. 

As a result, the Justice Litigation Management report recom-

mended the development of a resource allocation system based 

2prepared by the Resource Management Service and Management 
Programs and Budget Staff, Office of Management and Finance, 
Department of Justice (January 1977). 

3
T

he Automated Caseload and Collections System was being used 
in three of the study districts during the early part of 1979: 
Arizona, Illinois (North), and Washington (West). During FY79, 
however, use of the system was discontinued. 
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on case weights that could be applied both in the Offices of 

U.S. Attorneys and in the various DOJ divisions, which operate 

out of Washington, D.C. This report, the culmination of re-

search and analysis by INSLAW staff members, addresses that 

need. However, the focus will be on the Offices of the U.S. 

Attorneys rather than the legal divisions, primarily because 

the main thrust for the project came from the Executive Office 

for U.S. Attorneys. Nevertheless, the general methodology of 

the study should be applicable at some future date to the 

legal divisions, also. 

The goals and objectives of the project were estab-

lished by the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys, officials 

of the Federal Justice Research Program (FJRP) in the Office 

for Improvements in the Adrr.inistration of Justice (01AJ), and 

1NSLAW project management. These were as follows: 

(1) To develop and evaluate a set of weights that, 
when applied to anticipated case loads, will provide 
accurate estimates of the resources needed to pro
cess that case load. 

(2) To develop a method by which the Department 
of Justice can utilize the~e weights in estimatin0 
positions needed. This method will include a strat
egy for modifying the weights in future budgetary 
periods, if and when changes occur in the litiga
tion environment or litigation policy. 

(3) To assess the current information base devel
oped in the Offices of the United States Attorneys 
in order to determine what modifications (if any) 
would be necessary to operate the case weighting 
system on a continuing basis. Both the Docket and 
Reporting System and ACCSYS will be included in 
this assessment. 

What is meant here by case weights is an estimate of the 

work load associated with a particular type of case, rather 
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than a simple count of the number of such cases that come 

into the system. There is general acceptance that different 

cases require different levels of effort on the part of at-

torneys, and that the number of high-demand cases in a given 

office is not necessarily the same as in some other office. 4 

Therefore, allocations to offices should be made on the basis 

of work load rather than case load. Assuming that a weight-

ing system that reflects work load can be developed, it would 

clearly be possible to use it in the preparation of budget 

submissions, since it would provide an empirical foundatlon 

on which such submissions could be based. 

Planning discussions about the way in which the above 

objectives might be accomplished involved a preliminary re-

view of the current information sources available to the 

Department of Justice. Tl\ese consisted primarily of the 

Docket and Reporting System, a manual system of recordkeep-

ing involving the forwardin~ of completed forms from the 

Offices of the U.S. Attorneys to the Department of Justice 

in Washirlgton, D.C., for automation in a batch reporting 

system. Submission of the forms follows the life cycle of 

a case. An initial form is submitted when the case or mat-

ter is received in the office. Subsequent events in the 

life of the case are reported by a variety of updating 

4This could be due to several reasons. First, one case type 
may be more complex than another; second, the policy may be 
to emphasize particular case types and de-emphasize others; 
third, the quality of agency pr8paration and cooperatict1 may 
vary, thus affecting the attorney time needed. Additi~nal 
causes would not be hard to find. 
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forms. In this fashion, a record of the events and life of 

each case filed throughout the country is, in principle, 

available at a central location. However, though the infor-

mation is adequate for aggregate reporting purposes (as 

reflected in the annual Statistical Report, for instanceS), 

the system is not meant to produce the kind of data that are 

required to estimate the resources needed to process cases. 

Consequently, the Docket and Reporting System was not con-

sidered to be an adequate data base for the execution of 

this project, and it ",'as determined that a completely new 

study would have to be done. This immediately raised the 

problem of how to collect information that would be gener-

ally applicable to all distr.icts. 

B. REPRESENTATIVENESS AND SCOPE 

Because of logistical and financial constraints, indl-

vidual study of each of the districts was impossible. It 

was therefore necessary to identify a subset of offices that 

would be sufficiently representative o[ all U.S. Attorneys' 

Offices that findings based on study of the subset could 

confidently be extended to the total USAO system. 

The procedure followed was to first identify relevant 

selection criteria and then to evaluate a number of offices 

for possible inclusion. Four main criteria were developed 

in discussions among EOUSA and OIAJ officials and INSLAW 

SEach year a set of summary statistics is published. See the 
United States Attorneys' Statistical Report for Fiscal Year 1978, 
data on the fiscal year immediately preceding the study period. 
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staff: geographic location, size of the office, quality 

and quantity of available case information, and feasibility. 

1. Geographi~ Location 

We considered it advisable to seek a geographic spread 

of offices. In this way, area differences in litigation 

environment and case type are rr.ore likely to be reflected 

in the study. Of course, it is not possible and--in our view-

not necessary to capture all variety that exists within the 

system. In fact, it is likely that each office is unique in 

some respect. However, the geographic dispersion of the of

fices selp.cted was intended to incorporate some of the dif

ferences between regions, urban and rural areas, commercial 

and a~ricultural districts, border, seacoast, and inland set

tings, and the lik~. 

2. Size of the Office 

L"? of the most important aspects of diversity was con

sidered to be the siz~ of the offices. Differences in case 

volume and complexity, organization, and litigation enVlron

ment a~e believed by many to be more strongly reflected by 

the size of the office than by any other single characteristic. 

The current number of assistants in an office is of course 

a consequence of past judgments about such differences and 

the demand they have placed on resources. 

3. Quantity and Quality of Available Case Information 

Because of difficulties with both systems, the Docket and 

and Reporting System and ACCSYS, thG anticipated advantage 
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of automated records did not materialize and a large propor-

tion cf the data had to be collected on site. There was some 

variation in both the quality and availability of data in 

the offices to which site visits were made, but in no instance 

were the potential difficulties so great that exclusion from 

the study on those grounds was warranted. 

4. Feasibility 

It was clear from the outset that the data collection 

phase of the project would require a high degree of coopera-

tion on the part of the U.S. Attorne} involved and their 

staffs. Therefore, one objective of each initial visit was 

to assess the probable level of cc?peration and interest in 

the various offices. These were found to vary somewhat, 

but the variation was from good to very good, and no office 

to which site visits were made was excluded because of con-

cern about cooperation. 

C. THE SELECTED SITES 

Following visits to a number of dlstricts, the EOCSA, 

FJRP, and INSLAW determined that the following oZfices should 

be included in the study: 

Arizona 
Cali~ornia (Central) 
California (South) 
Georgia (North) 
Illinois (North) 
Massachusett.s 

Nichigan (East) 
Mississippi (North) 
New Jersey 
Oklahoma (West) 
Washington (West) 

As noted, three of these districts--Arizona, the Northern 

District of Illinois, and the Western District of Washington--

were using ACCSYS as their case-tracking system, and the others 

[~-----------
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were operating with the Docket and Reporting System. Table 

1.1 presents basic statistics on staff levels and case Ivads 

d uri n g FY 7 8 . During that period, the 11 districts handled 

7,677 criminal filings and 9,916 civil filings--21.9 percent 

and 19.8 pe~cent, respectively, of FY78 criminal and civil 

filings in all districts. They were responsible for 24 per

cent of all criminal terminations and 20.7 percent of all 

civil terminations. At the end of FY78, pending case loads 

were 25.8 percent (criminal) and 18.9 percent (civil) of the 

national fig--.!res. The districts employed 27.4 percent of the 

total Assistant U.S. Attorney work force. By these standards, 

then, these 11 districts are more than 20 percent of the 

total USAO program. With respect to other crite~ia, such 

as diversity of size and geographic dispersion, they range 

from small (the Northern District of Mississippi) to large 

(the Central District of California and the Northern District 

of Illinois) and span the United S~~tes from east to west. 

All lrl all, it is our view that, by these ::riteria, they 

can be considered representative of the total USAO system. 

D. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

The remainder of this report is organized into five chap-

ters. Chapter II presents an overview of case weighting and 

documentation of the design decisl0ns that were made with re-

3pect to oata collection and analysis. Chapter III reviews 

the data that were collected during the study and lays the 
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Table 1.1. CASE LOAD I\ND ATTORNEY MANPOWER IN THE STUDY DISTRICTS, FY78 

Criminal Case Load Civil Case Load 

District 
Avg. No. - Pen lng PendlnSj 
of AUSAs Fil i ngs Termi na ti ons 9/ :1n/7R Fil i ngs Terminations q/ 30/ 78---

Arizona 30.£J 841 1,055 901 446 458 658 

Cal ifornia (C) 83.tJ 1,538 1 ,551 1,542 2,149 1 ,878 2,262 

Ca 1 Horni a (S) 32.5 1 ,466 1 ,541 1 ,525 528 365 613 

Georgia (N) 19. 1 434 459 269 687 855 877 

I 11 i no i s ( N ) 72.1 595 839 962 1 ,282 1 ,774 1,996 

t~assachusetts 26.7 538 505 602 698 366 1 ,464 

MichifJan (E) 33.4 906 1 , 1 35 1 ,284 1 ,134 790 1,768 

Mississippi (N) 6.5 106 91 42 161 150 174 

New Jersey 54.6 454 505 748 1 ,577 1 ,080 2,254 

Okl ahoma (W) 7.1 247 221 190 564 609 706 

Wash; ngton (vt) 21. 7 552 680 467 690 791 694 --- ---
Study Distt'icts 388.1 7,677 8,582 8,532 9,916 9,116 13,466 

1\11 Districts 1,415.6 35,023 35,704 33,113 50,097 43,973 71 ,552 

Study Totals 
as % of All 
Districts 27.4% 21.9% 24.0% 25.8% 19.8% 20.7% 18.9% 

Source: Data in this table arc drawn from Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys, The United States At
torneys' Statistical Report for Fiscal Year 1978 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice). 
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groundwork for Chapter IV, which includes the calculation of 

case weights and the procedure by which the case weights can 

be employed in budgeting calculations. Chapter V addresses 

the question of utilization of the budget weights and con

siders the manner in which they can aid budget submissions. 

The way in which the positions that are actuallY provided 

can ue allocated to individual districts is then discussed. 

Chapter VI is a summary chapter in which the main con

clusions and recommendations of the report are reviewed. 
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II. THE RESEARCH DESIGN 

The research design for the study was developed after 

discussions with a number of individuals fa~iliar with the 

U.S. Attorney system. Among those were members of the Advi-

sory Committee of U.S. Attorneys and staff of the Executive 

Office for U.S. Attorneys and the Federal Justice Research 

PrograD of the Office for Improvements in the Administration 

of Justice. l 

These discussions led to the identification of three basic 

issues: 

Which of the various methods of developing case 
weights is most suited to the planning and bud
geting needs of the EOCSA? 

What data are needed for the weight calculations 
to be made, and from what sources will they be 
drawn? 

What sort of information will the EOUSA need to 
operate the case-weighting system, and how will 
it be developed? 

The decisions made with respect to the first two questions 

will be examined in depth in this chapter. Consideration of 

the information needs of the EOUSA will be taken up subse-

quently in Chapter V. 

ISpecial thanks are due to the Advisory Committee of U.S. At
torneys, the members of which contributed freely of their time 
and expertise to early discussions about the project. They al
so responded in detailed fashion to a survey that was prepared 
by project staff. Our analysis of that survey is contained in 
an interim report submitted to the Department of Justice: 
"Survey of the Attorney Generalis Advisory Committee of U.S. 
Attorneys, An Interim Report on the Allocation of Resources 
in U.S. Attorneysl Offices," mimeo, (~;ay 1978). 
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Before proceeding to the design issues, we present an 

overview of the way in which case weights can be established 

and the manner of their utilization. The objective is to pro-

vide a framework for the study. 

A. AN OVERVIE\~ OF CASE WEIGHTING 

Case weighting is a method of assigning to each case 

a weight that reflects the resources needed to process that 

type of case. In other words, it is an attempt to convert 

case load information to work load information. Once such 

work load estimates have been established, they can be used 

to assist resource allocation decisions for individual fil-

ings, for types of cases, for offices, or for a total system. 

In the criminal justice system, three general approaches 

to the establishment of work load estimates have been used. 

The first of these is to simply count case filings and pend-

ing case load; the second is to use expert opinion as a way 

of determining the relative demand placed by different ~ase 

types on resourceSi the third is to make an empirical obser-

vation of attorney activities and to establish measures of 

the time those activities consume. Within each of the th~ee 

general approaches, different strategies can also be employed. 

A brief review of each of the approaches and accompanying 

strategies follow. 2 

2Por a more extended discussion, see Terence Dungworth, et al., 
Assessing the Feasibility of Case Weighting as a Method of---
Determining Judicial Workload, Institute for Law and social 
Research, submitted to the Federal Judicial Center (1978): 

Chapter II. 
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1. counting Case Filings and Pending Case Load 

The simplest and perhaps most frequently used approach 

to estimating work load is to simply count the number of fil

ings that occur. This is the same as giving each filing a 

weight of one. Thus, if office A has 500 filings and office 

B has 1,000 filings, this approach would assign twice as many 

resources to office B as to office A. The number of filings 

might be adjusted to reflect an assessment of pending case 

load, but the cases that were pending would also be given the 

weight of one, so that the basic approach would not be changed. 

Dissatisfaction with this approach has led to the growing 

number of efforts to weight cases in a manner that reflects 

the work actually needed to process them. The arguments against 

using a simple count are straightforward. First, cases of dif

ferent types can require different levels of commitment from 

attorneys, and it is therefore inappropriate to assume that 

one case type is equivalent to another. A second point is 

that cases of the same type make different demands on resources 

from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. A common example is that 

an immigration case in a border district, such as southern 

California or Arizona, has a radically different impact on 

resources than an immigration case in a district such as 

Northern Illinois. Attorneys in the border districts ha~dle 

many immigration cases and tend to have many well-established 

procedures for them. This is not true in Illinois, where 

immigration cases are rare. Consequently, the burden of the 

case type is different. The general point is that variety 
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in substance, complexity, experience levels, and many other 

factors makes equating unweighted filings with work load an 

unappealing approach. 

2. Expert Opinion 

One alternative to a simple count of filings and pending 

case loads is to employ expert opinion to address the two ques-

tions: In what way do cases of different types make different 

demands on resources? To what extent does the same type make 

different demands in different districts? It is possible to 

employ a technique such as the Delphi method in this approach, 

and natural:y, obtaining expert opinion joes not preclude the 

use of other strategies. 3 

This approach has both strengths and weaknesses. The ob-

vious strength is chat the incorporation of expert opinion al-

lows seasoned judgment to play a role in the determination of 

what is a very sensitive question--the allocation of resources 

on a differential basis. The experts may be more likely to 

avoid the problems and pitfalls that might ensnare the less 

3The Delphi approach involves repeated polls of a group of ex
perts, such that each poll after the first focuses on dispari
ties of opinion revealed by previous polls. In this way, the 
experts can clarify and modify their responses, with the objec
tive of achieving consensus or unequivocally stating the range 
of opinions that exists. For a discussion of the approach, see 
Harold Sackman, "Summary Evaluation of Delphi," Policy Analy
sis I, no. 4 (Fall 1975). For use in a case-weighting study, 
see David P. Doane, "Experimental Court Case Weights Using 
the Delphi r..!ethod," paper presented at the TIMS/ORSA Joint 
Meeting, Chicago, May 2, 1975. 
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experienced. The potential therefore exists for a higher de

gree of acceptance among those affected by the resource de

cisions than if a purely empirical approach were taken. On 

the other hand, some difficulties are associated with the me

thod. In order to employ a Delphi strategy effectively, a 

substantial amount of time dnd energy can be required from 

people whose time is probably fully occupied in the execution 

of their professions. Second, the approach inevitably involves 

the reduction of a complex question to a set of much more sim

ple--sometimes simplistic--statements. Another problem is that 

it is difficult and sometimes impossible to identify a suffi

cient number of experts who have the kind of wide-ranging 

experience with the system being examined that is required 

for their input to be generalizable. What is much more common, 

for instance, is the identification of experts who may know 

one particular part of the system, but who have relatively 

little familiarity with all of it. This tends to be the case 

in the system of U.S. Attorneys' Offices. Individual U.S. 

Attorneys who have worked for a substantial period of time 

in their positions may have a high degree of knowledge about 

their own particular offices. However, their experience with 

other offices is usually limited, and it is not reasonable 

to expect them to make informed interoffice judgments. As 

a consequence, the second of the two questions raised is 

difficult to address through this method. 
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A strategy that is perhaps mor.e satisfactory than relying 

entilely on expert opinion is to use experts i:1 the initial 

phase of a project, so that their judgments and experiences 

can be incorporated into the design of the research, and to 

supplement those judgments with the collection of data on 

the question at hand. This was precisely the strategy that 

was undertaken in this project. The Advisory Committee for 

U.S. Attorneys was consulted early in the project and was, 

in fact, polled with respect to the primary questions about 

resource allocation and case weighting that the study consi

dered. The responses to these polls, presented in detail 

in the previously cited "Interim Report," were invaluable aids 

in the specification of data elements (see Section C of this 

chapter) . 

3. Observation of Time and Activities 

Since the way in which attorneys spend their time durlng 

the normal working day constitutes the essence of the work load 

of a particular case, the most direct method of determining 

that work load is to measure and record the time attorneys 

expend on various activities. This can be done longitudinally 

or cross-sectionally. The longitudinal approach involves the 

selection of a specified number of cases to be tracked from 

receipt in the office to termina ion. An effort is then mad~ 

to record all time expended on those particular cases. This 

contrasts with the cross-sectional approach, in which the work 
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done on all cases is observed for a shorter period of time. 

The advantage of the former method is that all time expended 

on a particular case can be recorded and analyzed. rhe dis-

advantage is that a study using that method would have to 

last a long period of time. Years elapse, for instance, between 

the filing and disposition of many civil cases. Consequently, 

if a commitment has been made to observe all time expended 

on a particular case in order to generalize to cases of that 

type, then the study would have to last at least as long as 

the lite of the longest case that was included. This would 

mean in effect that over a period of several years particular 

attorneys within an office would have to record all time spent 

on particular cases. The logistical problems associated with 

this are obvious. 

Because of the problems associated with the 10ngitu0inal 

approach, we determined early in the project to adopt ttle 

cross-sectional approach. A 90-day period was selected, dur-

ing which all attorneys in the study districts would report 

all time expended, both case related and non-case related. 

Because this strategy involves a cross section of time 

rather than all time associated with a particular case, a 

method of adjusting the time observed to account for time 

not observed had to be developed. How this was done is de-

scribed in the next section. 
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B. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CASE-WEIGHTING METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of recording attorney time is, of course, 

to obtain an estimate of the attorney hours needed to process 

cases of a particular type. When many cases of one type are 

filed, it is to be expected that the attorney hours needed will 

vary from case to case. However, if the average per-case hours 

could be calculated, they would be a satisfactory estimate of 

the time taken for the average case of that type. Therefore, 

looking ahead to a future budgetary period, the average hours 

per case, multiplied by the expected number of cases, would 

produce an estimate of the total case-related hours needed 

for thac case type, assuming the relative stability of the 

other factors affecting time expended on a case (e.g., com

plexity, policy, procedures).4 

As noted earlier, it is usually impossible to obtain a di-

rect count of the total number of hours spent on a case be-

cause the life of the majority of cases is longer than the 

study period, In other words, a cross-sectional time study 

takes a slice out of the life of a case and produces a compre-

hcnsive record of the activities occurring d~ring that time 

slice, but it does not directly provide the tot3l number of 

hours worked 011 the case. This must be estimated, and the 

establishment of a satisfactory estimating p~ocedure is the 

fundamental problem facing all time studies of thiS type. 

4Be fore this figure could be translated into positions needed, 
adjustments would have to be made for such factors as adminis
trative work, non-case related activities, vacation, and so on. 
These issues are discussed in depth in Chapter IV. 
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In this project, we have employed two conceptually and 

analytically distinct strategies. The fir~t is based on the 

relationship between average case life and the proportion of 

that life that was observed during the study; the second uses 

time expended on case-related activities dnd relates it to 

the frequency of occurrence of the type of evenes with which 

the activities were associated. Because the case-life approach 

requires less information than the event-based approach, it 

is less prone to missing data problems and is therefore more 

likely to produce operationally usable results. However, an 

examination of events was judged valuable (even if it did 

not produce satisfactory weijhts) because of the potential 

utility of the detailed information about case processing 

and attorney activities that would result. 

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the two ap

proaches in more detail. 

1. The Case-life Approach to Estimating Totdl Case Time 

As stated previously, an adjustment tc observed time 

was necessary because the duration of the data collection 

period was shorter than the life 0f most of the cases on 

which attorneys worked. Therefore, the attorney time re

ported during the study period underreprrsents the attorney 

time expended over the full life of the case. As a conse

quence, weights based on only the study time would be bi3sed. 

The case-life approach to this adjustment problem is 

based on the premise that work done on a case during the 

study has a predictable relations~ip to work done on that 

case outside the study period. A hypothetical example will 
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illustrate the problem and the approach to solving it.
S 

In 

the following diasram, 10 cases of the same type--each of 

which lasted 180 days and consumed 6 hours of attorney time--

are depicted. To simrlify calculations, the survey period 

is set at 120 days, and the 10 cases are assumed to have 

been filed at intervals of 30 days. 

'I'ir.1e Case 
Rep8rteo Nr..ber Survey Period 

0 1 180 

1 2 15 0 30 

2 3 120 60 

3 4 90 90 

4 5 60 120 

4 6 30 120 30 

4 7 120 60 

3 8 
90 90 

2 9 
60 120 

1 10 
30 150 

24 bours 
~80 (not co'.:.:-. te::) 

AssuTI1?tions: 1 . 
2. 

Average case life = 180 days. 
True attorney time spent on each case ~ 6 ho~=s. 

3. 
4 • 

The filing rate is even. 
The expenditure of time is even across ~~e life 

of the case. 

SThis example was first presented in Dungworth, et al., As
sessing the Feaslbilit~ of Case Weighting: 111-6. Though lt 
was developed in conjunction with an analysis of judicial time 
reports, the logic of the problem is identical to that faced 
in this study. 
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The time reported by attorneys for the 10 cases is 24 hours, 

compared with the 60 hours actually expended over the lives 

of the cases. The problem then is to find an estimating pro

cedure that will adjust the reported time so as to produce 

an estimated total time that approximates 60 hours. 

A simple method of doing this is to calculate the pro

portion of the life of each case that was observed and to 

adjust the time on the basis of that proportion. For example, 

case #2 in the diagram was in the study period for 30 days 

out of a total life of 180 days. This means that the days 

observed were one-sixth of the case life. Thus, if the as-

sumption about evenness of expenditure of time is allowed 

to stand, the reported time will be one-sixth of the total 

time expended. Since 1 hour was reported for this case, the 

estimated total time will be 6 hours, which corresponds pre

cisely to the true time. A similar adjustment works in the 

same way for every case in the example. 

There are two critical problems with this approach, one 

logical and one informational. The logical problem arises 

from the assumption that attorney work is evenly spread across 

the life of t~e case. Any attorney who has worked on a case 

knows that this is rarely true. The informational problem 

is that the true life of the case has to be known for the ad

justment to be made on a case-by-case basis. However, under 

real world study conditions, this information is not available 

for any case still pending at the end of the studY period (un

less, of course, utilization of the data is delayed until all 

study cases ar~ closed--normally, an unacceptable condition). 
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An answer to both of these difficulties has been sug-

gested by R. W. Gillespie in a critique of the 1971 Federal 

District Court time study.6 The problems in that study were 

precisely thc3e discussed here. Gillespie's proposed solu-

tion was to use an adjustment factor that employed the known 

average life of cases of a given type, rather than the life 

of an individual case, and that, given a large enough number 

of cases, would not require the assumption that time is evenly 

expended across the life of a case. 

The adjustment factor is defined as follows: 

S 

where, 

S = number of days in the study period 

Ti = average life in days of c~ses of type (i). 

For the example provided in the diagram above, the adjustment 

factor would therefore be: 

180 + 120 = 2.5 . 
120 

Application of the factor is then made to the total time re-

ported (24 h,)urs), producing an estimated total time of 60 

hours, which is equal to the true time. Thus, the Gillespie 

adjustment produces the same average result--6 hours per case--

as the adjustment based on individual case type. Of course, 

6R. W. Gillespie, "Measuring the Demand for Court Services: 
A Critique of the Federal District Court Case Weights," 
Journal of the American Statistical Association 69 (March 
1974): 38-43. The reader is referred to this article for 
the mathematical derivation of the formula. 
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it would not pruJuce the same result if applied to an individ

ual case (though the sum of individual case applications would 

equal 60 hours). However, this does not matter in the appli

cation being considered in this study, since the objective is 

to predict time needed for all cases of a given type, :ather 

than for an individual case. 

The question to consider now is whether the assumptions 

about evenness of expenditure of time and filing rate can be 

considered valid for the data being collected in the study 

of U. S. Attorneys' Offices, and, if not, whether violation 

of them would result in seriously biased estimates. 

a. The Expenditqre of Attorney Time. We have already 

noted that the assumption about evenness of time expenditure 

is not consistent with attorney experience. The problem here, 

then, is to assess the impact of violation of the assumption. 

First, let us consider the kind of unevenness that could 

occur. We assert that it will be either systematic or randoQ. 

By systematic we mean that all cases of a given type would 

have a similar, though irregular, pattern of time expenditure. 

One plausible systematic construct is a bi-modal expenditure, 

such that time is spent in the early days of the case and 

during the closing days of the case, with little in-between. 

By random, we mean that cases show little or no consistent 

pattern. Time may be spent anywhere in the life of the 

case. 

If time is spent systematically for a given case type, 

then the only prerequisite for the case-life adjustment to 
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work satisfactorily is that cases of different ages be in

cluded in the study. In the instance of the bi-modal 

construct, some time would be reported from the first modal 

phase, some from the second, and some from the period in be

tween. The precise distribution of time would depend on such 

factors as the length of the study period, the average life 

of the cases, and the average length of the modes and the in

terval between them. The important point, however! is that 

the averaging process would produce the same effect as if 

time had been evenly distributed! provided the number of cases 

is not small. 

What if time expenditures are more or less random! so 

that no systematic pattern such as the bi-modal one occurs? 

This would mean, by definition, that for a large number of 

cases! the average of the time spent -t any given point{s) 

in the lives of those cases (e.g., the first day, or the 

first ten days, or the last five days) would be the same as 

the average of the times spent at any other point. If this 

were not so, then the distribution would be systematic, not 

random. Since the consequences of this are equivalent to 

those of an even distribution, we need not be concerned about 

non-systematic distributions. 

What is most probable in the actual experience of Assis

tant U. S. Attorneys is that time expended will be systemati

cally but unevenly distributed over the life of the case. 

There will of course be some cases that do not conform to the 
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general pattern, and when those cases are included in the 

averages for all cases, they will modify the general pattern 

somewhat. However, provided the number of cases in the study 

is not so small that a few deviants will seriously '1kew the 

averages, 

b. 

the dominant pattern will be captured. 

The Filing Rate. The filing rate question is actu-

ally a stand-in for another issue. That issue concerns the 

expenditure of time by stage of case (e.g., pre-indictment or 

filing, pretrial, trial). What is needed is that a large 

enough number of cases at each stage be worked on by attorneys 

so that the average time expended is approximately the same 

during the study period as it would be during any other period 

of similar length. This is difficult to demonstrate, since no 

comparative statistics on time expenditure are available. There

fore, we use the filing rate and case age as substitute indica

tors. These involve empirical rather than logical questions. 

Are cases filed more or less regularly, or are there seasonal 

or other variations in filing patterns? Little if any analysis 

of these patterns in U. S. Attorneys' Offices has been done 

to date. However, one of the data elements collected in 

this study was filing date information (see Section C below). 

We will thus be able to consider the filing patterns for 

the cases on which attorneys worked. We should not expect these 

to be identical from day to day, nor even from month to month. 

However, we anticipate a reasonably regular filing pattern for 

most case types and, consequently, expect to see attorney 

time devoted to all stages of case pr.ocessing. 
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In conclusion, we anticipate that the case-life approach 

will produce reliable estimates of the average time expended 

over the life of a case, provided a large enough number of 

cases of varying ages are worked on by attorneys during the 

data collection period. 

2. The Event-based Approach 

The basic premise of the event-based approach to case 

weighting is that the attorney time needed to process a case 

can be predicted from a knowledge of three factors: 

The types of events that occur in the life of the 
case. 

The average time expended on the activities asso
ciated with those events. 

The number of events of a given type that will 
occur. 

For each type of event, the expected frequency of the 

event is multiplied by the attorney hours that event is ex-

pected to require. Summing the products for all event types 

provides an estimate of the total time needed. The design 

problem is how to obtain accurate information on the type, 

duration, and frequency of events and associated activities. 7 

7Confusion about the use of the words "event ll and "activity" 
can easily arise. Ideally, the word "event" would be used 
for such things as a filing, commencement of a trial, the 
occurrence of a motion hearing, and so on. The word "activi
ty" would refer to the attorney work associated with the event. 
However, the distinction is not neat. Writing a letter may 
not be a formal event in the life of a case, but it is cer
tainly an activity that consumes time. Telephone calls are 
in a similar class. Consequently, though every enumerable 
event will have a corresponding activity by the attorney of 
record, not every activity will be associated with an event. 
Subsequently, we will specify how these two different situa
tions are treated. 
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We have addressed this problem by identifying three data 

sources which, in principle, contain the information. For 

the type of event worked on, and the time the event required, 

we looked to the attorney handling the case. On the time 

report form developed for this study (see Section C below), 

attorneys were asked to report time spent, by activity type. 

For the number of events that occurred during the study, 

we used the case file that is maintained for each case. That 

file contains all information relating to the case, including 

a posting of the type of event and the date it occurred. 

Since many cases were still open at the end of the study, 

this file did not contain information on events across the 

complete life of the case. To obtain that number, we looked 

at terminated cases of the same type and calculated an aver

age frequency ior each kind of event. 

Glven that these three data sources provide the neces

sary information, it is possible to calculate an estimate 

of the time needed that does not require an adjustment of the 

sort discussed in the last section. Therefore, the caveats 

noted there about the evenness of expenditure of time and of 

filing rate are not necessary here. However, other potential 

problems must be kept in mind. 

Foremost among these is whether the case files do in 

fact contain postings and documentation for all case events. 

In principle, as was noted, the case file is the repository 

of all case-related information. It constitutes a permanent 

record of the original documents pertaining to each case. In 
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practice, however, the quality of the posting to the case file 

and the comprehensiveness of the documents contained in it ar~ 

both unknowns. To our knowledge, no systematic evaluation of 

this function has ever been made. In discussions witb person

nel in the various districts, it became clear that the case 

fil is considered the best available record of case events-

better, for instance, than the Docket and Reporting System 

or the Automated Caseload and Collections System. As sub

sequent chapters of the repcrt will show, this was also our 

experience. Therefore, despite the fact that some dangers 

exist, we decided to proceed with this strategy. 

C. THE DATA BASE 

Our strategy for producing case weights mandeted the 

development of a data base containing records of time spent 

by AUSAs and details of the cases on which that time was spent. 

In addition, in order to calculate estimates of total time 

expended on cases from the partial time that would be reported 

during the study, we would have to construct profiles of ter

minated cases. Thus, three distinct types of data were included 

in the data collection process. The specifics of these are 

discussed below. 

1. Collection of Time Data 

The collection of data on the way Assistant u. S. Attor

neys spend their time was problematic, for a variety of rea

sons. First, there is a general aversion among professionals 

to the implementation of any type of time-reporting system. 
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Such systems are seen as a time-consuming ~nd unnecessary 

hindrance to the performance of their normal duties. They 

are also threatening because they can be used as evaluative 

tools by management. As a consequence, previous efforts to 

establish time and activity recording in U. S. Attorneys· 

Offices have not been generally successful.
8 

Even if such normal resistance can be overcome, an 

additional problem ~emains. The working day of an attorney 

is not easily divisible into discrete, measurable activities. 

An attorney may be working on the preparation of a motion for 

one case, and during that preparation, be interrupted by phone 

calls or visits relating to other cases for which he or she is 

responsible. Keeping track of these activities and the time 

spent on them is difficult and subject to error, unless the 

commitment to doing so is high. 

Despite problems like these, we remained convinced that 

the effort to collect time data must be made. Prior to this 

project, there was no clear description of the kj.nds ot activ-

ities AUSAs engage in during the working day, or of how AUSA 

time is divided among different activities. Given this situ-

ation, planning and budget justificatio~ are dlf[icult, to 

8Two of the study offices were exceptions to this tendency. 
Mississippi (North) and Oklahoma (West) had time-reporting sys
tems in effect. There was also a system of reporting court
appearance time to the Executive Office for U. S. Attorneys, 
which in principle was operational in all offices. However, 
as far as we could tell, the reporting practices of AUSAs 
were erratic. 
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say the least. Therefore, even imperfect data would represent 

an improvement on the information that has been available. 

To address these problems, we visited a number of offices 

to discuss with AUSAs the way in which their workday could 

most accurately be reflected. The consensus was that a diary

type recording system would be necessary. This should be 

maintained on a sequential basis during the workday and dur

ing time spent on official activities outside the normal work

day (weekends included). Final details of the form to be used 

were worked out during a pilot period in the District of 

Arizona. A copy of that form is presented as Figure 11.1. 

The procedure followed was for the attorney to specify 

the nature of the activity engaged in by selecting a code 

from those listed at the top of the form. If the activity 

was case related, case identifiers would also be included. 

If not, the activity was still reported. Each day the com

pleted forms were collected and reviewed for completeness of 

information by coders working in the office. Reminders were 

sent to AUSAs who had not completed forms for the previous 

day, and then the reviewed and completed forms were forwarded 

to INSLAW for ~rocessing. 

2. Collection of Data on Current Case Events and Attributes 

Though the time reported by the attorneys was the corner

stone of this project, that time had to be associated with the 

specific case on which it was expended (assuming that it was 

a case-related activity). This was accomplished by devEloping 

from the information provided by attorneys during the study 
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I I.D. NO. DATE: / I 
ii1"iJ:- a:ay yr. 
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2 t1at.atr~:e Ct 11 Hc t ion. Practal 22 ',11 tnu I 32 W1tnul <filed wi Ct ) dlnc. .) "'DlJtrl~t Ct.(bcfort 12 Trlll - Bench 23 AgentlAgency 33 Ag!nt/Ag£ncr 42. Frct Inv,,: 52. Tu inlr tta£ ) 

13 Tr i.l - Jury 24 OP? Coun.el 3~ Opp Couns.,. 43 Lep, l\uurch 53 TTlve: 4 "'Dlltr1ct Ct. (btticrc 
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l~ n.:' Prel im Ir.J 25 JudgeiClnk 35 Judge/Clerk I.t... Mcmorand·.ur !>.;. Ad:.ir. i 
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An Hgllmer. t 27 OC.: 37 OOJ 46. Other Dil covery 55 O~her 

I 6. Statt Cl 
7 AH·:lHt Ct 16 Crand Jur)' 18 Other 38 Othu 47. Other ( . B r.>ra~ 
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lists of the case numbers for the cases ~n which they had 

worted. These lists were then forwarded to on-site data coders 

provided by the Executive Office for U. S. Attorneys, so 

that case files could be located. The coders then completed 

data collection forms provided by INGLAW. The specifics of 

these are documented in Appendix A of this report. In general, 

the form provided for the collection of selected case attri

butes and for the recording of all events associated with 

the progression of the case. To a2low time for posting from 

attorney records to the case jacket (which was the ~ource 

of information for this form), the cases on which data coders 

were to collect information were not specified until the time

reporting phase of the pr.oject had been concluded. 

3. The Histori-:::al Data Base 

In terms of the types of information to be collected, 

the historical data base was the same as the current data 

base (see Ap~endix A for details). The difference between 

them was that the cases in the historical data base were 

all closed prior to July I, 1978, and all posting withi~ 

the office to the case jacket and to the docket card had 

been completed by the time the data were collected. ThlS 

made it possible to develop a comprehensive proflle of the 

kinds of cases the particular office processed. The connec

tion between the historical data base and the attorney time 

and activity information is develo~ed in more detail in Chap

ter III. In general, the purpose was to allow inference from 

the necessarily incomplete picture of work load and case events 
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that was developed during the study, to the comple~e case 

load of the office. Thus, it was from the historical data 

that calculations of the average case life and of the average 

number of events of particular types were made. 

D. Sm1MARY 

In this chapt~r, we have considered in some epth the 

design issues related to the two methods of calculatlng 

case we igh ts and to the collect iO;1 of data. We have argued 

that the employment of two parallel case-weighting methodolc-

gies is both possible and desirable, and we have specified 

the theoretical and logical strengths and weaknesses of the 

two approaches. In Chapter IV r we will examine those questions 

again in light of the study data. Meanwhile r in Chapter III, 

we present a preparatory overview of those dat~. 
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III. ATTORNEY TIME AND CASE EVENTS 

In this chapter, the data coll~cted during the study will 

be introduced. The chapter has three basic objectives. The 

first is to make a summary statement about each of the main 

data bases that were developed. The second is to detail the 

way in which attorneys spent their workdays during the study 

and to document the distribution of their time by type of ac

tivity and by typ~ of case. The third is to lay the emp1rical 

groundwork for the calculation of weights, which will fol-

low in Chapter IV. The organization of this chapter follows 

the three main objectives. In the conclusion, data proble~3 

dnd strategies for coping with them will be reviewed. 

A. A SURV[Y OF THe DATA BASE 

The data collected during the study are summarized in Ta

ble 111.1, which documents for earh of the 11 districts the 

guantity of information collected there. It w111 bp noted 

that the District of Arizona is presented as two separate 

offices. This practice is for informational purposes only 

and is considered warranted because b0th offices report a sub

~tantial number of attorney work hours. The D1st=ict of Ar1-

zora is separated into these two offices throughout the 

rema1nder of this report. For all other distr1cts, inforr..a

tion from different offices within the district is aggregat~d. 

A~ can be seen from the two columns in the table that con

tain ir.formation about the length of the study, all attorney 

time reporting took place within the last six months of 1978; 

the study target of 90 calendar days of reporting was met 1n 

1II-1 
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Table 111.1. AN OVERVIEW OF TilE DATA RI\SE 

I 
--- . ~ 
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---------- -j ~ -_ .. _. -
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--- -_. -----
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...... 
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most instances. Total days numbered 1,105, and the average num-

ber of days was 92.S. The fact that the study lasted a differ-

ent number of days in different offices was a product of local 

conditions and project timetables and is not considered to 

have any bearing on the quality of the data collected. 

In all of the offices, the cooperation of attorneys was 

very high. We believe the extent of this cooperatIon is 

clearly illustrated by the quantity of time the attorneys 

reported. There were, across all of the offices, over 180,000 

hours of attorney time reported, which constitutes a data 

base equivalent to 90 workyears. In the larger offices, such 

as the Centcal District of California, the Northern DistrIct 

of Illinois, and New Jersey, approximately 15 workyears were 

reported by each office. This amount of time is naturally 

reflected in the number of cases for which the attorneys 

reported their time. Information was collected on more than 

10,000 civil matters a~d cases and 12,500 cri~inal matters 

and cases l . 

As we pointed out in Chapter II, the case-life met~od of 

case weight calculation requires a knowledge of case type, 

average case life, and time expended for each ~3se included 

IThe word "matter" is used by the Department of Justice to re
fer to litigation not yet filed in a District Court. When fil
ing takes place, the "matter" becomes a "case." Before filing, 
all matters are given a complaint or claim number, and the matter 
is referenced and filed by that number. After filing, the DIS
trict Court AssIgns a case number, which is incorporated into 
USAO records. In this project, attorneys reported time on all 
matters and cases on which they worked. During the report, to 
avoid repetition of both terms, we have adopted the convention 
of using the word "=ase" to mean case or matter, except where 
we specify otherwise. 
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in the calculation. The event-based method, however, requires 

'much greater detail--especially with respect to the type and 

frequency of events. Initially, we believed that much of the 

information for both methods could be derived either from 

the Docket and Reporting System or from ACCSYS. Given that 

this was so, it would have been possible to base both sets 

of weights on a large number of cases· However, upon lnves-

tigation, we determined that neither the quantity nor the 

qual ty of the information contained in those systems was 

adequate to support event-based calculations. As a result, 

a subset (25 percent) of cases on which attorneys reported 

was selected for on-site coding of event information. 2 

We anticipated that a substantial portion of the files for 

these cases could be located and that the dasired information, 

as specified in the previous chapter, co~ld be developed. 

However, a number of problems arose that qualified the success 

of this strategy. 

First, use of the strategy meant that the data collection 

could not begin until late in the life of the project, since 

it was necessary to give district personnel time to complete 

posting of activities that attorneys reported to the case 

file. However, in some offices, even two-to-three months 

after the time study had ended, posting was still not com-

pleted. Second, it was the practice in many offices for at-

torneys to keep the files for pending Cdses in their offlces, 

2pro ject resource constraints prohibited the coding of a larger 
sample, but 25 percent was considered an adequate subset. 
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rather than in a central file. This was particularly true 

I ~hen the case was active. What this meant for the on-site 

I 
data collectors was that a search had to be conducted to 

establist. the location of the file, and the attorneys then 

I had to be contacted for a time when lt would be convenient 

to release it for data coding. Further, even if the file 

I could be located, there were instances of sensitive or 

I 
secret investigations in which the attorney worKlng on the 

case naturally did not want the case file examined by an 

I outsider. As a consequence of these problems, it was r.ot 

possible to develop detailed case information on the tar-

I get figure of 2. percent of reported cases. From the totals 

I 
presented in Table 111.1, it can be seen that for civil cases, 

1,296 (13 percent) were covered by this data cOllection phase, 

I and 1,227 (10 percent) criminal cases were exa~ined. As wlll 

be discussed further in Chapter IV, these lower-than-desiratle 

I numbers have led to 30me difflculties in the calculation of 

I event-based weights. 

Profiles of terminated cases constitute the third set 

I of data depicted in the table. The 8,416 cases represent 

I 
approximately 10 percent of civil and criminal cases terml-

nated in all U.S. Attorneys' Offices for FY78, and they Jre 

I 
approximately 45 percent of the cases termir~ted in these 

11 districts during the same period. These figures lend 

I support to the claim that both the study offices and the 

I 
total system are well represented by the data. 

I 
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B. THE DISTRIBUTION OF ATTORNEY TIME 

This section of the chapter focuses on the time reported 

by attorneys. It is divided into two parts. In the first, 

the characteristics of the attorney working day are considered, 

and a detailed discussion of the activities in which attorneys 

are involved is pres~~~p.d. In the second, the case typology 

that is employed throughout the remainder of the study is 

documented. Distribution of attorney time across t~e cate-

gories of the typology is then considered. 

1. How Assistant U.S. Attorneys Reported Spending Their 
Time--An Organizational Perspective 

With the development of a set of case-based weights as 

the ultimate objective, the primary unit of analysis is, of 

course, the case. However, as an outgrowth of the collection 

of data on resource expenditures, there emerges a fairly co~-

prehensive picture of how the reported working day of tr.e 

typical Assistant U.S. Attorney was organized. 

To facilitate interdistrict comparisons, attorneys have 

been divided into two general groups--civil and crimlnal. 

Most of the U.S. Attorneys! Offices are organized along these 

lines, that is, separate civil and criminal divisions oper2te 

within the office. In some of the larger offices, a more 

specialized organizational structure is often common. For 

purposes of this comparison, specialized prosecution sectlons, 

such as Frauds and Narcotics, have been placed in the crimir.al 

group. 
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Naturally, there are offices among the 95 U.S. Attorneys' 

Offices that eschew this particular organizational structure. 

For example, in the t~orthern District of 1-1ississippi, all (~ases-

ci\il and criminal--are generally distributed a~or.g all the 

assistants. Additionally, il: each offic~, there are attorneys 

who, for one reason or another, do not fall into either cate-

9 0 ry . T his t h i r d g r 0 up u sua 11 yin c 1 u des t. h e U. S" At t'J r n e y '1 f1 j 

any other attorneys with general supervisory respo~sibility. 

In actual practice, these functional divisions often 

break do' .. ;n, and there are "civil" attorneys who spen r.1 time 

on criffiinal cases and vice versa. The reader should t~ere

f ore note tha t the group i ng pre sen ted i i', th i s sect 10n i. s 

strictly to facilitate comparisons among attorneys and does 

not form the basis for any weighting scheme. In subsequent 

sections, references to civil or criminal resource expendi

tures will refer to cases of that type, irrespectiv~ of the 

nominal group of the a~torney involved. 

Table 111.2 presents a review of (a) total time re~orted 

by attorneys on office-related activities during the approxi

mately three months of special data collect10n and (b) ho'''; 

those hours are allocated among the various groups of attor

neys. A total of 180,601 hours were reported durins the 

study; 25 percent of those hours were reported by attcrn~ys 

in the civil group, 62 percent by attorneys in the criminal 

group, and 13 percent by other attorneys. 
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Two additional statistics are reported for each group 

of attorneys. The first, time reported per attorney, repre

sents an unadjusted accounting of average hours reported by 

each attorney in the group during the reporting period. The 

figure is unadjusted in that it does not take into account 

different reporting period durations, peak vacation periods, 

or actorneys who were part of the office staff for only a 

portion of the reporting period. 

The second, average time reported per day, requires some 

elaboration before discussion of its significance. During the 

course of the study, participating attorneys were asked to 

report all time expended on office-related activities taking 

place in the office or at home during normal working hours 

or during evenings, weekends, and holidays. All of tnese hours 

are reported in the "total time reported" column and were used 

in the derivation of case weights, to be discussed in Chapter 

IV. The total days worked represents only official working 

days, exclusive of weekends, holidays, and leave days. Time 

per day is then computed by dividing the total hours reported, 

including weekends, holidays, and evenings, by the number of 

official working days in which time was reported. An interpre

tation of time per day as reported here is that it represents 

the lowe~ bound of the number of hours wo~ked per allocated or 

budgeted attorney day. As seen in the table, the time reported 

per budgeted day varies across districts, ranging from approx

imately 7 to approximately 9 hours. The average over all 
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districts is 8.4 hours per budgeted day, for both civil and 

'criminal attorney groups. 

Table II1.3 elaborates on the manner in which attorney 

time was distributed during the course of the reporting period. 

The table illustrates the number of calendar days in the report-

ing period, the number of official workdays, and, for each 

group, ~he average number of workdays actually reported. Also 

highlighted in the table are the proportion of workdays for 

which 8 hours or less were reported, the proportion for which 

between 8 and 12 hours were reported, and the proportion for 

which more than 12 hours were reported. Using this table and 

the data in Table 1II.2, we can consider an important question. 

Are the attorney time reports representative, in terms of 

volume, of the actual work that took place during the study 

period? There are two parts to this. First, did attorneys 

submit time reports for the days they worked? Second, did 

those time reports contain the correct number of hours worked? 

We have no direct answers to these questions, but we can make 

inferences from the information on days worked in Table 111.3. 3 

First, the difference between the number of calendar and 

the number of official workdays is based upon weekends and holi-

days and does not have any bearing on the question at hand. 

What is important is the difference between official workdays 

and reported workdays. This could be due to a number of 

3We shall focus on civil and criminal attorneys in this dis
cussion. The "otherll category cont.ains administrators whose 
non-case time is accounted for by an adjustment procedure 
discussed in Chapter IV. 
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District 

Days tn 
Report! n9 

Period 

Official 
ioIork-
day5 

--1---·-- -
AZ (Phx) 93 62 

AZ (Tuc) 100 6U 

CA (e) 01 56 

CA (5) :ll 56 

GA (N) 96 60 

Il (N) 93 57 

HA 95 65 

HI (E) 93 66 

:45 (N)" 39 62 

HJ 91 65 

OK (101) 90 liO 

WA (101) 59 

. ..!_-_ .. __ ..... 

Average 
(}.IYs 

Reported 

46.9 
(6) 

6t'.5 
(4) 

47. J 
(24 ) 

41\.4 
(10) 

1\2.9 
(19 ) 

55.0 
(10) 

56.6 
(0) 

57.3 
( 12) 

54.0 
(i) 

57.0 
(1) 

Tahle 111.3. TII[ f\nORr~[y WORK DI\Y 

--------_ .. _-----
1\ T T U " N l Y T 1 " ( n ( po" T ') 

.- --_._--_ .. _--- -.- -- ---_._----_._-------
Civil I\ttorrl{'y~ Crimln.11 Att.orlH'Ys Other Attorneys .... _- .---.- -.. --. - . - -.--- ... -- '·_---'-·--,1--- _··_----------1 

Perc~ntaqe of Oays Averaqe 
--.-----.-- •• 0.- - --- - ... - - ._.--. lIays 
0-0 hrs 0-12 hrs 17+ hrs Reported 

64't, 

115'\, 141, 

(81. J I'" 

521, 311t, 

46't 4S'1, 

!ill 

l!i~ 

35'); 

45'1, 

41X 56~ 

2'X, 

I " " 

1\ 'X, 

/I," 
7" 

I (l'x. 

2% 

10't 

fI',t, 

~) 1 .3 
(10) 

51}.1 
(10) 

42.7 
(23) 

50.3 
( 11) 

1\5.7 
U17) 

5'L6 
( Ill) 

5fi.2 
(23) 

51\.0 
( 311) 

55.6 
(5) 

1\'1.1 
( 11) 

Percentaqe of Oays Average Percentage of Days 
---.- . - • - . -- --. ---.---- 0,; y 5 

O-H hr~ H-12 hrs 12+ hrs Reported O-H hr5 0-12 hrs 12+ hrs 
. - --. ----- ---- --... - .. - - -. - ... -.----- --·-----t---I 

40'/, 

35'/, 

nr, 24'/, 

3?'/, 

II n, 43X 

7b',; 

711% 

41'.1: 51% 

51't 39% 

5'X; 

6'/. 

10" 

Ii,' " 

2't. 

Ill', 

9't 

1\0,7 
( J) 

64 .0 
(1) 

34.0 
( 2) 

42.0 
( I ) 

54.0 
(I) 

31.0 
( J) 

·11 .0 
(I) 

50.2 
(6) 

55.4 
(Il) 

54.11 
( 13) 

50.3 
(4) 

4lJ.25 
(il) 

18% 121 

67'( 27'1. 61 

57'J. 30X 13'1 

50~ 43'1 

74'1. 25't 

74~ 23't 3% 

100% 

55% 391 

61't 34'£ 51 

421. 46'1 111 

351. 59" 6% 

5't 371 41 

.. --- _._-_ .. --- _ --- -------'----
Note: N\Jmher~ In ;Iiln·nlhesr.s are the n\JII~)('r of iltl()rrH'Y~. 
't1i5'ils5i~)jli (U) ,)tlorru'ys hllY!! hr.!'11 9rollpl~d in the '1lIllPr' (dtf',!ory to refll!d lIll' LId Uhll the office i~ nol divided Inlo civil dnd 
(riminal divi~ions. 

--------



factors. First, vacations and sick leave are part of the 

normal fringe benefits 10r all federal employees. It is to 

be expected that during any given thrp.e-month period, some 

vocation and sick time will occur. Second, there are occa

sions when attorneys are absent from their primary work lo

cation for t~aining or other work-related purposes (visits 

to the Department of Justice in Washington; temporary detached 

duty in other offices, etc.). Third, there is turnover in 

the number of positions in any given office. In almost every 

office, some attorneys left and others began work during the 

project. The effect on the study data is to reduce the 

average number of days reported per attorney, since an attorney 

who--let us say--began work in the middle of the reporting 

period could report on no more than half the official working 

days. Fourth, it is possible that some attorneys did not 

report all of the days on which they worked. 

The procedures followed in reporting time were intended 

to allow the first three factors to operate without a count 

of their effect. That is, we chose not to keep track of va

cations, sick leave, and training days. When utilization of 

the weights is discussed in Chapter IV, we shall indicate how 

to adjust for those days. However, because of the importance 

of obtaining time reports when the attorneys were present, 

a daily check-off system was established in each office. The 

on-site coders were given a list of active attorneys and, when 

time sheets were turned in from the previous day, they would 
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check off the names of the attorneys reporting. Attorneys 

who had not reported were then contacted on the same day and 

asked to turn in a completed form for the previous one (unless 

they were on vacation, sick, or away for other purposes). 

Failure to respond to this request then resulted in notifica

tion of the Chief Assistant or the u.s. Attorney, who would 

follow-up with the attorney who had not reported. On the 

whole, this system worked well. No procedure is perfect, 

however, and it is inevitable that some workdays were unre-

ported. Though the number is undetermined, we believe it to 

be small, first because the check-off procedure spotlighted 

reporting omissions and stimulated quick corrections, and 

second because the data presented in Tables III.2 and 111.3 

show the number of reported days for each office to be a high 

proportion of the total. We conclude that in terms of num~er 

of days, the time reports from civil and criminal attorneys 

are a substantial and representative subset of the number of 

days worked. In some districts, they are likely to be virtu-

ally all of the days worked. 

The second question raised at the beginning of this dis-

cussion of Tables 111.2 and III.3 concerned the number of hours 

reported per day. We have already noted that the averages 

across all offices were 8.4 for both civil and criminal attor

neys. In Table 111.3, the distribution of days by reported 

number of hours is presented. Our primary concern was whether 
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the time reports were an accurate reflection of the day's work. 

There was no empirical way to determine this, since the report

ing was done by the individual attorneys without direct check. 

However, we stressed to each attorney the importance of compre

hensive reporting, and we believe that the daily check-off proce-

dure was a regular reminder of this to the attorneys. For this 

reason, it is our judgment that underreporting was rare. In 

order to assess overreporting, we contacted directly a number 

of attorneys who had reported unusually long days to verify 

that no errors had been made. Because of the regularity of 

the reporting, the fact that the averages are what would be 

expected, and the high degree of cooperation that we found, 

we are of the opinion that the time and activity data are an 

accurate portrayal of the work done during the study period, 

and that they form a sound basis for the development of the 

weights. 

Retaining, for the moment, the attorney groups as the 

unit of analysis, we can examine resource expenditures on 

case processing. Table 111.4 presents, for the two major 

attorney groups, the level of resources expended at various 

stages of processing as a proportion of all time reported. 

The stages covered by the table are the pre-complaint/claim 

stage (screening, preliminary investigation, etc.), the Ma

gistrate Court stage (generally prior to indictment or filing 

in the District Court), the District Court stage (subsequent 

to indictment or filing), the Appellate Court stage, and other 
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Table III.4. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTlO~ OF REPORTED ATTORNEY TII~E: 
BY ACTIVITY STATUS 

District 

riminal : 
AZ, Phx··· ( 1 0 ) 

AZ, Tue (10) 

CA, C (52) 

I CA, S (23) 

GA, N (17) 

IL, N (57) 

fIlA (18) 

MI, E (23) 

I tiS, t\ * 
I t-;J** (3S) 

I O~, \~ ( 5 ) I 22 () 0 5S 3 
1 

4 
! 

.1"\ , .... 1 (1 3) i 27 8 

! 
2 42 6 I 3 

I ! I 
, 
I 

ICiVil: 
I 1 

\ I I I 1 

( 6 ) i 7 
I 66 5 I 11 \ AZ, Phx () 0 1 I I I I AZ, Tue (4 ) i 5 \ 0 63 2 1 E 

I 
(24 ) 4 I 1 11 68 4 I 4 CA, C , 

I 
I I I 

I CA, S ( 10) 4 0 2 48 10 12 

GA, N (5 ) 2 2 6 62 6 16 

IL, N (1 9) 3 0 1 62 10 1 2 

I HA (10) 3 1 2 79 4 8 

MI, E (8) 3 0 3 69 5 

1 

9 

I MS, N* 

NJ ** (12) 10 2 53 3 2G 

I OK, \oJ (1 ) 1 74 2 
0 0 0 

WA, W (7) 5 0 5 71 5 4 

1 5 
, 

12 

1 2 

22 
( 16 

~-

L~ 

7 
1 3 

I 4 
I 12 
I 

14 

I 23 
, 

9 
I 
: 

II Notes: Numbers in parentheses are the number of attorneys in each office. Percentages 
may not total 100 due to rounding. 

-Mississippi (N) attorneys have been grouped in the 'Other' category to reflect the fact I that the office is not divided into civil and criminal divisions. 
-*New Jersey is one of the few districts that have a special Appellate Division hanc1ing 

I 
all appeals. Criminal division attorneys do not spend any appreciable time on those 
cases. 
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case-related activities. The District Court stage is subdi

vided into appearances before a magistrate (after. filing) and 

appearances before a District Court judge. 

The last column of Table l1I.4 contains the proportion 

of total time reported that was expended on activities not 

related to a specific case. Examination of the individual 

attorney time reports revealed that the bulk of this time 

was expended in four major areas: administrative matters, 

training, discussion of general office or legal procedures 

and practices with colleagues, and discussions (usually in 

an advisory capacity) with staff of other federal agencies. 

For the most part, the general patterns are similar 

from office to office. However, one exception is in the 

use of magistrates, who are extensively used in some dis

tricts (notably the Northern District of Georgia and the Dis

trict of Massachusetts) but hardly at all in others. Also 

notable is the high proportion of time expended at the pre

complaint stage of processing in criminal cases. Presumably, 

this period covers the screening decision by the prosecutor, 

as well as any investigative activities required before a 

decision is made to proceed with the case. 

A somewhat different perspective emerges from Table 111.5. 

That table presents the time expended on various general case 

activities as a proportion of case-related time only. Again, 

the distributions of time expended by activity type have similar 

patterns from office to office, especially within each group 

of attorneys. 
111-16 
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Table 111-5 

Table 111.5. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBlJTI0t~ OF REPORTED ATTOP,tlEY TlI-',E: 
CASE-RELATED ACTIVITIES Oh~Y 

Case-related Activities. Percentage 

Court 
District A~pearance; Conferences Te1e?hone Pre?arctic;,r. C: r,: r 

Cri-ina1 D1 v, 

AI, Fn>. ( , I' \ 9 2? 1G 53 
II.: I 

£ 

A2. iuc ( 10 ) 15 lE 9 52 c: .-

C~ • C (52) 9 23 9 
c.: 1 
..Iw 

.. 

C f, , S (23) 18 '5 e 55 -
G:'., t, (17) 19 22 9 4~ 6 

I.., . ( ~ -: .. .1 3 19 5 c.'" 

I, "" J 

wI 
t., 

~'.:' (1 C 14 25 5 4: :: -

V: , ~ u: 3~ , ~, 21 8 51 
t. 

~I 

i 

.~ 

f'.S, h'* 

• , ( ~~ \ 

.. 
I' '>.i' 

.j': I 
14 2: 9 " .~ c 

c ~ ~ , \ . ( ~ \ 16 35 14 32 - . 

.-

" - , 
"" 

1-,. ~; ( ~ -\ '14 21 1C 
- , I ' , 

49 
"'" 

~ 

(ivn .... 
~)V. 

I-.Z, Pnx ( ( ) 7 13 8 61 ' , 
\ \ 

I-.Z, iu:: (q 3 8 11 72 
.-

c;.., c ( 24) 5 12 16 59 9 

C;", S (10) i 4 11 11 7J 1 ., 

G~I' ( 5 ) 
\ 

10 
\ 

t; 4 
\ 

'2 
\ 

65 9 

1 L • t; ( , ,. \ 

\ 
10 13 10 Sf 

, t 
1 :1 I 

I 

t" ( 1 0 ) I 6 13 
I 11 

I 6~ E 

L"". 

\ 

(8 ) 
I 14 14 \ 

t',l , E \ 7 
t,A F' 

\ 
... '" 

~'.s , N* \ 

NJ (16 ) 7 10 11 56 1 2 

OK, \-! (1) 9 20 23 47 1 

WAf \-! (7) ? 14 l' 63 
, 12 

~ 

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are the number of attorneys ; n each off i ce. 
Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding. 

*Miss1ssippi (N) attorneys have been grouped in the 'Other' category to re-
flect the fact that the office is not divided into civil and cri~ina1 divisions. 

~ _______________ tU-'I 



2. The Cases on Which Time is Spent 

We are now ready to consider the kinds of cases on which 

attorneys spent their time. Before doing so, however, a fun-

damental problem must be addressed and resolved. How are cases 

to be classified? Is it desirable to be as specific as possible 

and to use the title and section for criminal cases and the 

cause of action for civil cases? Or would it be better to 

aggregate cases in some fashion? 

Two aspects of this issue merit consideration. The first 

is the level of confidence that can be placed on weights based 

on a large number of categories, each containin~ a small number 

of cases. Since the number of criminal case types based on 

title and section exceeds 2,000, and since, as will be demon-

strated subsequently, only 20 case types were used with any 

regularity during the reporting period, the level of confi-

dence associated with a 2,OOO-category scheme would inevitably 

be low. Therefore, aggregation of some kind was highly 

desirable. 

A similar argument can be made for civil cases, even 

though the range of possibilities is less. The problem, 

however, was to determine the kind of typology to be used. 

We considered the approach employed by the Executive Office 

for u.s. Attorneys in portions of its Annual Statistical Re

port, wherein general violation categories permit the cluster

ing of numerous titles and sections. 4 However, our final 

4see , for instance, page 3 of the FY78 Annual Statistical 
Report, which classifies complaints into 13 categories. 
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decision was to derive a typology from the time reports them

selves. If little or no time was reported for a particular 

type of case, or if that type occurred relatively infrequently, 

then that case type was grouped with another similar type. On 

the other hand, a case type that was individually important 

was put in an individual class. 

Though the general orientation was the same for civil 

as for criminal cases, the manner in which it affected them 

was different, and therefore, each will be discussed separately. 

However, before proceeding to that discussion, the aecond 

general aspect of the typology issue should be considered. 

If title and section for criminal cases and cause of action 

for civil cases are to be replaced by a new typology, how 

can the new typology be operationally useful? The case classi

fication system of the Department of Justice is based on 

title and section and cause of action, and the case weights 

must be linked to that system. The manner in which this question 

is handled is straightforward. Aggregation across title and 

section and cause of action is employed for the calculation 

of weights only. Conversion back to the DOJ case classification 

system will be made, 50 that application of the weights will 

require no changes in that system. 

a. Classifying Civil Cases. The Department of Justice 

was using two different coding schemes for civil cases at the 

time the study was conducted. One was the longstanding Docket 

and Reporting System, used in eight of the eleven districts; 

the other was contained in the ACCSYS reporting system, which 
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was operational in the Northern District of Illinois, Arizona, 

~nd the Western District of Washington. S For the purposes of 

the study, a combination of the two was employed. Subsequently, 

when AUSA time reports were examined, the general scheme was 

collapsed into 15 case types. These are documented in Table 

1II-6. 

The table lists the Docket and Reporting System code and 

the ACCSYS code that correspond to the study case type. For 

the most part, as can be seen, the study case type consists ei-

ther of a single cause of action or of a logically related 

group of causes of action (e.g., injunctions and enforcements). 

There are two general categories. The first is for all claims 

not specified as one of the first four types; the other is 

for non-claims cases not specified in the typology. Many of 

the cases ultimately included in this general category were 

coded 88 ("other") by the offices themselves. 

b. Classifying Criminal Cases. Criminal cases were 

grouped using procedures similar to those described fer. civil 

cases. However, the problems encountered were quite d!f£er-

ent. Instead of being able to group together relatively homo-

geneous types of cases into a single category, we found that 

5Although ACCSYS was discontinued shortly after the time study 
ended, it influenced the type and quantity of information that 
was collected. For instance, AC2SYS offices had discontinued 
the practice of posting to docket cards on the assumption that 
the automated system would provide up-to-date, day-by-day in
formation on case status. Consequently, a source of informa
tion that, from the study point of view, was quite valuable, 
was not available in the three ACCSYS districts. 
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Table III.6. THE CIVIL CASE TYPOLOGY 

_______________ -t-______ E_q_U_i va 1 ent DOJ C~des _-_I 
Case Type _______________ -t-_D_(jr_~ k_e_t_&_R_e_p_o_r_t_i n_~g_S_y_S t_e_m_ ...... , ~CS YS_, _~,_I 

1- Claims-Contracts 

2. Claims-Judicial Foreclosures 

3. Claims-MortgaQe Foreclosures 
4. Claims-Forfeitures 
5. All Other Claims 
6. Tax Li ens and Foreclosures 

7. Other Tax Cases 

8. Torts 
9. Land and Natural Resources a 

10. Injunctions and Enforcements 

11. Frauds 
12. Social Security Cases b 

13. Habeas Corpus 

14. Civil Rights 

15. A 11 Other Ci vil Cases 

8 l' 

62,95 I 7,62 
94 I 9 
28 I 13 

1,2,3,5,12,44,60,C5,66/S1-93 3,4,11,15,19,43 
51 25 
48 21,23,29 

55-57 31,33,35,39 

33,36 

24,68,97-99 

16,21 
25 
72 
75 

a 11 0 ther codes 

41,44,47,49 

51,53,55-57,59 

61,69 
82 
84 

95 

f311 other codes 

aThe manner in which Land and Natural Resources cases are handled differs from dis
trict to district. In some locations, they are handled as any other civil case and 
are reported to the Docket and Reporting System in the usual fashion. In other lo
cations, they are processed separately from the usual civil case load and are re
ported directly to the Land and Natural Resources Division in Washington. In the 
latter situation, there is no record of the case in the Docket and Reporting System. 
In this study, the time reported on Land cases has been included in the summary 
statistics on attorney time expenditures, and whenever the case record was ac~es
sible, the time was included in the calculation of case weights. However, because 
of the variation in procedures, some of the time spent on Land and Natural Resources 
cases could not be attributed to specific cases. 

bA number of offices reporting under the Docket and Reporting System used code 88 
rather than code 25 for Social Security cases. In those instances, the case was 
classified as type 12. 
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a widely divergent number of criminal case types did not war-

-rant individual inclusion in the case typology on the basis 

of either their frequency of occurrence or the amount of 

time expended on them by attorneys during the study. In gen

eral, the rule was established that if a particular case type 

involved less than I percent of the types of cases or less 

than 1 percent of the total time, then, rather than being in

cluded as an individual category in the case typology, it 

would be aggregated with other cases that placed similar de

mands on the resources of the office. Demand in these cir

cumstances was defined as the ratio of the proportion of time 

consumed by the case to the proportion of total cases it 

represented. This ratio is equal to one whenever the propor

tion of time is precisely the same as the proportion of cases. 

If this ratio is less than one, then it can be inferred that 

the case is less demanding than the average case. If the 

ratio is more than one, the reverse is true. We determined 

that it would be advantageous to rank cases that were not 

included as individual case types in the typology according 

to this resource ratio. Five categories of resource ratios 

were set up; these, along with the titles and sections and 

substantive descriptions of individually important case types, 

are included in Table 111.7. The advantage of such a scheme 

in any resource allocation process is that it allows differen

tial weights to be applied to different cases, even though 

they individually do not warrant a unique category in the 

typology. 
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Table III.7. THE CRIMINAL CASE TYPOLOGY 

CASE TYPE 

State Law on Fed Land 
Fraud Claim Against U.S. 
Conspiracy Against U.S. 
Forgery/Contracts 
Embezz/Public Money 
Embezz/by Bank Officer 
Embezz/Shipments 
Firearms: Unlawful Acts 
Fraud Statements: General 
Flight to Avoid Prosecution 
Offense in Indian country 
Mail Fraud 
Postal Theft: General 
Bank Robbery 
Trans. of Stolen Vehicles 
Trans. of Stolen Goods 
Drug Abuse: Unlawful Act 
Drug Abuse: Att & Conspiracy 
Mach Gun/Firearm: Penalty 
Tax Evasion 
Type 21 a 0.0 - 0.5 
Type 22 0.51- 1.0 
Type 23 1.1 - 2.0 
Type 24 2.1 - 3.0 
Type 25 3.0+ 

TITLE: SECTION 

18: 13 
18: 287 
18: 371 
18:495 
18: 641 
18: 656 
18: 659 
18:922 
18:1001 
18:1073 
18:1153 
18:1341 
18:1708 
18:2113 
18:2312 
18:2314 
21 : 841 
21 :846 
26: 5861 
26:7201 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

aThe last five categories in this typology are based on 
estimates of relative resources needed, rather than on 
case substance. To determine relative resources (the 
resource ratio), the following calculation is made for 
the cases not inc1uded in the first 20 case types: 

Resource Ra ti 0 = 
Proportion of time spent on this case type 

Proportion of cases of this type 
The result of this calculation is then used to determine 
the case type to which the cases belong. A general in
terpretation of the resource ratio is that a ratio of 
1.0 is perfectly average; less than 1.0 indicates that 
the case is less demanding than average; greater than 1.0 
indicates that it is more demanding than average. 
A list of the titles and sections included in each type 
can be found in Appendix A. 
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Given the two classification systems, it is now possible 

to display time reported according to the type of case on 

which it was spent. To allocate time to a particular case 

type, we sought a match between the matter or case numb~r 

supplied by the attorney and records on that same case con

tained in the Docket and Reporting System, ACCSYS, or on

site docket cards. Of the 22,787 matter or case numbers 

supplied, 15,051 were matched in this way with case records, 

and the case type was identified. For the remaining 7,736, 

no match was found and therefore the time spent on those 

cases or matters could not be directly associated with a 

particular case type. In Tables 111.8 and 111.9, we present 

the distribution of time for the matched cases. We will re

~urn to a discussion of the unmatched cases in the final sec

tion of this chapter, when data problems are reviewed. 

Tables 111.8 and lII.9 display the time expended on civil 

and criminal case types, respectively, for each district. Each 

of these tables relates three pieces of information. The first 

row is the average time expended on a particular case type for 

each district. The second expresses the time reported for that 

case type as a proportion of the total time reported in the 

district, and the third is the number of cases of that type 

on which attorneys worked during the reporting period. Blank 

cells in the tables indicate that there were no observations 

in that particular category. 
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Table IlLS. 

Ca~e 1'1' ,Jt: .. ~ ... -. 

Contrd~ t, 

Iltge felsr; 

forie1tures 

0tner la, 

Torts 

LandS:~.: 'les 

1 nJ/ (11 f 

frauas; 

&>c. Se~ 

Habeas CorpuS 

elV. Pli9hts 

Otner 

lotal Hours 
Total Cases 

A1 
(Pn, ) 

A\ 1 ~. 21 
<:.6 
3 

A> ~. 33 
u.a 
2 

Av 3.27 
4.7 

~ 29 

Av 4.80 
, 3.1 
II 13 

''IV 2.65 
• 5.6 
N 43 

Av 1.49 
t 2.9 
N 39 

Av 1. 77 
• 1.8 
N 18 

Av 9.97 
• 20.2 
N 41 

A, 13.35 
• 7.9 
N 12 

Av 4.43 
'1 4.2 
N 19 

Av 
1. 
N 

Av 2.24 
6.3 

N 57 
Av 

t 
N 

Av 15.51 
3.8 
5 

Av 7.35 
• 3~. 3 
H 100 

2023 
3el 

TIME EXPENDED ON CIVIL CASE TYPES, BY DISTRICT 
(hours) 

'WA 
f..l 

(i uC ) 
CA 
(C) 

CII 
($ ) 

GA 
(M) 

lL 
(N I 

~11 
(( I NJ 

or. 
(0) ( ... ) 1G1~ •• 

2.6J 
1.2 
5 

8.57 
13.7 
1 ~ 

t.30 
10.6 
19 

2.94 
4.2 

16 

0.22 
0.1 
3 

10.13 
24.3 
27 

1.72 
0.2 
1 

5.55 
3.9 
8 

8.45 
2.3 
3 

'3.40 
8.5 

28 
122.48 

21.8 
2 

7.3:' 
3.3 
5 
2. an 
~.1 

24 

112£ 
159 

0.40 

1.86 
0.5 

13 

6.02 
5.9 

52 
8.61 
5.0 

31 

5. 7~ 
25.0 

230 

19.40 
0.4 
1 

122.0 
6.9 
3 
3. e5 

56.1 

'72 
5~9G 
1104 

4.35 
0.< 
1 

0.00 
0.0 
o 
2.00 
0.1 
1 

3.5U 
0.2 
1 
1 . 6~ 
0.6 
7 

5.73 
6.9 

24 

11 .54 
92.0 

158 

19t!2 
192 

b.95 
3.2 

14 

7.15 
1.9 
8 

3.34 
3.2 

2~ 

2G7 
0.3 
3 

2.47 
3.3 

40 

4.59 
S.3 

35 

10.77 
2.5 
7 

5.41 
0.7 
4 

11 .13 
1.1 
3 

2.20 
2.0 

28 

4.08 
7.7 

~7 

5.91 
2.0 

10 
22.95 
6G.8 
88 

3J22 
326 

ll.b; 
3. ~ 

~U 

Ul4 
2.6 

34 

6.92 
7.8 

71 

5.33 
4.7 

5E. 
4.73 
G.t! 

118 

7.02 
1 ~.1 

136 
2.79 
3.1 

70 

3.32 
4.5 

85 

1 C. 36 
2.3 

14 

6.23 
11.0 

112 

6.04 
0.7 
7 

3.75 
6.2 

105 
3.54 
1.1 

19 

8.25 
3.4 

26 
6.(,4 

24.8 
236 

6319 
1117 

1, l7 
6 U 

12 

5.52 
3.1 

14 

2.72 
1.7 

1 S 

4. b~ 
3.7 

19 

0.20 

1.12 
0.6 

14 

11.60 
19.3 
41 

1.88 
0.4 
5 

5.62 
11.9 
52 

3.70 
7.2 

48 

2.40 
0.1 
1 

77.60 
20.5 

9 
6.60 

17.4 
b5 

246U 
297 

4.L3 
1().3 
6~ 

4 10 
1.1 
7 

1.19 
0.6 

12 

2.17 
3.0 

36 

2.64 
9.8 

96 

2.55 
2.1 

21 

1.17 
1.2 

26 
G.43 

i 8. 2 
73 

3.96 
1.2 
8 

7.49 
13.4 
46 

10.57 
3.3 
tl 

0.96 
10.9 

294 

5.09 
2.0 

10 

4.98 
5.0 

26 
5. O~ 

17 .9 
91 

2580 
820 

j. IS 
C.3 
1 

3. 4~ 
t 5 

36 

0.00 
0.0 
o 
0.00 
0.0 
I) 

O. :'5 
0.1 
2 

1. 57 
1.7 

16 

1.47 
0.2 
2 
1.00 
0.1 
1 

12.9S 
1.8 

9.69 
4.6 
7 

(d' 
j. ( 

351 

1.11 1 . ~0 
4 3 1. d 
2~ 1 9 

1 .04 7.77 
2.2 n.5 
133 20 

4.65 1.10 
2. ~ 0.2 

33 1 

4.44 
24 •• 

343 

0.80 
6.7 

526 

0.91 
1 .4 

93 

3.62 
6.6 

113 

8.18 
3.1 

24 

3.50 
6.2 

111 
6.22 
1.0 

10 

4.76 
14.9 

195 
0.74 

2.84 
4.b 

10 

6.17 
15.8 
15 

1 .33 
2.9 

13 

2.Bl 
2.0 
5 
9.68 

13.2 
6 

4.10 
7.7 

11 

7.1 G 
4 .. 9 
4 

0.78 
2.8 

21 

22.BO 
4.6 
3 
8.d9 

1.27 
0.6 

30 
7.25 

22.4 
192 

2.:7 
1.2 
3 

6 6b 
15.9 
14 

75.2 
130 

1477 
200 

6244 
2396 

587 
13'; 

I b 

1. {C 
D.7 
B 

3.27 
1.7 
8 

7.68 
6.4 

13 

3.41: 
9.8 

44 

10.46 
19.4 
29 

2.82 
2.0 

11 

4.22 
11. 4 
42 

10.95 
7.7 

11 
9.79 

22.6 
36 

5.5G 
5.3 

15 

I.B5 
3.1 

26 

4.82 
3.7 

12 
2 12 
6.0 

44 

1 ;6::; 
317 

ou3 
1. 76 

30~ 

5.79 

516 

8.63 

13:: 

J.7E 

31 

2.61 

774 
4.95 

1:.5 

13.30 

6.7e 

19\4 

JoIt'6 
74~ 3 

Note: [jlanks 1n tne ta::.le 1ndicate tnat there .. ere no oblervation5 In th~t eateQory all()ng the re~orteo cases "e 1aer,l'f1eC. 
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Case Type 

State Law on Fed Land Av 
'X; 
N 

Fraud Claim Agr.st U.S. Av 
% 
N 

Conspiracy Agnst U.S. .1\ v 
% 
N 

Forgery/Contracts !Iv 
% 
N 

Embezz/Pub 1 ic ~Ioney Av 
% 
N 

Embezz/by Bank Officer Av 
% 
N 

Embezz/Shi pmen ts Av 
% 
N 

Firearms: Unlawful Acts Av 
X 
N 

Fraud S tmts: Gen Av 
'x. 
N 

Flight to Avoid Pros. Av 
% 
N 

Offense in Indian Country Av 
X 
N 

Mail Fraud Av 
% 
N 

AZ 

Table 111.9. TINE EXPENDED ON CRIMINAL CASE TYPES, BY DISTRICT 
(hours) 

AZ CA CA GA IL MI t1S OK 
~L.l.B!£L.-J C) (SL (N) (N) MA -- ([ ) lli2 NJ (1-0 __ -

WA 
1!/1_._TQJl\LS_ 

71.00 19.52 3.813 0.99 0.20 5.77 0.79 1. 21 2.12 57.95 8 4.11 10.40 
2.1 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.1 21.1 1.3 
1 2 2 4 1 8 43 3 5 9 1 79 
0.30 0.40 1. 35 3.36 3.57 9.67 2.43 1.19 6.67 1.20 2.54 

0.1 0.3 0.3 1.4 0.3 0.5 0.9 
2 3 5 6 13 9 8 4 2 5 1 103 
1.95 3.77 9.44 2.(J9 20.89 13.02 22.66 7.72 19.24 13.84 70.05 1.20 13.20 
1.0 0.3 3.5 0.3 1.6 2.4 7.0 3.8 5.2 11.0 14.2 0.1 

18 4 30 2 4 24 19 36 4 04 J' :J 4. 234 
6.46 64.74 14.92 6.82 8.14 4.63 6.52 10.37 7.17 8.84 41.99 8.32 8.95 
1.9 11.8 4.4 2.3 3.0 4.3 13.2 11.8 2.4 5.7 13.6 4.3 

10 8 24 7 27 131 125 83 5 60 8 3 4 530 
1.08 4.93 4.07 5.10 6.70 6.91 3.32 2.23 4.18 1.88 4.16 3.21 4.05 
0.2 0.4 0.5 0.5 1.1 0.7 1.9 0.4 0.3 0.1 1.7 0.9 
3 4 9 2 12 14 35 12 1 5 10 1 8 125 
5.34 13.33 2.54 1.42 7.92 10.00 14.75 2.26 56.96 4.36 6.39 2.07 7.11 
2.2 2.1 1.3 0.3 0.9 6.8 3.1 1.0 19.2 2.2 loU 0.8 

14 7 43 4 0 95 13 32 5 54 7 2 4 306 
7.38 5.17 6.61 7.56 5.72 7'J.36 2.79 8.40 7.45 3.49 8.70 
0.9 0.1 1.2 0.8 1.4 4.7 0.5 2.9 0.6 0.2 
4 1 15 8 35 4 12 37 2 4 122 
1. 59 5.90 10.80 0.95 11.76 5.63 25.15 5.86 5.61 9.80 1.89 3.87 8.81 
0.7 1.1 1.9 0.2 4.5 2.9 12.2 3.1 2.7 0,9 0.5 0.5 

14 8 14 5 28 72 30 39 7 10 6 8 241 
6.22 5.58 7.93 1.10 13.09 6.94 12.88 8.88 9.64 17,63 3.21 10.16 
3.0 1.3 6.6 0.1 10.1 3.6 5.2 8.8 3.3 12.5 1.3 

16 1'0 70 2 57 73 25 72 5 75 2 6 431 
4.22 4.61 15.84 3.30 3.15 7.62 4.58 2.25 2.42 6.02 2.38 1 1.34 6.45 
0.8 0.2 1.8 0.2 0.2 2.3 1.0 0.6 1.0 0.4 0.1 1.4 
6 2 9 1 5 43 14 19 6 7 1 8 121 
4.96 0.15 6.90 1 .18 4.54 
9.2 0.3 

62 5 1 2 70 
9.41 0.02 13.09 5.69 18.58 11.08 9.54 3.37 113.86 10.U6 12.99 1.25 10.52 
8.7 0.9 5.0 1.9 6.3 11.3 4.0 2.1 7.7 3.4 3.7 0.1 

31 5 31 7 25 143 26 45 1 33 7 7 361 

Nole: Blank!> in the table indicate that t.here were no observations in that clltegory (11110119 the reported Ci~~es ~IC identified. 
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Case Type 

Pas ta 1 Theft: Gen Av 
'X. 
N 

Bank Robbery f\v 
X 
N 

Trans. of Stolen Vehicles Av 
',t; 
N 

Trans. uf Stolen Goods Av 
% 
N 

Drug Abuse: Unlawful Act Av 
% 
N 

Drug Abuse: Att & Consp f\v 
% 
N 

Mach Gun/Firearm: Pena 1 ty Av 
'.t 
N 

Ta x Evas i on Av 
% 
N 

Type 21 Av 
% 
N 

Type 22 Av 
% 
N 

Type 23 Av 
% 
N 

Type 24 f\v 
'!; 
N 

Type 25 Av 
% 
N 

Total Hours 
To ta 1 Cases 

-
f\Z 

(Phx) 

6.77 
1.0 
5 
4.73 
2.3 

16 
7.62 
0.8 
4 

3.08 
1.5 

16 

20.01 
16.1 
27 
11.48 
2.4 
7 

29.B7 
10.7 
12 
9.45 
0.8 
3 
3.01 
7.5 

84 
2.19 
3.2 

49 

8.47 
8.3 

33 
10.86 
1.6 
5 

61.68 
12.9 

7 

- -Table III.9. -_ .. _-----TIME EXPENDL ON CRIMINAL CASE TYPES, BY DISTRICT (Cont'd) 
(hours) 

'" 

AZ CA CI\ Gf\ II. 111 !'IS 01< 
(Tuc) (A) (S) (U) (I~ ) rV\ ([) (N) NJ (W) 

Hf\ 
(In TOTf\I.S 
._-----

6.26 11.76 In.29 10.2n !L06 5.46 3.70 4.30 8.41 9.49 3.00 7.39 
0.6 2.9 3.5 I.B fi .1 2.5 2.4 0.9 1.5 1.2 0.2 
4 20 4 13 106 2n 47 3 19 3 5 257 

1.60 7.78 4.31 7.14 B.lfi 2.33 7.1l!! 3.14 8.73 1.80 12.12 6.90 
6.3 4.3 1,.5 1.9 1.4 2.8 1.3 2.6 0.1 

I 66 21 1!J 32 38 26 6 32 1 
3.9 

21 275 

0.50 7.65 7.50 4.21 4.64 3 50 5.03 6.42 1 n. 62 6.44 
0.6 0.6 3.5 0.7 0.3 0.7 2.0 0.4 4.5 
2 6 34 22 4 15 6 9 6 lOB 

2.95 3.11 7.00 3.89 8.88 6AIl 18.79 6.m 13.11 10.07 5.6B 
0.3 1.0 2.6 1.8 1.0 3.6 7.6 2.2 2.1 0.2 
4 27 27 66 7 41 6 34 " 'I 233 

1 n.ll 9.36 5.93 18.13 12.01 26.62 15,25 70.48 8.U7 5.52 5.54 13.0B 
14.4 4.3 9.3 [1.'1 15.9 7.3 24.0 4.8 1.9 2.5 
35 37 33 33 185 17 115 1 23 11 

3.6 
42 559 

8.01 10.48 10.27 11.60 13.00 7.13 25.13 6.17 2.45 12.47 11 .40 
3.8 4.6 4.9 0.5 1.2 0.5 5.2 1.0 0.3 

21 :16 10 3 13 4 15 17 3 
3.6 

19 148 

10.84 14.75 4.43 4.03 6.04 6.17 5.6B 8.39 1. 37 4.79 22.64 9.27 
0.7 0.9 0.4 O.B 2.4 1.3 1.2 4.0 0.1 0.8 
3 5 2 14 55 13 15 7 6 4 

3.8 
11 147 

46.41 2.38 3.80 14.33 16.71 8.94 5.55 39.99 8.11 4.90 5.41 10.68 
2.1 0.3 0.2 2.7 1.7 2.7 1.1 8. 1 2.0 0.6 
2 9 1 14 14 19 14 3 26 3 

0.3 
4 112 

18.74 24.73 5.09 6.69 1. 91 4.43 3.70 4.94 9.06 3.71 41.94 10.31 
31.9 37.7 24.1 9.3 3.0 5.9 7.0 10.7 25.2 3.8 

74 124 100 102 217 82 13B 32 295 25 
60.8 
95 1369 

8.48 5.21 6.12 5.16 7.31 4.95 6.46 6.33 5.76 3.50 
6.2 5.1 4.6 4A B.6 3.3 8.1 9.8 4.3 3.1 

32 79 16 63 164 41 92 23 80 22 

3.40 5.66 
3.5 

67 728 

11.29 9.14 9.77 27.84 11.56 15.48 6.24 4.95 9.11 14.78 
16.2 8.5 42.1 26.5 12.7 10.5 4.3 3.3 7.3 7.2 
63 76 91 70 154 42 50 10 85 12 

5.74 11.64 
4.2 

48 734 

6.70 9.93 7.42 29.49 11.02 26.56 2.77 \7.18 11.82 31.63 
0.5 0.2 0.4 8.8 3.4 7.7 0.2 5.8 2.1 6.4 
3 2 1 22 43 18 6 5 19 5 

23.06 17.14 
1.4 
4 133 

20.02 11.55 1.90 13.70 29.77 21 .40 51.85 0.68 llB.58 116.9fl 
4.1 1.1 o " 0.7 4.3 I.Il 7.1 10.1 9.5 .J 

9 8 5 4 20 4 10 1 9 2 

60.53 42.09 
2.8 
3 82 

3351 4400 8138 2111 73') I 13CJB6 611')0 nUB 111111 10612 2469 6552 73939 
159 !;lll 760B 44') 313 747 :118 !;% lI,l? 660 94!; 137 10J6 

Note: Blanks in the table indicat.e that there were no ob<;ervali()n~. III thul cate'Jory <lUlun\) the reported cases ~Ie identified. 
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When examining Tables 111.8 and 111.9, it is important to 

Keep in mind that the data the tables summarize were collected 

over a three-month period, not over the complete lives of the 

cases. This means that the average time reported reflects the 

rate at which cases are processed as well as the demands made by 

cases on attorney time. For instance, let us assume that two 

districts, A and B, have cases of type X, and that in both 

districts the cases take an average of 10 attorney workhours 

from receipt to final disposition. Now let us assume that in 

district A the average number of days from receipt to disposi

tion is twice as large as in B. What would we expect the three

month time reports from the two districts to show? In district 

A, where the processing rate for the average case of type ~ is 

half that of district B, we would expect to see an average time 

expended that was also half. 

This illustration can be extended to cover the situation 

in which district A cases of another type, Y, take half as much 

attorney work time as in district B, but are processed in the 

same number of days. In any given three-month period, we would 

again expect the average time reported for type Y cases to be 

half as much in district A as in district B. 

The illustrations indicate that direct comparison of 

average times from district to distrlct is problematic at this 

stage. The case-life method of adjusting reported times, dis

cussed in Chapter II, is intended to convert the average re

ported times to directly comparable estimates of time expended 
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over the full life of the cases. This will be discussed in 

Chapter IV. 

c. MERGING TH1E Arm EVEN',rs 

The previous two sections of this chapter have considered 

how attorneys spend their time and the types of cases on which 

that time is spent. In this section, case type information 

will be combined with event and time information to produce 

average times per event per case. The average number of 

events per case for each case type, drawn from the terminated 

case profiles, will also be specified. In this sense, the 

section will document the information that is a prerequisite 

to the event-based weight calculations in Chapter IV. 

Before the three different data bases could be linked, 

the term "event" had to be defined. The strategy of the event

based approach to weights, specified in the research design, 

was to calculate an average time per event from the time and 

activity data reported by the attorneys and the case filing 

information developed on the cases for which they reported 

time. This average would then be multiplied by the average 

number of events for the same case type that, based on the 

terminated case file data, can be expected in the life of the 

average case of that type. This meant, of course, that the 

concept "event" had to be defined in a manner that was consis

tent and common for all three sets of data. The ultimate 

definition was influenced by the critical fact that the speci-

ficity of information provided by the attorneys was not matched 
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in either of the other two data bases. Posting to case files 

and docket cards is normally done for the formal events in 

the life of the case, but not for the general, yet demanding, 

activities that constitute much of an attorney's usual working 

day. As a result, the event definitions that were developed 

reflect a heavy emphasis on formal case events (e.g., trials, 

motion hearings, grand jury proceedings, and so on). Tbe 

events themselves are as follows: 

Trials 
Motions 
Other Hearings 
Pleadings (including complaints) 
Depositions/Discovery 
Memoranda (civil only) 
Correspondence 
Grand Jury (c~iminal only) 

These eight kinds of events constitute the basis for the 

event-based weighting system. They are not the only kinds 

of activities that take place in the case, but all of them 

are posted to docket cards or to case jackets and therefore 

were countable for both terminated cases and current cases. 

Other activities, perhaps just as important to the pro-

cessing of the case but not as easily counted, are such things 

as conferences, fact investigation and legal research, general 

preparation, and telephone work. Even though these kinds of 

activities could be counted from the attorney time reports, 

they could not be linked with any frequency of occurrence in 

either the historical data base or the current case profiles. 

Therefore, our strategy for incorporating these activities into 

the event-based weights will be to express them as overhead items. 

The manner in which this is done is specified in Chapter IV. 
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Tables 111.10 and 111.11 present the average event times 

~nd the number of events for civil and criminal cases, respec

tively. The discrete events, which can be counted in all three 

data bases, are contained in the portion of the tables to the 

left of the double line, and other events, which cannot be 

counted, are presented to the right of that line. ~or the 

former, both an average time per occurrence and the number 

of occurrences are indicated; for the latter only the average 

time expended per case during the study is indicated. The 

blanks in both tables mean that during the reporting period t 

no events of that particular type wer.e reported for that case 

type. It does not necessarily mean that such events never 

take place in any case of that particular type. It may be 

ta),en, however, as an indicatiun that the event is rare. 

The main issues t6 consider in interpreting the tables 

are the frequency with which events occur and the variation 

in average event time from case type to case type. In the 

civil table (111.10), an examination of pleadings, of which 

there were 952, shows the occurrence of the event to be fairly 

common for all case types. However, the~e is also consider

able variation, ranging from a low of .77 hours for Tax Liens 

and Foreclosures to a high of 3.68 hours for Torts. The inci

dence of "correspondence" is also quite high, but here the vari

ation between case types is low. In both instances, the rela

tively high number of events suggests that the reliability of 

the average times is quite high. The picture is less encour

aging when court appearances are examined, particularly for 
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e,I',I'<' lilT ION'. 11( 1/11 <:, lill\!! I Nil'l UIIWI'.I' PI I /III', 111110'. III "/OI(,C WNllllltl IIIVES TlG rHlp OHlER . -- _ .. _ ... .. -....... _ .... - .. 

62 Av 3.37 '1.7 I. ~ I • III 1.41l 7.. J') I,. () 2. I () I. !lO I .05 0.80 
H 7 I I I .J J ~(. I I II ... --_ . . . ... "'- . - . . - ..... --~- .. - ... _ ...... . .. _-

211 Av 2.0 .:'.1 · III '1.'1/ O. :n ' •. n 2.14 · "'I .31 .08 
N 3 r. !,I :11) ~ .I .. . .. - ' .. ... - . .. ,. ... _ .... 0>- . - -' ... - ..-._ .. -

6!J Av 1.0 1.0 .I!! I.Of) . III .!l1J • .12 .26 .07 
~I 3 I II') 'Ie) I .. ........ -" .. , . .. ........ - ........ _ dO'" .. .... -- .. ..-" . --_ .. 

7A 1\11 I. I 3 3.11 .114 .?b l. 44 I.OC) J.n 1.6 l. 29 1.011 O. " N 10 :I !, 67 !Jl If) C) . .- .... - . _. '" .• _ ...... _ -=--.c . - . · .. ... ... · , - . .. ........... "'" --... -, . . __ ., «-._- -... --. 
119 I\v I. )!J .40 .1111 ,I' 

• :J ?IJJ (). 74 II. Mi 2.11 I.AU l. 23 0.51 
H q I I? 11\6 (,II " I? ...., .. , ~ - · .. .... _. ~ _.- -... .. 
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40 ___ • •. . - · . • ho .... 

... __ ....... _ .. -- ...... - _ ... _-
----"'-~ ---

III All .'.10 l.t, · 11\ .71 11.2'.1 0.6/1 0.i'0 0.21 0.16 
N 4 II ()I (,II 'I. -- . . "' ...... . ........ ~'" -" .-. . - . · . . , . . . ...... . .. ... "" ... ~-- .. --- ~ -,,, ._-

61 I\v 1.5 ?J'J H.till lI.illI ::'.111 4.116 II. 011 2.52 I • I 7 0.50 0.32 
N II I' IJ 52 ~'I 4 .- .... . . - . ~ _ .. _ ... _ .... - ...... - ... .. ,. 

" .. - .. "'-.. ..... - ---
177 All I. Ii P,. (,2 O.BO () • l"I 'I. (,/I 1.91 J. " 2.111 3.24 I. 37 0.65 

N 19 !, 21 '1'14 1J4 :J~ flC) . . - - . _. - · . . 00- •• _ -. _. 
~ ..... t ....... .- "'-".- . __ .-

26 Av 0.!l1J I. 1)/ ().O') 1.01 (,.0 I • 711 O.ur) 1.11'.1 0.76 
N 2 7 '.1CJ i'4 :> . , . .. · . . .. a >. ~ .. .. . · . ... .-.... . - ._-

92 All 1.4 I. III (). I !J '1.0tl 'I.IIB I). I ~. 2.1'.1 I. :16 1.25 0.49 
N 20 'Ill I 10 74 12 I ....... - .. ~- .• ' .... ---. ...... . . ... . · . . _ ... . . ~ ... , .. - -~--~-- ,---

6 Av 11.1 0.02 O.f)O tl. !,O 3.02 I. 57 4.05 O. J7 
N I II .I I .. .. . .. .. . -.. .... -.. - · . .. .. . --.... --

Iii? Av I)J 0.')7 1).1\', II. ill lI.m lUI 0.4.1 0.24 0.50 0.03 
N 21 J II I hi, III I) 

· . - 1"'-- --- . .~--
---.0 ____ ~'"' •. ,... ... . - ----_ . 

411 All 4L4 I. 1', O. I', (). I ;> 1.4', 1.~6 I • 10 0.74 0.41 0.24 
N I ? tl .10 411 " .--_ .. - --- ~.......-"'.-. . .. .. ............. ~-

'.11 ,'II 7.1)4 I 110 ".1 I i' ',0 (,. "~I ' •• 011 .t.'11) 3.10' 1'.11 0.15 
N " II lit 1.1 10 III .-
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Table IIt.11. AVERAGE TIME PER EVENT FOR CRIMINAL CASES (hours) 

Case Type H of COUf fflCl 
Cases HIT IONS IHlfllS ""N(I\ 1,1 I'I.ON(I\ COilRESP PItONIS INV MEl«) DEPO o TIl [ n 

- - " " 

Slale law on Fed land 20 flv 3.00 0.31 I .00 0.5] (),O] I). !IS 0.03 I 0.33 H I IS I J III 

Fraud Claim A9ainst 25 ,'v 0.30 O. I fI 1.20 U.5') 0.19 U.94 0.32 0.10 
U.S. H 1 :Ii:' 1 lJ I I 

Conspiracy Against 21\ Av 0.95 5a.IO 0.71 3.<'4 I? .4] 0.24 " .3 5.64 0.29 0.21 2.64 
U.S. N i:'0 J i:'7 II 2'J 32 

Forgery/Contracts 98 ,'v 0.]9 44.BO 0.53 O. ]6 1. 57 0.16 1.01 0.21 0.06 0.,07 0.18 
N U I ..,6 , (i4 104 

[mbezz/Publ ic "!oney ]4 ,'v 0.70 11.50 0.72 0.U6 2.61 0.20 l. 74 0.61 0.0" 0.00 O. ]? 
H 2 2 ]0 S 77 22 

Embezz/by Bank Officer 45 Ay 0.09 20.50 0.5" 5.22 1i.31 0.37 7.01 5.02 l. 36 1).03 0.7U 
H 11\ 3 3(, 12 27 JI 

EmbellISh i pments 9 1\'1 0.70 0.27 o.IIn 3.30 73.:16 0.26 10.52 5.]6 0.40 0.03 
H I 3 II I 9 9 

Fi reanns: Unlawful 49 flv 1.03 3.00 O.gq U.63 0.37 0.19 3.83 3.22 0.30 0.07 l. 56 
Acts II 12 I "6 n :15 43 

Fraud Statements: 49 Av 0.47 111.3] 1.,;0 2.75 7.10 0.26 7.1l3 4.79 0.54 0.18 0.58 
General N 3 J II (, 27 42 

Fl ight to AI/oid 13 flv 0.65 0.70 0.27 0.72 0.09 0.01 0.\)<1 
Prosecution N " 4 6 

Uffens(~ in Indian 19 Ay I. 25 1".!iO 0.45 0.7U 6."6 0.24 1. 36 4.01 0.03 
country H 2 2 II I II 5 

/1ai I Fraud 4B flv 0.56 4.73 0.51 3.77 6.111 O.?II 11.40 4.91\ O,29 0.09 0.46 
tI l3 1I 35 12 311 to • 

Postal lheft: !ll'n ]] :'v (1.1)11 ".11) 0.51! I . !",!i ? .110 O.I!i 7..70 (J .119 0.24 0.02 0.09 
N 4 i' ?II " (", 41 

IJaVlk Ho\)tJl'ry 40 ,,\ ' I n.n II. 7', ().3" 0.4" r,. II 0.21 U.'15 1.2'1 Q,t'I 0.01 0.7.4 
II (, (' 'I? 7 ('!) :n 

,; " 

Note: IIlt1rl~'. in thl' t.llde IIl1lit.lll' llldl UlI!rl' Wf'n' nn ob'.I'rl/,II iufl'. ill 111,11 l.IIl'flOry .ulton" till' ""P0I'Ll·II (.1' ... ., WI' idl'nLifip,1, 



Table 111.11. AVEJV\Gr T1t1E pm EVENT FOR CRIMINAL CASES (hour,» (Cont'd) 

------.............. --- .. --_ .... -_. ---- ...... _-_._--
N of COlli file T 

Case Type Cases itHIONS TllIl\l~ ItIlN(;<; GJ PI.lIN(;S COIllH. <,,, PliO til. 'J Io'lV 'I[ffi D[PO OW[ R --------- .. __ .. -.-- .... _ .... - .. -_.- -_ .. 
Trans. of Stolen Hi i~V 0.11 II.hl :.t.OO I .'J!, 0.73 3.90 1.116 0.01 
Vehicles' N 11 1 !, 2 10 II 

Trans. of Stolen Goods 31 Av 5.~0 I .• '11 2.43 4.117 0.17 2.49 2.27 O.OU 0.22 0.23 
N 2 II 4 111 21 

Drug Abuse: Unla\~ful 106 Av 0.52 11 .7t1 n.71 1.07 B.13 0.23 4. !>9 2.95 0.34 0.09 0.62 
Act ~ 66 III 107 16 74 57 

Drug Abuse: Att Po 25 Av 2.06 (j.95 O.u!> I. 56 16.66 1.33 12.46 5.22 n.54 0.02 1.03 
Conspiracy N 26 4 36 9 1 7 12 

Mach Gun/Firearm: 21 Av 0.35 O. Jf) 1. 57 un 0.22 1.70 O.BI 0.01 0.41 0.7J 
Pena'ty N 2 12 3 14 14 

Tax Evasion 16 Av 6.55 6.17 O.ab 2.53 (,.4/l 0.29 13.25 £i. 90 0.06 0.03 0.78 
...... N lU 3 ...... 12 4 9 14 
...... 
I Type 21 211 Av 0.44 !>.5 ().411 0.47 I. 27 0.20 1.00 0.31 0.06 0.01 0.11 w 

N 27 3 14!> 16 \03 67 .l:o 

Type 22 125 Av 0.85 f).5a 0.73 0.9\ 4.14 0.23 2.1I5 I. 2') 0.12 0.03 0.33 
N 26 12 7J 9 114 !>5 

Type 23 124 Av 0.77 20.11i 0.6J 1.22 a.04 0.30 6.03 3.02 0.26 0.22 1.06 
N 55 22 135 20 9'.1 \33 

Type 24 21 Av 0.93 4fi.1J!i 0.70 2.49 9.93 0.22 16.00 6.2A 0.44 0.10 I. 39 
N 11 2 10 2U 411 

Type 25 18 Av J. 56 13. (,l} 'j. Of) 10.25 <111.20 O.bO 43.2') 22.02 2.21 1.03 6.25 
N 31 9 (i0 4 £II 4!> 

Total 1227 Av n.R4 15.411 0.67 2.03 (,.77 (1. i'il 4.67 2.61 0.26 0.09 0.62 
N 3fi9 1(lh 1)'111 IlH n:16 ')bl 

~- -- ---... ------ .... ~ _ .. --"'"--
IIOlI!: BIalik .. in !.tw L'llIle i nd i 1.,ll(~ 1I1,IL I.hl'rc wI'n' 1111 Oh'."J'V,ltIUIIS in 1I1.IL l,1 r (~fl0J'Y ,1I1"lIlIl the J'''poJ't.l'd I..I',('~ we i (Il'nt if i I'd'. 
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trials, of which only 25 were reported. This means that ap

proximately 2 percent of the 1,294 cases had trial time during 

the 90-day study period. Under these circumstances, it is 

difficult to place confidence in the averages. Court appear

ances in general are rare in civil case processing. During 

FY78, for instance, 992 civil trials were reported by all 

districts, out of approximately 50,000 cases filed. That this 

is also 2 percent of the total suggests that the study data 

parallel the system data quite closely. 

As evidenced in Table III.ll, a similar situation exists 

with respect to criminal cases. For certain discrete events 

or activities, there appear to be noticeable differences in 

the average time per event among case types. For example, 

the average preparation time for 64 pleadings in Forgery/ 

Contracts was 1.57 hours. In contrast, the average prepara

tion time for 29 pleadings in Conspiracy cases was 12.43 hours. 

Th~ per-event estimates involve sufficient observations to be 

drawn with confidence. For other discrete activities, such as 

correspondence, not much variation appears among case types. 

However, in contrast with civil cases, the greater frequency 

of court appearances in criminal cases permits us to estimate 

event duration with greater confidence. 

The second component required for the derivation of event

based case weights is a set of estimates for the frequency 

with which events or activities take place during the life 

of a case. These estimates are presented in Tables III.12 

and III.13 for civil and criminal cases, respectively. The 
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Case Type 

Contracts 

Jud Fclsrs 

Mtge Fc1srs 

Forfeitures 

Other Claims 

Tax Liens/Fc1srs 

Other Tax 

Torts 

lands/Nat Res 

Jnj/Enf 

Frauds 

Soc. Sec. 

Habeas Corpus 

Civ. Rights 

Other 

- - -

N 

389 

73 

191 

311 

415 I 

386 

333 

262 

73 

253 

19 

189 

214 

51 

1113 

Table 111-12 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF EVENTS PER CASE 
(TERMINATED CIVIL CASES) 

tt1otions Other 
lIearings Trials Urngs Corresp 

.04 .00 . 13 2.06 

.04 .00 .12 2.71 

.01 .02 .22 3.80 

.00 .01 .14 1.53 

.01 .01 .11 2.32 

.04 .04 .08 3.38 

.09 .04 .39 2.10 

.04 .08 .44 4.12 

.03 .00 .21 9.38 

. 13 .02 .50 3.06 

.00 .00 .11 2.32 

.08 .01 .40 4.18 

.11 .00 .10 1.12 

.10 .02 L21 2.88 

.on .OJ .23 2. Ol 
'------

Depos. 
+ Other 

Pleadings t1emos Discovery 
.-

1.30 .14 .11 

1.85 . 11 .00 

1.85 .10 .03 

1. 37 .10 .13 

1.02 .21 .15 

1.96 .10 .04 

2.18 .17 .65 

2.76 .69 1. 14 

2.16 .18 .15 

2.26 .52 .20 

.79 .21 .53 

2.98 .82 .01 

1. 34 .20 .02 
, 

2.75 .73 .24 

1.80 .30 :13 
--- '--

-- .. _----. -. - .... - - - - -
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Table 111.13. I\VElH\GE NUI~n[R or [VENTS rt:r{ CI\Sf: ( T[HtH NI\ no CR 1111 Nl\l CASES) 
----.. __ .... _ ...... -- .. 

CI\S[ typr N fI:l I lOri', Inll\l " ItUI:tI fll;', r.,II\NIJ .IIIIIV PUl\llliU;', Cdllll! 'iP .. __ ....... --.-
State law on red lamt 7:1 ."" 11.1)11 1.11 .11 I . II') I.'" 
fraud. Claim I\qnst lr.; 16 .11:1 11.0(, 7.t1t1 · (,1 1. JI J.OI) 

Conspiracy A9nSt ,~ I J" 5.7 ', 11.77 ". " .11(, 1.311 " .11 
rorgery/Conlracts 16J . !II? 0.10 7. f" .',It l. 75 3.7J 

[mbell/Publ ic l~nl'Y It" .11) 11.06 2. (,I · Ifi 1.61 3.J6 

[nilul/by Dank Officl'r 03 1.01 n.oll 2.60 ."11 I. 23 . S.35 

[mbell/Shipfi1('nts 33 2.U3 0.17 7.')" .M l. 21 S.03 

ri rearms: Unldw I\cts ICtO l. tI" O. I Po 2.11'1 .1)2 .74 7.95 
fraud. Stmts: Generdl 110 1.1111 O. It 7. !J!.i .611 .IHi 4.1)'1 

\ rt iqht to Avoid Proc; 106 .0', n.oo 0.0) .01 .97 2.18 

Offense in Indidn Country 3 lI.OII o.on 2. (,' 1.61 0.00 0.00 
..... I ""'II fraud lIU 7.116 0.15 ".511 .1)" 1.4H "."B ..... ..... Postal Theft: Gellerd I 118 1.00 0.1111 3. r,l · till l.14 3.73 I 
W 

Dank Robbery -...J 173 2.74 O. I II J.l17 .11.1 l. 25 3.1)7 
Trans. of Stolen Vehicles 14 1.27 0.07 7.7(, .sr, .01) 4.1)1 

Trans. of Stolen (ioodc; fi6 1.71 0.011 7.14 · 11i .71 4.76 

Oruq Abuse: Un I aw r II I I\c t 261 3.1', (). 1', 3.111 .11' 1.l:1 7.ll(i 

Oruq Abuse: All & Cono;p 105 5.3') 0.73 4.07 I)' · , 2.74 3. Of, 

"'ach Gun/firearm: P~nalty 65 2. fII) 0.73 3.17 .1J'l 1.11) 5."2 
Tn Evasion 22 7.46 0.09 3.0n .1l7 .M , .1)1 

Type 21 070 .113 (1.11'1 2. r,f, ."'i ."!i l.!i4 

Type 22 7.';2 l. 35 II. 12 t. c,7. · ',7 1.:14 4.11 

Type 23 401; 7.1 r, I" ,,, 3.1(, · (t'I • oj I 2.52 

T VIle ?4 711 l.ll n.?" 7..4(, .11 .117 7.% 

Typl' i'!> :In 4. (11 fl. 'Ii ., .1.1 .11" .(j7 ., .13 
.. - - -·_0-_0" .. -. 



frequency estimates are based on samples of over 4,000 ter-
. 

minated cases in each group. 

Although the variation in frequency of occurrence does 

not appear to be as pronounced as the variation in event dUra

tion, clear differences d0 exist. These differences tend to 

j,ndicate that cases can be more complex in terms of both mea-

sures. Recall the comparison above of event durations fot' 

pleadings preparation in criminal Conspiracy and Forgery/Con-

tracts cases. In Conspiracy' cases, the average pleading took 

12.43 hours and occurred 1.38 times per case. In Forgery/Con

tracts cases, pleadings required only 1.57 hours and occurred 

with a frequency of 1.25 times per case. Similarly, pleadings 

in Drug Conspiracy cases required an average of 16.66 hours 

and an average of 2.24 such pleadings were prepared in each 

case. 

In the next chapter, these relationships will be explored 

further and the relative advantages and disadvantages of devel-

oping an event-based weighting scheme using these data will be 

discussed. 

D. CONCLUSION 

The review of the data that has taken place in this chap-

ter has revealed pote.ntially troublesome problems in two areas. 

First, when we attempted to match the 22,787 cases on which 

attorneys reported spending time with the records in the Docket 

and Reporting System, ACCSYS, or case files in the 11 dis

tricts, we were unable to identify approximately one-third 
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pf them. Second, when a subset of those cases was selected 

for detailed examination with respect to case events and 

attributes, only 50 percent of the relevant case files could 

be located. Both of these problems involve desirable data 

that could not be located, and they both have implications for 

the analysis that takes place in subsequent chapters. In this 

section, we will consider the scope of the problems and how 

they were handled. We know little about the cases that were not 

identified. We cannot specify for such cases the distribution 

of time by case type, age or com?lexity, or any of the other 

factors that were developed for cases that were identified. 

However, we do know from the attorney time reports how much 

case time was spent, and this can be compared with that spent 

on matched cases. In addition, we can compare the case-type 

distribution of matters received during FY78 with the case-

type distribution of matched cases during the study period. 

From Tables 111.8 and 111.9, we know that 34,676 hours 

were expended on matched civil cases and that 73,939 hours 

were expended on matched criminal cases, for a total of 

108,615 hours. Altogether, 15,051 cases were matched, and 

the average time per matched case was 7.22 hours. In calcu

lating the average time for cases not matched, we must first 

subtract non-case time from the total time reported to ob

tain a figure that corresponds to the 7.22 hours for matched 

cases. When we do this, we find that 14,827 hours were spent 

on case-related activities for cases that were not matched. 
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T.here were 7,736 unmatched cases, and the average time spent 

on those cases was 1.92 hours. For all 22,787 cases, the 

average time expended on case-related activities was 5.42 

hours per case. 

These figures tell us that the unmatched cases were dif

ferent from the matched cases, but they do not tell us how. 

It seems certain that some of the case numbers that were re

ported by the attorneys were for cases immediately declined 

or declined shortly after acceptance, and they probably were 

not posted to the Docket and Reporting System or ACCSYS. It 

is also probable that some of the unmatched cases were not 

of this sot"t, and they simply did not appear in the Department 

of Justice data base, for reasons we cannot identify. The 

critical issue is whether the case-type distribution of the 

cases that were not matched is similar to the distribution for 

cases that were matched. If the two distributions are similar, 

then we can compensate for the unmatched cases by making the 

assumption that the 14,827 unidentified hours are distributed 

by case type in the same proportions as the 108,615 hours. To 

test this assumption, we can compare the known case-type distri

bution during the study period with the distribution during FY78. 

If we find that during FY78, there were a substantial volume of 

matters or cases for case types for which we had little or no 

data during the study, we shall assume that the unmatched cases 

were not distributed in the same manner as the matched cases. 

On the other hand, if we find a reasonable correspondence be

tween the study period and FY78, we shall assume the reverse. 
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The information for FY78 was derived from the Department 

of Justice data tapes containing the official record of all 

criminal and civil matters received during the fiscal year. 

These do not correspond precisely to the figures reported in 

th~ Annual Statistical Report for FY78, because the latter 

contains aggregate monthly reports, which some offices send 

in without case numbers, while the tape that was used does not. 

Data on the study period were drawn from the 15,051 cases 

that were matched. For each district, the number of cases of 

a given type was expressed as a proportion of the total cases 

reported on in the study period and as a proportion of the case 

load for the preceding fiscal year. The results are presented 

in Tables 111.14 and 111.15 for criminal and civil cases, re

spectively. 

In scanning the tables it is important to keep in mind 

that precise correspondence between the percentage of , matters 

received in FY78 and the percentage of matters observed dUr

ing the study is not to be expected. One of the premises 

upon which this study is based is that the case load mixture 

in the u.S. Attorneys' Offices is changing over time, and this 

will lead to some differences between the two periods. What 

is important is whether the major FY78 case types are repre

sented in the study period. It is not a problem if there 

were no matters of a given type in FY78, but there are matters 

of that type during the study. This simply means that we will 

have developed data on case types that -are new to a particular 

office, at least with respect to the previous fiscal year. 
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Table 111.14. PERC[NTJ\G[ DISTRWUTION OF CIUMlUJ\L ~v\TTEHS, BY CJ\SE TYPE AND DISTRICT 

State law on Fed land 

Fraud. Claim ~~nst U~ 

Conspiracy Agnst US 

Forgery/Con trac ts 

[mbezz/Publ ie /lonl'Y 

[mbezz/by Bank Officer 

[mbezz/Shipments 

Firearms: Unlaw ~els 

Fraud. StJnts: General 
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Note: Blanks in the table indicate that there were no observations in that category al1lon~J the reported 
cases we identified. Zeroes indicate that no matters of that type were reported dUt'in9 FY78. 
Specification of the case types inclu~ed in Types 21-25 is made in Appendix B. -------- -.----------
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Table 111.14. PERCEIHI\GE DISTRlntJTION OF CRIMINI\L Ml\THHS, Uy CI\SE TYPE I\ND DISTRICT 
nm STtlUY "[lUOD I\ND FYlB (Cont'd) 

~'I(hl'I"" (I) III " '> I',', liP) I (to N"\1 ,It', ""'I II k I 01110111.1 :.I .. ~hlll'llon (~) 
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Note: Glanks in the table indicate that there were no observations in that category an~ng the reported 
cases we identi fied. Zeroes indicate that no matters of that type were reported during FY78. 
Specification of the case types 'included in Types 21-25 is made in Appendix IL 



Tllble 111.15. PERCENTI\GE DISTRtBUTlON OF CIVIL HI\TTrHS, BV CI\Sf TVpr I\NO DISTRICT 
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Note: n1anks in the table indicate that there were no observations in that category among the reported 
ctlses we identified. 7erop.s indicilte lhi.lt no IIwtters of that type were reported during Fn8. 
Specification of the case types included in Tyres 21-25 is madl':: in Appendi x 13. 
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Tab~e 111.15. PERCENTAGE DISTRlI3l1T10N OF CIVIL MATTERS, OY CASE TYPE MIO 
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Note: Olanks in the table indicate th~t there were no observations in that c~tegory anIDnq the reported 
cases we identified. Zeroes indicate that no matters of t.h~t t'ype were reported durin!l FY78. 
Specification of the case types included in Types 21-25 is lIl~de in I\ppendix 8. 



It is also not a problem if no cases were observed during 

'the study for a case type for which matters were received dur

ing FY78. This simply means that in the particular district 

being observed, the case type is rare. In the criminal table, 

this is the case for offenses on Indian reservations; Arizona, 

the Western Districts of Oklahoma and Washington are the only 

districts in the study reporting matters of this type during 

FY78 or during the study. 

With respect to the remainder of the criminal table, three 

districts had no matters or cases in at l~dAt one case type dur

ing the study. These are the Southern District of California, 

the Northern District of Mississippi, and the Western District 

of Washington. We shall examine each of the case types in

dividually. 

In the Southern District of California, there were no 

study observations of Fraudulent Claims against the United 

States, Embezzlements relating to Interstate Shipments, or 

offenses relating to the Transportation of Stolen Vehicles or 

of Stolen Goods. When we examine the matters received in 

FY78 for these same categories, we find that of the 2,991 mat

ters received, there were .1 percent in Fraudulent Claims 

against the United States and Embezzlements relating to Inter

state Shipments, .2 percent in Transportation of Stolen Ve

hicles, and .3 percent in Transportation of Stolen Goods. Al

together these four case types account for only .7 percent or 

approximately 21 of the total criminal matters received in the 

district during FY78. In the Northern District of Mississippi, 
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the situation is comparable. There are again four case types 

for which no matters or cases were observed during the study. 

For three of those case types no matters were reported during 

FY78j the fourth, Fraudulent Claims against the united States, 

accounted for only .66 percent of all matters--approximately 

one case during the fiscal year. The western District of 

Oklallor.1a has only one category, Fraudulent Statements, in 

which no study cases were observed. There were .26 percent or, 

again, approximately 1 matter of this type reported during 

FY78. There was one FY78 matter (.13 percent) classified as 

Transportation of Stolen Vehicles, but no cases of this type 

in the study. 

The conclusion we draw, then, is that the distribution of 

criminal matters and cases observed during the study bears an 

acceptable resemblance to the distribution of matters received 

during FY78. In fact, across all 11 districts fewer than 25 

matte'l::"s occurred in FY78 for the er.1pty case categories. This 

implies that the unmatched cases are of types for which some 

study observations exist. In the absence of evidence suggest

ing that the failure to match was due to some systematic fac-

tor (meaning that a particular case type or types were dispro-

portionately represented in the unmatched cases), we believe 

that the proportional distribution assumption is justified 

for criminal time. 

It is immediately apparent from Table III.IS that the problem 

with respect to unmatched civil cases is much more serious. In 

both California districts, a substantial number of claims and 
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tax matters were received during FY78. In the Central District 

of California, almost 23 percent of the total case volume of th~ 

office was in the five claims categories. In the Southern 

District of California, the comparable figure was almost 40 

percent. During the study period, however, less than 2 percent 

of the observations in Central California were in those cate

gories, and only .05 percent were in those categories in 

Southern California. These differences appear to be due to 

reporting and coding problems, and not to the fact that there 

were no cases of these types during the study period. For 

instance, if we examine the percentage of cases in the "other" 

category for these two districts, we find that the study 

proportions are much higher than the FY78 proportions. This 

suggests that the claims cases have been classified in general 

terms rather than by the specific case type to which they 

belong. We believe the same to be true for Habeas Corpus 

cases in Southern California, where 8.15 percent of the 1,141 

matters were found in FY78, compared with zero in the study 

period. These difficulties compromise the data from both 

California districts. The effect will be to distort the 

weights that are developed on the basis of these distributions, 

even if the case types not represented in the study were 

aggregated under the "other" category (that is, if the cases 

have actually been observed but simply not classified in the 

way they were classified during FY78). 

Two other offices have potentially similar problems with 

at least one case type. In Massachusetts, 7.4 percent of mat

ters received were classified as Judicial Foreclosures during 
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~Y78, but none were observed during the study. In the Northern 

District of Mississippi, 11.34 percent of matters received in 

FY78 were Mortgage Foreclosures, but again none were observed 

in the study period. For both case types, the development of 

weights based on data from the particular district will obvious

ly be impossible, since we have no information on the time those 

cases take. However, since only one case type is involved in 

each district, we do not judge the problem to be as serious as 

it was for the two California districts. There will be some 

distortion introduced as a result of this condition, assuming 

that matters and cases of this type did exist during the study, 

but we believe that the distortion can be tolerated more readily 

than can the elimination of all data fram these two districts. 

Therefore, we are willing to make the proportional distribution 

assumption while acknowledging that it is likely to introduce 

some bias. 

There are other districts in which no civil cases or mat

ters were observed during the study (Northern Georgia, western 

Oklahoma, and Western Washington), but in each instance the volume 

of FY78 matters received was either zero or very small. In 

all, no more than five matters were received during the entire 

fiscal yea r. 

Two further general points should be made about the civil 

table. The first concerns Social Security cases. In the 

Docket and Reporting System, Social Security cases were, until 
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approximately a year ago, classified as "other" cases. A new 

c~de was then introduced (25). By the time of the study, some 

of the offices had begun to use this new code, but most had 

not. For this reason, we have chosen to represent all FY78 

matters relating to Social Security cases as "other" cases 

(which is how the majority of them were coded by the offices 

themselves). For the study data, however, we identified So

cial Security cases as such by checking to see if the agency 

involved was the Social Security Administration. The reason 

for doing this was our presumption that reporting compliance 

with the new Social Security code will increase in the future, 

and that weights will be needed for Social Security cases. 

Thus, the fact that Social Security cases were observed during the 

study but none are included in the FY78 portion of the table 

should not be a matter of concern. 

Th~ second issue concerns the number of cases and matters 

in the Wotter" category. Even when the expected number of 

Social Security cases is deducted from the "other" category, 

we find in both the study period and in the FY78 distribution 

of matters, that the category accounts for a large proportion 

of all the civil cases in each district. In many instances, 

it is by far the largest of all case types. This is a serious 

problem for any case-weighting scheme, since it means that 

differences between cases classified as "other" cannot be 

detected even if these differences are real. This is true 

with respect to both changes in filing patterns and differ

ences in time needed to process a case. At the present time, 
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~hete is nothing that can be done about the situation. We must 

proceed with the data available and develop weights based on a 

very large "other" category. Nevertheless, it is clear that the 

classification of civil cases could benefit from a detailed re

view. We will discuss this issue in more d~tail when we consi

der the information needs of the Department of Justice in the 

concluding chapter of the report. 

Meanwhile, as a final summary of our position with respect 

to the data, we infer the following. In all districts, distribu

tion of criminal cases not observed is inferred to be sufficiently 

close to the distribution of cases obser.ved that the assumption 

about the comparability of the two seems justified. For civil 

cases, the situation is less clear, particularly in the Cali

fornia offices, where serious distortion is evident. Our 

strategy here will be to assume comparabili~y of matched and 

unmatched cases with respect to case type, but to acknowledge 

that this will produce bias in the weights based on the Cali

fornia civil data, and probable bias in the two case types dis

cussed for Massachusetts and Northern Mississippi. We shall not 

at this point eliminate any district from analyses that take 

place, since for informational purposes we wish to display the 

data to their fullest. Therefore in Chapter IV, where weights are 

calculated on the basis of the matched data, we shall maintain 

all districts. In that chapter we will produce weights and 

will assess the two case-weighting methods with respect to their 

validity and reliability, making the assumption that the case time 
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~ot matched with a particular case type should be allocated 

proportionately across cases that were identified. This will 

per.mit a comparison of the weighting schemes and of the dis

tricts on the basis of the methodology discussed in Chapter II. 

Awareness should be maintained that the problems discussed 

in this section of the chapter will have to be readdressed 

when utilization of the weights is considered in Chapter V. 
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IV. ESTIMATING CASE-RELATED WORK LOADS 

In this chapter, we produce and evaluate work-load 

estimates for each of the 15 civil and 25 criminal case types. 

There are two main sections. First, we calculate estimates of 

the time expended over the life of the average case of each 

type. Both the case-life and event-based methodologios dis

cussed in Chapter II will be employed. Second, using a set 

of adjustment factors developed during the chapter, we convert 

those estimates to budget-oriented weights and apply them 

to estimates of the FY79 case load in order to compare the 

hours and positions predicted by each method with the actual 

number of attorneys in the study offices at the time. This 

comparison and a review of the degree to which the assumptions 

underlying the methods are satisfied by the study data provide 

a basis for the conclusion that the case-life method is more 

appropriate and more accurate than the event-based method 

of calculating case weights. 

The estimates and weights are produced in this chapter 

in aggregated form, rather than district by district, though 

their impact on positions is presented for each study office. 

Aggregation is necessary because the number of cases for which 

event information was developed is, in our judgment, too small 

to warrant a district breakdown using the event-based calcula

tion method. There were 1,227 criminal cases in the event data 

base, for instance, which, if distributed across 12 offices and 

25 case types, would average less than 4 per category. However, 
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it is possible to make comparisons of the two approacres for 

all 12 offices combined. 

A. ESTIMATES PRODUCED BY THE CASE-LIFE APPROACH 

In Chapter II, a detailed presentation was made of the 

logical and statistical foundation for making adjustments 

based on the relationship of average case life to the study 

period. We shall not reiterate those arguments. However, the 

calculation formula bears repeating: 

where 

Estimated Time Needed 
Per Case 

The Adjustment Factor = 

= Average Time Adjustment 
Observed x Factor 

Average Life + Days in S~udy 

Days in Study 

The procedure is to apply this formula to data for each case 

type, thereby producing estimates of the amount of case-related 

time needed to process the average case of the particular type. 

Table IV.l and Table IV.2 present the calculations for 

civil and criminal cases, respectively. Data in the first 

two columns in each table were originally presented in Chap-

ter III. Data on the average case life are derived from the 

profiles of terminated cases presented in Chapter III, and 

the esti~ated attorney time per case is calculated here. 

The interpretation of the estimated time needed per case 

is that it represents the average number of attorney work 

hours needed to process the case completely. As an example, 
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Table IV.l. CIVIL CASE RESOURCE ESTIMATES PRODUCED BY 
THE AVERAGE CASE-LIFE ADJUST~1ENT 

N of Current Average Time ~verage Case Estimated Time Needed 

Case Type Cases per Case (hrs) Life (Days) per Case (hrs) 

Contrac ts 479 I 
1.99 359.8 9.69 

-
Jud. Foreclosures 338 1.88 243.7 6.81 

Mtge Foreclosures 306 3.62 257.8 13.66 

Forfei tures 793 4.90 165.0 13.59 

Other Claims 725 4.06 227.6 14.00 

Tax Liens/Foreclosures 803 2.45 323.2 11 .10 

Other Tax 304 1. 76 421.6 9.'74 

Torts 516 5.79 343.3 27.17 

Land/Nat. Resources 130 8.63 285.0 35.08 

Injunction/Enforcement 660 5.76 251.8 21.35 

Ci vi 1 Frauds 31 7.99 393.6 41.81 

Social Security 774 2.81 410.2 15.20 

Habeas Corpus 
f' 138 4.95 190.7 15.10 

Civil Rights 132 13.30 248.3 48.81 

Other Cases 1.914 6.70 288.3 27.47 
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Table IV.2. CRIMINAL CASE RESOURCE ESTIMATES PRODUCED 
BY THE AVERAGE CASE-LIFE ADJUSTMENT 

---
N of Current Avera~e Time I\verage Case Estimated Time Needed 

Case Type Cases per Case (hrs) Life (Days) per Case (hrs) 

State Law on Fed Land 79 10.40 98.6 21.42 

Fraud Claim Against U.S. 103 2.54 116.9 5.73 

Conspiracy Against U.S. 234 13.20 282.8 53.34 t 

Forgery/Contracts 530 8.95 128.9 21.36 

Elilbezz/Publ i c !'Ioney 125 4.05 I 11 0.1 8.85 

Embezz/by Bank Officer 306 7.11 191.0 21.71 

Embezz/Shipments 122 8.70 271.5 34.10 

Fi rearms: Un1 awful Acts 241 8.81 164.2 24.36 

Fraud Statements: General 431 10.16 139.9 25.45 

Flight to Avoid Prosecution 121 6.45 16.0 7.56 

Offense in Indian country 70 4.54 64.0 7.66 

flail Fraud 361 10.52 354.4 50.61 

Pos ta 1 Theft: Gen 257 7.39 197.6 23.09 

Bank Robbery 275 6.90 164.9 19.14 

Trans. of Stolen Vehicles 108 6.44 223.9 21.95 

Trans. of Stolen Goods 233 5.68 235.4 20.06 

Drug Abuse: Unl awful Act 559 13.08 263.8 50.18 

Drug Abuse: Att & Conspiracy 148 11.40 189.8 34.67 

!~.ach Gun/Fi rea rm: Pena 1 ty 147 9.27 202.7 29.48 

Tax Evasion 112 10.68 542.2 72.94 

Type 21 1.369 10.31 134.5 25.23 

Type 22 728 5.66 179.6 16.59 

Type 23 734 11.64 160.1 31.67 

Type 24 133 17.14 324.4 76.93 

Type 25 82 42.09 205.7 35.19 
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on the civil side, the effect of the adjustment for case life 

is illustrated by a comparison of Torts with Injunctions and 

Enforcements. These averaged an almost identical amount of 

attorney time during the study (5.79 hours and 5.76 hours, 

respectively). However, application of the adjustment leads 

to estimates of 27.17 hours for Torts and 21.35 hours for 

Injunctions and Enforcements. The former is thus approxi

mately 25 percent more demanding than the latter. 

A similar effect is produced for criminal cases involving 

Embezzlement of Shipments and Unlawful Acts Involving Firearms. 

Average time spent on the former during the study was 8.70 

hours; on the latter, 8.81 hours. However, the estimated hours 

needed over the complete life of the average case of each 

type are 34.10 and 24.36, respectively. This is a direct 

consequence of the difference in average case life (271.5 

days vs. 164.2 days). 

To summarize, then, the tables contain the estimated case

related attorney hours needed to process to completion the 

average case of each type. Those estimates are produced by 

adjusting the average time reported for each case of a given 

type by a factor that is based on the relationship between 

the average life of the case and the length of the study 

period. The estimates are not hours to be budgeted in any 

fixed budget period, such as a fiscal year. Further adjust

ment is necessary to obtain that figure, and that will be 

done later in this chapter. Meanwhile, before we assess the 

validity of the figures contained in Tables IV.l and IV.2, 
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we present the estimates of attorney time requirements derived 

from the event-based adjustment process. 

B. THE EVENT-BASED ADJUSTMENTS 

As described in Chapter II, the process of computing 

event-based resource estimates is straightforward. The 

basic assumption is that a large portion of case-related at

torney time is expended on clearly defined, discrete activi

ties, such as court appearances, preparation of pleading docu

ments, or taking depositions. Further, it is assumed that the 

events with which the activities are associated are identified 

and enumerated in case files, docket cards, and other docu

ments. Thus, a reasonably accurate count of the average 

frequency with which such events take place during the life 

of a case can be obtained, in principle, both for the cas~s 

reported in the time study and for cases included in the 

terminated case profiles. It is then a simple matter to multiply, 

for each activity type, the average time required to perform 

that activity by the average number of times the relevant event 

occurs during the life of the case. The product of this multi

plication yields an estimate of the total time expended on 

discrete activities during the life of the case. Table IV.3 

displays the discrete activities included in this component 

of the time estimate. 

In addition to the time expended on discretely identi

fied activities, attorneys spend a portion of their case

related time on activities that, for one reason or another, 
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Activities 

TRIALS 

MinIONS 

HEARINGS 

PLEADINGS 

Table IV.3. DISCRETE ACTIVITIES TO BE USED IN 
WEIGHT COMPUTATIONS 

Criminal Cases Civil Cases 
(N = 1,227) (N=1,294) 

No. Average Time No. Average Time 
Observed Required (hrs) Observed Required (hrs) 

106 15.48 25 5.5 

369 .84 143 1. 51 

996 .67 164 1.3 

806 6.77 952 2.16 

CORRESPONDENCE 961 .26 1,613 .20 

GRAND JURY 996 .67 N/A N/A 

~\Er-1OS N/A N/A "'36 2.28 

DEPOSITIONS N/A N/A 157 4.7 
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cannot be separately identified. Generally, these additional 

activities are those that have no clearly defined starting 

or ending point, such as trial preparation, or those activi

ties--such as telephone calls or ad hoc conferences--that are 

not readily enumerable through any existing manual or auto

mated information system. To estimate resources expended on 

these sorts of additional activities, we have established a 

proportional relationship between discrete activity time and 

time expended on other activities. This proportional rela

tionship was established using the attorney time reported 

for the different activity types. The proportion is aDplied, 

however, to the resource estimates for all discrete activities. 

To illustrate, let us assume that an average of 10 hours of 

attorney time were spent on event-related activities (e.g., 

hearings, trials, motions) for a particular case type. Let 

us also assume that an additional 5 hours of attorney time 

were spent on such activities as telephone calls and gener-

al preparation. Then, let us say that examination of the 

complete life of terminated cases of this type shows that the 

average number of events of various kinds produces an esti

mate of total event-related time that is twice as large as 

that observed--20 hours rather than 10 hours. Then, using 

the proportional-relation approach, we would estimate the total 

activity time not accounted for by discrete events to also 
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be twice as large as that observed--that is, 10 hours instead 

of 5 hours. We may diagram this situation as follows: 

Activities Related to 
Discrete Events 

Other Case-specific 
Activities 

Total 

Hours 
Observed 

10 

5 

15 

Estimated 
Total 
Hours 

20 

10 

30 

These figures are averages for the particular case type. There-

fore, we are again estimating the average number of attorney 

hours expended over the total life of such cases. 

Table IV.4 displays the resource estimates for the 15 

types of civil cases. It is important to remember that 

these are estimates of average resource expenditures for each 

case type and are based on typical activity structures and 

average times required for those activities. Moreover, these 

resource estimates reflect the average disposition mix for 

each case type--that is, the average trial rate, the average 

plea rate, and so on. Almost certainly, there will be individ-

ual cases in which the required resource expenditure will be 

much higher. or much lower. 

Table IV.4 displays for each case type the total hours per 

case, as well as the hours for each of the discrete activity 

components. The column labeled "additional time" refers to 

resources expended on non-discrete activities. Especially in 

regard to the interpretation of the component estimates, the 
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Table IVA. CIVIL CASE RESOURCE ESTHIATES PRODUCED OY THE EVENT-I3I\SED ~1ETHOO·. 

-.----- ---,-_._- __ • _____ u _______ • ______ • __ ,._. _ .... __ ."" ..... ___ O .. i_. _____ .. _ ...... _ . 
4 .... _._ .... _____ ... __ ._ .. _ ... ~.- ~----- .... - .. --~ 

0; sere te Ae ti vi t.y Time 
Total --- ... _ .. _- --- .•. - .. -.... -~-. • ..... ""'._ .... _· ________ • .. _ .... M _________ , ....... ___ .. __ ~ __ • __ ... __ .. __ • ___ n 

Hours Corre- Plead- IJepos./ Addi t'i ona 1 
Case Type Requ;red r10 ti ons Trials IIrn !Js spondence i ngs I'femos Di scovery Time 

-~ ... ------. - ___ • ____ " ... ~_ .... __ .".,_,,_ .. ' __ ..-. .. _, _____ " ~ ________ "'. __ ~ .... 0- _. ___ •• _______ ~_ ------... _--
Contrac ts 12.71 0.13 0.00 0.19 0.37 4.52 0.33 0.55 6.61 

Jud. Foree los ures 8.55 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.43 3.83 0.04 0.00 4.14 

Ntge Foreclosures 7.13 0.01 0.00 0.22 0.57 2.02 0.01 0.00 ".31 

Forfe; tures 9.11 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.40 1. 97 0.11 0.48 6.05 

- Other Claims 13.84 0.01 0.00 0.09 0.35 2.68 0.16 1.00 9.54 
<: 
I 
-" Tax liens/Foreclosures 5.20 0.04 0.00 0.11 0.61 1. 51 0.03 0.00 2.91 0 

Other Tax 29.71 0.14 0.09 0.19 0.59 6.17 0.76 5.25 16.52 

Torts 42.87 0.07 0.78 0.35 0.91 10.16 1. 32 3.55 25.74 

land/Na t. Resources 16.06 0.01 0.00 0.41 0.34 3.02 0.00 0.90 10.86 

Injunc tion/En forcenlen t 25.58 0.18 0.00 0.89 0.116 4.61 2.02 1 . B2 15.60 

Ci vi 1 Frauds 5.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.71 0.00 0.26 4.84 

Social :;: !cur; ty 9.09 0.07 0.01 0.34 0.34 2.3? 0.22 0.00 5.29 

Habeas Corpus 14.44 4.55 0.00 0.08 0.13 1. 911 0.29 0.00 7.44 

C'i vil Ri gnts 36.01 0.29 0.00 0.26 0.66 6.B7 4.93 1. 21 21.78 

Other Cases 15.7U 0.11 0.04 0.47 0.60 11.28 0.79 D.nG 8.63 
... _.a _ ........ _"'_ ...... ~~ ... __ . ____ ........ ______ ........... -.. ...... ...... -.. --- --.... ---,,--_.- ,. -.,...---... ~~.---"'--.. ------- ..... -- .. .-.............. - .. __ ........ - ....... ---- - ...... -~-.-- ----..... _-- -- .. - _._---
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definition of "average" must be kept in mind. As an example r 

we cite an average trial time of 0.00 hours for Mortgage Fore

closure cases. This is not to suggest that trials never occur 

in such cases or that when they occur they are necessarily 

brief. Rath~r, the table suggests that the frequency with 

which trials occur, based on a large ,sample of cases, is 

so low that the rarity of trials in these cases results in 

a negligible contribution to resource estimates for all cases 

of that type. 

As is evident from the table, differences in estimated 

resource requirements for different case types can be substan

tial. For example, certain case types, such as the various 

types of Foreclosures and Social Security cases, are estimated 

to require less than 10 hours of attorney time, on the average. 

other types of cases, such as Civil Rights cases or Torts, 

require more than 35 hours of attorney time, on the average. 

Any district with a preponderance of high-resource cases would 

require substantially more resources to handle its case load 

than a district wit,h fewer CCl.ses in that category. 

Table YV.5 is the corresponding table for criminal cases. 

Again, the range of resource estimates for different case types 

is rather substantial. For example, prosecution of cases 

involving fugitives is estimated to requir~ slightly more 

than 3 hours per case, but the prosecution of Dru9 Abuse 

(Conspiracy) cases is estimated to require more than 125 hours 

of attorney time, averaged over all districts in the stUdy. 
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Table IV.S. CRHlINAL CASE RESOURCE ESTIMATES PRODUCED BY 
THE EVENT-BASED ~ETHOD 

Discrete Event Time 
Total 
Hours Grand P1ead- Corre- Additional 

Case Type Required ~'otions Trials Hrngs Jury ings spondence Tir;;e 

State Law on Fed Land 

Fraud Claim Against U.S. 

Consoiracy Against U.S. 

Forgery/Contracts 

Embezz/Public r~ney 

Embezz/by Bank Officer 

Embezz/Shipments 

Firearms: Unlawful Acts 

Fraud Statenents: General 

Flight to Avoid rrosecution 

Offense in J ndian COJntry 

I ~ail FraJc 

Postal Theft: Gen 

Bank Robbery 

Trans. of Stolen Vehicles 

Trans. of Stolen Goods 

Drug Abuse: Unlawful Act 

.:.>.41 

8.40 

81.55 

15.33 

13.29 

45.43 

57.85 

26.64 

55.62 

3.34 

4.62 

64.60 

17.48 

18.61 

20.52 

23.45 

33.03 

Drug Abuse: Att [, Conspiracy i 125.92 

Mach Gun/Fi rearm: Penal ty 

Tax Evas i on 

Tipe 21 

Type 22 

Type 23 

Type 24 

Tne 25 

23.68 

70.36 

9.02 

22.60 

31.64 

70.81 

156.59 

0.00 

0.26 

4.99 

0.35 

0.27 

0.09 

1. 42 

1.48 

0.88 

0.00 

0.00 

4.40 

1. 04 

1. 61 

0.13 

0.00 

1.64 

11 .10 

1. 01 

16.11 

0.37 

1. 15 

1. 66 

3.45 

7.22 

0.12 

0.00 

12.78 

4.48 

0.51 

1. 64 

5.67 

0.54 

1. 58 

0.00 

0.00 

0.71 

0.33 

0.87 

0.00 

0.4~ 

1.77 

1. 60 

0.00 

0.56 

0.50 

1. 14 

2.32 

13.62 

2.19 

0,34 0.17 

0.44 0.76 

3.16 2.79 

1.42 0.20 

1.62 0.14 

1.40 2.51 

1.41 2.11 

2.B6 0.58 

4.59 1.B7 

0.02 0.00 

1 .20 1 .17 

2.34 3.54 

2.05 1.36 

1.16 0.38 

1.38 1.65 

3.51 1.85 

2.72 0.93 

3.46 1.48 

1.22 1.49 

2.58 2.07 

1.23 0.23 

1.84 0.47 

2.02 0.84 

1. 72 1. 77 

12.768.61 
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0.58 

0.77 

17.15 

1. 96 

4.28 

7.76 

2El.87 

4,71 

6.11 

0,68 

0.00 

10.08 

2.74 

6.39 

1. 74 

3.46 

9.19 

37.32 

3.28 

4.15 

1.20 

5.55 

7.80 

8.14 

44.34 

0.05 

0.57 

1. 00 

0.60 

0.67 

1.98 

1. 31 

0.56 

1. 30 

0.59 

0.00 

1. 02 

0.56 

0.82 

1.13 

O.Sl 

0.66 

4.07 

1.19 

2.29 

0.51 

0.96 

O. i6 

0.65 

2.48 

2.14 

5160 

39.68 

6.33 

17.05 

15.91 

39.3C 

2.25 

42.45 

9.41 

7.37 

14.50 

13.39 

16.13 

66.89 

15.49 

42.5;1 

5.00 

11 . so 

15. 7 6 

41.46 
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C. COMPARING THE TWO APPROACHES TO RESOURCE ESTIMATION 

Computation of the resource estimates produced by the 

two different approaches leads us to a critical question: 

How do they compare? An examination of Tables IV.6 and IV.7 

shows that there are some substantial differences for individ

ual case types. Among the most dramatic in the criminal 

table are the two estimates for violations under 18 USC 13 

(state Law on Federal Land)--21.42 hours estimated by the 

case-life method and 3.41 hours by the event-based method--and 

narcotics violations under 21 USC 846 (Drug Abuse Conspiracy)--

34.67 hours and 125.92 hours. On the other hand, some case 

types have similar estimates. Tax Evasion (26 USC 7201) is 

estimated to require 72.94 hours by the case-life method and 

70.36 hours by the event-based method; Bank Robberies take 

19.14 hours and 18.61 hours, respectively. Other figures 

could also be cited. In general, the picture is one of corre

spondence within plus or minus 25 percent for about half of 

the case types, with deviations ranging from slightly to sub-

stantially greater in the others. 

An examination of the civil table shows that the two 

methods produce different estimates for a larger proportion 

of case types, but that the absolute differences within case 

type are somewhat smaller than they were for criminal cases. 

At this point, it is clear that a general assessment 

of the two methods is required. Though there are some simi

larities, the differences by case type are ~n general too 
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Tab 1 e I V .6. COHPARISON OF ruo RESOURCE-ESTINATION 
METHODS: CRHUNAL CASES 

Case Type 

State Law on Fed Land 

FraudClairn ~gainst U.S. 

Conspiracy Against U.S. 

Forgery/Contracts 

Embezz/Public Money 

Embezz/by Bank Officer 

Embezz/Shipments 

Firearms: Unlaw Acts 

Fraud. statements: General 

Flight to Avoid Prosecution 

Offense in Indian COuntry 

Mail F:-aud 

Postal Theft: General 

Bank Robbery 

Trans. of Stolen Vehicles 

Trans. of Stolen Goods 

Drug Abuse: Unlawful Act 

Drug Abuse: Att & Conspiracy 

Mach Gun/Firearm: Penalty 

Tax Evasion 

Type 21 

Typ~ 22 

Type 23 

Type 24 

Type 25 

Sys tern Average 

Resource Estimates 

Case-life Approach 

21.42 

5.73 

53.34 

21.36 

8.85 

21.71 

34.10 

24.36 

25.45 

7.56 

7.66 

50.61 

23.09 

19.14 

21.95 

20.06 

50.18 

34.67 

29.48 

72.94 

25.23 

16.59 

31.67 

76.93 

135.19 

28.99 

Event-based 

3.41 

8.40 

81.55 

15.33 

13.29 

45.43 

57.85 

26.64 

55.62 

3.34 

4.62 

64.60 

17.48 

18.61 

20.52 

23.45 

33.03 

125.92 

23.68 

70.36 

9.02 

22.60 

31.64 

70.81 

156.59 

28.44 ______________________ ~--------------~----------_I 
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Tabl e IV. 7. COMPARISON OF TWO RESOURCE-ESTIMATION 
METHODS: CIVIL CASES 

Resource Estimates 

Case Type Case-life Approach Event-based 

Contracts 9.69 12.71 

Jud. Foreclosures 6.81 8.55 

Mtge Foreclosures 13.66 7.13 

Forfeitures 13.59 9.11 

Other Cl aims 14.0 13.80 

Tax Liens/Foreclosures 11 .10 5.20 

Other Tax 9.74 29.71 

Torts 27.17 42.87 

Land/Na t. Resources 35.08 16.06 

Injunction/Enforcement 21.35 25.58 

Ci vil Frauds 41.81 5.86 

Social Securi ty 15.20 9.09 

Habeas Corpus 15.10 14.44 

C i vi 1 Rig h ts 48.81 36.01 

Other Cases 27.47 15.78 

System Average 19.16 16.06 
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great to justify confidence in both approaches. Therefore 

a choice between them is necessary. To do this, we will 

first review the validity and reliability of the data that 

constitute the foundations of the two approaches. Second, 

we apply the estimates--after adjustment for non-case related 

time, administrative overhead, and so on--to the estimated 

FY79 case load of the U. S. Attorneys' Offices in order to 

compare budget hours predicted ~y these methods with positions 

actually allocated. A recommendation concerning the method 

to use in budgeting will then be made. 

D. AN ASSESSMENT OF THE DATA 

1. The Case-lif~ Approach 

For this assessment of the resource estimates produced 

by the case-life method of adjustment, we will consider the 

questions raised earlier about the approach. They centered 

on the assumptions that attorney time is systematically dis

tributed across the life of the case and that the filing 

rate is approximately even. Here we shall consider whether 

violation of these assumptions occurred for the cases 

that constitute the data base. 

a. The Distribution of Attorney Time. In Chapter III, 

an examination was made of the proportion of attorney time 

expended at various stages of case processing. The relevant 

statistics, presented in Table 1II.4, showed an uneven but 
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systematic distribution of time spent by stage for the dis

~ricts included in the study. 

The averages for all districts are as follows: 

Stage 

Pre-complaint 
Magistrate Court 
District Court (Mag) 
District Court (Judge) 
Appellate 
Other Case Related 
Not Case Related 

Criminal 
( % ) 

19.1 
6.2 
3.4 

39.3 
6.7 
4.0 

13.3 

Civil 
( % ) 

3.9 
• 3 

2.7 
58.9 
4.5 
8.8 

13.1 

When individual districts are examined, there is natu-

rally variation around these averages, but, the general pat-

tern for the majority of the districts is similar. The devi-

ations reflect different case-handling procedures, such as the 

Massachusetts and the Northern District of Georgia make more 

extensive use of magistrates than in the other districts. 

Other deviations of a similar nature occur. However, in general, 

for the case-life approach to represent the distribution of 

time appropriately, what is needed is that a reasonably 

large number of cases of varying ages (i.e., at various stages 

of case processing) be included in the study data base. The 

condition supports the assumption that the study data are repre-

sentative. Whether this is so can be assessed by considering 

the filing rate of a sample of cases and by looking 

at the age of cases on which time was reported. 

b. The Filing Rate and the Age of Study Cases. To es-

tablish filing rate patterns, a sample of cases from the FY78 

study data was taken and the month of filing recorded. The 
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results are presented in Table IV.8 for criminal and civil 

cases. Given the number of cases in the sample, a monthly 

filing rate of 190 for criminal cases and 203 for civil cases 

would occur if filings were perfectly even. Such regularity 

is neither expected nor necessary for the case-life method 

to work. As noted, what is required is a sufficient number 

of cases of varying ages and at varying stages of case process

ing that the averages derived from them can be considered 

reliable. In our judgment, the distributions in Table IV.9 

indicate that this will be the case. The table presents the 

age distribution of the 1,227 criminal cases and 1,296 civil 

cases that constituted the data base for the event-based ad

justment method. Our contention is that if cases are of vary

ing ages when attorney time is first reported on them, it 

is reasonable to assume that we are capturing the various 

stages in case life. 

For both criminal and civil cases, one month or less 

is the largest single age category. This is to be expected, 

since it includes those cases that are filed during the four

month period commencing with 30 days prior to the start of 

the study and ending with the last day of the study. Also 

to be expected is the fact that criminal cases are more 

likely than civil cases to be at the low end of the age 

scale. This is because the life of the average criminal 

case is shorter than the life of the average civil case. 

In general, however, the table supports the position that 

cases of a variety of ages are represented in the data and 
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Tab1 e IV. 8. flLING RATES BY MoraH FOR A SA)':PLE 
OF FY78 CASES 

Year/Month Criminal Cases Civil Cases 

1977 July 157 154 

Augus t 135 207 

September 143 184 

October 181 165 

November 188 265 

December 256 300 

1978 January 202 243 

February 251 234 

March 228 284 

Apr; 1 199 201 

May 176 235 

June 185 188 

N = 2,291 N = 2,446 
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iab1e IV.9. AGE Of CASES AT iIME OF FIRST OBSERVATION 

-
Criminal Ci vi 1 

% of % of 

Age N iotal N iota1 

30 Days or less 415 34 347 27 

31-60 Days 117 10 112 9 

61 .. 90 Days 94 8 74 6 

91 .. 120 Days 75 6 69 5 

121 .. 150 Days 71 6 73 6 

151 .. 180 Days 44 4 62 5 

181-270 Days 142 11 144 " 
271 .. 365 Days 73 6 87 7 

More than 1 year 196 16 328 25 

1,227 100% 1,296 1 OO~ 

aInc1udes cases filed during the study. 
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that attorney time has been reported for a substantial number 

of cases at each stage. l This tendency, coupled with the fil

ing rate patterns exhibited in Table IV.8, is strong support 

for the claim that the violation of the assumption about even-

ness of time expenditure does not compromise the case-life 

method of adjustment. 

2. The Event-based Weights 

Arguments just presented concerning the representative-

ness of the data base have implications for the event-based 

approach similar to those drawn for the case-life method. 

Given that time has been reported across all stages through 

which cases pass, it is reasonable to argue that the events 

that take place at those stages are also represented. There 

remains, however, the critical issue that \<Jas raised in Chap-

ter II: Are the counts of events drawn fr.om the historical 

data base an accurate reflection of the number of events that 

actually take place? Unfortunately, we know of no empirically 

oriented strategy for addressing this question. We are confi-

dent that the record of case events and activities that is 

contained in the case file has been reproduced. 2 However, 

it is not certain that the original postings to the case 

lIt should be kept in mind that Table IV-9 presents data on 
approximately one-fifth of the cases and matters for which 
case type was identified. The actual numbers of cases at 
each stage are much greater tban shown in this sample. 

2The one exception to this is the Northern District of Missis
sippi l where the event record was not coded. 
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file were complete. In some districts, for instance, active 

case files are kept in the office of the AUSA handling the 

case. Posting is then likely to be determined by case 

management needs, and those are probably less than the require

ments of a research project. To compensate for this situation, 

coders were instructed to search case files for documentation 

of events. However, there is no way to be certain such docu

mentation was present. 

This assessment has offered some general support for the 

idea that the data are reasonably consistent with the require

ments of the case-life adjustment method. However, it has also 

been suggested that there are few, if any, empirical indica

tors of the reliability of the event data. Because a fully 

satisfa.ctory answer depends upon the accuracy with which the 

estimates reflect staffing levels during the period of study, 

we now consider what happens when the weights are applied to 

case-load estimates. 

E. POSITIONS ESTIMATED BY THE TWO METHODS 

The weights produced earlier in this chapter can be taken 

as an assessment of the case-related hours that would be expended 

across the life of the average case of a particular type. Those 

weights, however, are not yet ready for use in estimating posi

tions, for the reasons that follow. 

First, the time incorporated into the weights embraces 

all case-specific time that was linked to a particular case 

reported during the study. However, a good deal of time that 
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was reported could not be associated with a particular case 
, 

because it was administrative or general in nature. Management 

of the office, general research, organizational meetings, and 

so on are all necessary functions involving time that is not 

attributable to specific cases. In addition, some case time 

was reported for which case information was never found, either 

because the case had not been entered into the DOJ information 

system or because the file was inaccessible to coders. 

Second, as we have pointed out, the average life of most 

case types does not correspond to the fiscal-year period for 

which budgets are prepared. As a consequence, the hours 

needed across the life of the case are not the same as the 

hours that should be budgeted for any particular period. 

Third, as we saw in Table 111.2, attorneys in the 11 

study districts worked, on the average, more than 8 hours for 

each working day. Sometimes, for instance, the attorneys 

worked nights and weekends, and this means that there is 

no direct correspondence between the hours budgeted for a 

working day and the hours actually worked during that day. 

For example, civil attorneys across the 11 districts averaged 

8.4 hours of reported time per budgeted day. However, by 

definition, only 8 hours, on the average, were allocated per 

budgeted day. Thus, the average workday was 5 percent longer 

than the average budget day. This means that if resources 

were allocated to offices on the basis of hours actually worked, 

rather than on the basis of an 8-hour day, there would have 

to be a 5 percent increase in the number of positions allocated 
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for civil work. Precisely the same argument can be made for 

criminal work. Naturally, there are individual district differ

ences within these system figures, and when district allocations 

are made, attention must be paid to those variations. 

Finally, fringe benefits, such as vacation, paid holi-

days, and sick leave, must be incorporated into estimates of 

the hours needed in a particular office. However, the data 

presented in this study do not take these items into account 

since the study required attorneys in the 12 offices to report 

only time actually worked, rather than the time not worked. 

Therefore, the weights as calculated to this point do not 

reflect any consideration of fringe benefits. 

The general strategy we follow in compensating for 

these four considerations is to calculate an adjustment factor 

to be applied to the case-related work load. If, for instance, 

non-case time in a given district amounts to 50 percent of case 

time, we multiply the case weight by 1.5 to estimate the total 

case and non-case time needed. The adjustment factor is applied 

to all case types, which reflects the assumption that the best 

way to allocate non-case time is to distribute it proportion

ately across case types. 3 

3The adjustments are calculated in similar fashion for the 
case-life method and the event-based method of weight calcu
lation. This reflects the assumption that the distribution 
of factors requiring adjustment is approximately the same for 
both. However, as will become clear when the calculations 
are performed, adjustments fo~ non-case time are derived from 
the data bases used in the case-life method (N=15,05l), rather 
than in the event-based method (N=2,S23). Therefore, it will 
be critical that the application of budget weights also be 
made to case-load estimates produced by that method. This 
will be done later in this chapter. 
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The four considerations involve two ditferent types of 

adjustments. Adjustments to compensate for the first two-

non-case time and the budget period--can and should be calcu

lated on the basis of study data. However, the relation-

ship between the 8-hour budgeted workday and the time actually 

worked in offices and the fringe benefit issue are either 

guestions that involve data not available to us or are a 

function of policy decisions that we believe appropriately 

belong to the uepartment of Justice and not to the authors 

of this report. Therefore, final decisions on these factors 

should be made by the Department. For the purposes of this 

report, we assume that the budget year and the work year 

are both 2,080 hours, and we divide the total estimated 

hours in any given district by this number to obtain an 

estimate of positions. with respect to fringe benefits and 

training, we will assume that an average of 43 days per yea~ 

must be budgeted. This estimate is com~rised of 26 vacation 

days and paid holidays, 10 sick days, and 7 training days. 

The estimate is based on logical, rathet than empirical, 

considerations, but it is considered a reasonable estimate 

by the EOUSA staff. The adjustment factor for fringe is 

therefore the number of annual budget days (260) divided by 

the estimated number of work days (217)1 which equals 1.2. 

We next move to calculations of the adjustments for non-

case time and the budget period. 
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1. Adjusting for Non-case Time and Administration 

The strategy followed for this adjustment was to divide 

the total hours reported into two kinds: time that could be 

attributed to a specific case type, and time that could not. 

The former included identifiable case work performed by all 

attorneys in the office, including the U.S. Attorney, the 

chief assistant, and division heads. Those hours were incor-

porated in estimates produced by the case-life method. The 

remaining time--that not associated with a particular case--

consisted of three types. The first was the hours the assistants 

who normally work on cases spent on other matters, such as 

internal meetings, general research, and so on. The second 

was the hours spent by individuals who may properly be cate

gorized as administrative. These include the U.S. Attorney 

and other managers in the office. The third was case time 

for which case information could not be located in the central 

DOJ information system and which, therefore, could not be 

associated with a particular case type. 4 

The three types of non-case time will be dist~jhuted be-

tween civil and criminal case types in the same proportion as 

the civil and criminal cdse-related hours expended in the par-

ticl.llar office. In other words, the assumption is made that 

non-case time and unattributed case time is distributed be-

tween the two case types proportionate to their share of the 

4The extent of this p~oblem varied from office to office. 
It was most severe in the Central District of California, 
where more than 50 perce~t of the cases reported by at
torneys could not be matched with case informatioo. 
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case load. If special divisions exist in a particular office, 

their time was allocated to civil or criminal according to 

the category of cases that they handled. 

Table IV.IO contains the district-by-district breakdowns 

of case-related time and other time, along with the ratios 

that were calculated as multipliers in development of the 

weights. 

The final step in the procedure was to sum case-related 

and non-case related time, and then to ~ivide that sum by 

case-related time to obtain the adjustment factor. Using 

the civil distribution for the Central Division of California 

as an illustration, the calculation is as follows: 

Civil Case Time + Proportion of Non-Case Time 
Allocated to Civil = 

Civil Case Time 

5296 + 7507.5 = 2.43 (Adjustment Factor). 
5296 

This calculation was performed for all districts to produce 

the set of adjustment factors presented in the table. The 

fact that the allocation was proportional by case type means, 

of course, that the civil and criminal adjustment factors 

are the same. 

2. Adjusting for the Fiscal Year 

As noted f the average life for most case types does not 

correspond to the fiscal year for which allocations are custom-

arily made. Consequently, it is necessary to adjust the time 

estimated over the total life of the case for the length of 

the budget period. For cases that have short case lives compared 
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Tab1 e IV.1 O. ADJUSHIENT FACTOR FOR Aor~INISTRATI VE AND OTHER NONATTRIBUTABLE CASE TIME* 
(hours) 

---~ ... - -,-_._--
C I V I l. C R I ~, I N A L 

- .. --.---.-.---t----- -.. _-.. - ------ -.--- -.----. - .-. -... .. -- ... -----.. ----.--- -... ~- ---.-... -~- ..... 
Ca!ie-related 

Office Time 
Olher 
1 ime 

Adjustment 
ractor 

Case
T 

re1 ated 
ime 

--_.--- --
Arizona. Phoenix 3 2023 1160 1. 57 351 

Arizona. Tucson 4 1126 259 1.23 400 

Cal ifornia. C 8 5296 7507 2.43 138 

California. S 2 1982 4238 3.16 111 

Georgia. N 

111 inoi s. N 

rlassachusetts 

Hi chi !Jan. E 

i1ississippi. N 

I~ew Jersey 

Oklahoma. W 

Washifl')ton. W 

Total 

3022 

6319 

2460 

2580 

1477 

6244 

587 

1560 
--_ .... -

34676 

215 

3221 

998 

1967 

386 

5361 

354 

381 

----
23621 

1.07 7351 

1.51 3986 

1.41 6190 

1.77 7298 

1. 26 1481 

1.B6 0612 

1.61 2469 

1. 25 6552 

------ .-
1.68 7 3939 

-----~--- ---'-----,---------- -------

Other 
Time _._---- -- --
1892 

1037 

11742 

4591 

525 

7110 

2568 

5599 

386 

9127 

1509 

1624 

50194 

--~--

Adjustment 
Factor 

_ ...... 00'._----
1. 57 

1.23 

2.43 

3.10. 

1.07 

1. 51 

1.41 

1.77 

1.26 

1.86 

1.61 

1.25 

1.68 

*Tota1 hours included in this table are 184430. This number reflects an upward 
adjust~ent of 1~29 hours for known administrative time that was unreported by 
the U.S. Attorneys in SOII~e of the offices. 
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with the budget period, a relatively high proportion of 

the total time used for the case will be allocated in a given 

year; for cases that have a long case life compared with the 

fiscal year, a relatively smaller proportion of time will be 

allocated. The logic of the adjustment method corresponds 

directly to that employed previously to estimate the attorney 

hours expended on a ease outside the study period. The specif-

ics of the adjustment are different, however, because in 

that instance we were increasing an observed amount of time 

in order to compensate for unobserved time, whereas in this 

instance we are taking the total estimated amount of time 

and reducing it to reflect the proportion of the case life 

that will be expended during a given budget year. In essence, 

we want to estimate the proportion of the case that falls 

outside the budget period. This can be done through the 

following formula: 

where 

and 

Estimated proportion of time 
outside fiscal year 

t = the average life of the case 

s = the length of the budget period (365 days).5 

5R• W• GLllespie, "Measuring the Demand for Court Service3: A 
Critique of the Federal District Court Weights," Journal of 
the American Statistical Ass(:ciation 69 (March 1974): 38-43. 
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Then, the estimated proportion of time falling within the 

fiscal year is equal to: 

l 
T2 

1 -
T+S 

and this is the adjustment factor. As in the previous utili-

zation of this approach, a unique adjustment factor is pro-

duced for each case type, since each case type has a different 

a "f:: ,:a gel i f e . 
The results of the adjustment--averaging across the 11 

districts--are presented in Tables IV.ll and IV.12. The inter-

pretation of the adjustment factor is that it represents the 

proportion of the estimated total time expended over the life 

of the case that should be budgeted in any given fiscal year. 

3. Application of the Adjustment Facto.~ 

Converting the case weights to budget weights is now 

a matter of applying the adjustment factors to the case 

weights. The procedure is as follows: 

Standard 

Budget \veight (;) = Case ~.;reight (;) x Adjustment x 
.l. ... for Non-

case Time 

Annualization 
Factor(i) 

The subscript (i) indiciate that the weight or factor is dif-

ferent for each individual case type. The adjustment for 

time not linked to cases is, again, standard for civil (1.47) 

and criminal (1:49) cases. 
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Tables IV.II and IV.12 display the adjustments for the crim

,inal and civil case types, respectively. The first two columns 

of each table contain, for each weighting method, the unad

justed resource estimation derived earlier. The third column 

contains the adjustment factor for nonattributable time, as 

computed previously. The application of this factor is re

flected in columns four and five. 

The second adjustment factor--lhe annualization factor-

is shown in column six. This adjustment, which differs for 

each case type, is an estimate of the proportion of the total 

attorney time that will be expended in a given year, and up-

on application, it produces the budget weights for each case 

type. Again, Lhe weights resulting from the case-life method 

and the event-based method are listed. The figures represent 

the estimated average number of work hours expended during the 

fiscal year on cases of each type. The application of the 

adjustments has, of course, changed the absolute value of 

weights produced by both the case-life and the event-based 

methods. It has not changed the values relative to each 

other since precisely the same factors were applied to each 

pair of weights. Therefore, the question about relative impact 

on resource estimates still remains to be answered. As a pre

liminary step towarrl an answer and a recommendation about 

which set of weights to use, we first show that the reported 

hours can be reproduced by the application of the weights to 

the study case load. Then we estimate the number of positions 

that would have been predicted as necessary if these budget 
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Table IV.ll. ADJUSTMENTS TO CRIMINAL CASE WEIGHTS FOR NON-CASE TIME AND BUDGET PERIOD 

---------...... - -.--... ~-
[s t lOla ted Case !lours Estimated Total flours Estimated Budget Hours --------------- Adjustment --- Adjustment 

Case-1 He Event-based for Non- Case-life Event-based for Budget Case-l He Event-based 
Case Type Method Method case Time Method i'iethod Period Method ~iethod -_ .. _. -_._----...... _- ---_._- -0---... --___ .-- .. ~.- .. ...--- ------. __ . _._---_. 

--~----

State Law on Fed Land 21.42 3.41 1. 49 31.92 5.03 0.79 25.132 4.001 
Fraud Claim Against U.S. 5.73 8.40 1.49 13.54 12.52 0.76 6.470 9.4713 
Conspiracy Against U.S. 53.34 m .55 1.49 79.47 121 .51 0.56 44.7U3 68.471 
Forgery/Contracts 21.36 15.33 1.49 31.132 22.84 0.74 23. S14 16.3BO 
Embezz/Publ ic !loney 3.35 13.29 1.49 13.13 19.80 0.77 10.125 15.214 
Embezz/by Bank Officer 21.71 45.43 1. 49 32.35 67.69 0.66 21.236 44.439 
Embezz/Shipments 34.10 S7.US 1.49 SO.81 36.20 0.57 29.132 49.425 
Fi rearms: Unlawful Acts 24.36 26.64 1.49 36.30 39.69 0.69 25.039 27.381 
Fra ud S ta temen ts : General 25.45 55.62 1. 49 37.92 32.87 0.72 27.412 59.909 
Flight to Avoid Prosecution 7.56 3.34 1.49 11.27 4.98 0.96 10.793 4.768 

...... Offense in Indian Country 7.66 4.62 1.49 
<:: 

11.42 6.83 0.35 9.716 5.357 
I Mail Fraud 

w 50.61 64.60 1.49 75.40 96.25 G.51 3B.259 413.339 
N Postal Theft: General 23.09 17 .43 1.49 34.40 26.05 0.65 22.319 16.393 

Bank Robbery 13.14 10.61 1. 49 28.51 27.73 0.69 19.640 19.100 
Trans. of Stolen Vehicles 21.95 20.52 1.49 32.70 30.57 0.62 20.268 18.950 
Trans. of Stolen Goods 20.06 23.45 1.49 29.39 34.94 0.61 13.163 21.240 
Drug Abuse: Unlawful Act 50.13 33.03 1.49 74.77 49.21 a.li8 43.402 23.569 
Drug Abuse: Att So Conspiracy 34.67 125.92 1.49 51.66 137.62 0.66 33.986 123.436 
rlach Gun/Fi rearm: ~ena 1 ty 29.41J 23.68 1.49 43.92 35.23 0.64 28.237 22.684 
Tax Evasion 72.94 70.36 1.49 108.69 104.1J4 0.40 43.724 42.176 
Type 21 25.23 9.02 1.49 37.59 13.44 0.73 27.465 9.320 
Type 22 16.59 22.60 1.49 24.72 33.67 0.67 16.567 22.568 
Type 23 31.67 31.64 1.49 47.19 47.14 0.70 32.1l03 32.714 
Type 24 76.<)3 70.81 1.49 114.62 105.51 0.53 60.6m 55.355 
Type 25 135.19 156.59 1.49 201.43 233.32 0.64 12U.1l33 149.231 ---........ -- -- ............ --- .. - ... _ ...... ---.... , ... ... ,.. ... ... ____ ... -. ~_".~~ .. _ .. _ ... ___ a_ ... -~ ... "'''--'--'' .. -_ ... ~ _._--- ._, ....... H ... _,,- _ ....... -"', .... ____ ."',.,__" 
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Table IV.12. ADJUSTt1ENTS TO CIVIL CASE \~EIGHTS FOR NON-CASE TIt1E AND BUDGET PERIOD 

-----------,..----_. 
Estimated Case liours 

-,------- A 
Case-life Event-based 

Case Type Method Method 

Estimated Total flours Estimated Budget flours 
djustment Adjustment 
for Non- Case-l ife Event-based for Oudget Case-l He Event-based 
ase Time Method Hethod Period Method l-iethod c 

----- .-r-' 
Contracts 9.69 12.71 1.47 14.24 18.68 0.50 7.172 9.409 

Jud. Foreclosures 6.81 8.55 1.47 10.01 12.57 0.60 6.000 7.536 

Mtge foreclosures 13.66 7.13 1.47 20.07 10.48 0.59 11 .763 6.142 

Forfei tures 13.59 9.11 1.47 19/)8 13.39 0.69 13.760 9.223 

Other Claims 14.00 13.84 1.47 20.57 20.34 0.62 12.671 12.530 

Tax liens/Foreclosures 11.10 5.20 1.47 16.31 7.64 0.53 0.653 4.054 

...... Other Tax 9.74 29.71 <: 1.47 14.31 43.67 0.46 6.642 20.265 
I 

w Torts 27.17 42.87 w 1.47 39.93 63.02 0.52 20.578 32.474 

land/Nat. Resource;; :i5.0B 16,06 1.47 51.57 23.61 0.56 28.956 13.256 

I njuncti on/ Enforcement 21.35 25.58 1.47 31.39 37.60 U.59 18.577 22.253 

C) vi 1 Frauds 41.81 5.86 1.47 61.46 8.61 0.48 29.567 4.144 

Social Security 15.20 9.09 1.'17 22.35 13.36 0.47 10.524 6.292 

flabeas Corpus 15.10 14.44 1.47 22.20 21.23 0.66 14.578 13.942 

Civil Rights 48.81 36.01 1.47 71 .74 52.93 0.60 42.702 31.507 

Other Cases 27.47 15.78 1. 4 7 40.30 23.20 0.56 22.558 12.960 --_.'. . 



weights had been applied to the estimated FY79 case load. 

The estimate is based on known FY78 figures. 

F. REPRODUCING THE HOURS REPORTED 

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the 

total time reported by the attorneys during the study can be 

accurately estimated by applying the appropriate weighting 

factors to the case mixture contained in the study data. 

This C3n only be done for the weights produced by the case

life method, since they ar~ the basis for the development 

of the adjustment for non-case time. Subsequently, we will 

compare the two weighting methods in terms of the number 

of positions predicted when they are applied to annual case

load estimates. 

The procedure we follow is to multiply the average time 

reported per cas@ of each type in each office by the office 

adjustment factor for non-case time. This produces an ad

justed study weight that, when multiplied by the number of 

cases, should produce the original number of hours reported. 

This is illustrated in Table IV.13, which is a summary table, 

by district. 

The critical columns in the table are those containing the 

total predicted hours and total reported hours at the extreme 

right of the table. Correspondence between these two indicates 

that the averaging and',adjustment method works when used in 

conjunction with the ~umber of cases in the study. For the 

Central District of California, for instance, 32,683 hours 

were reported and 32,645 are predicted. For New Jersey, the 
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District 

Ad zona (Phx) 

ltrtzona (Tue) 

California (C) 

Ca 11 forn I a (S) 

Georgia (N) 

illinois (N) 

MAssachusetts 

Hlchigiin (E) 

IUss iss Ippl (N) 

Hew Jersey 

Oklahoma (W) 

Washl ngton (W) 

Totals 

Table IV. D. P. COtlPARISON OF PREDICTED HOUnS NlD REPORTED 1I01lRS 
BY DISTRICT FOH TilE CASE-UFE METIIOD 

._----
C R I H I N 1\ l 

Average Over- Adj 
N of Time head Study 
Ca~es Per Cas~ Felctor Weight 

._--- ---
449 7.46 I. 57 11.71 

313 14.06 1. 23 17.29 

74 J' 10.89 2.43 26.46 

313 6.64 3.16 20.98 

595 12.3S l.07 13.21 

1742 8.03 1. 51 12.13 

660 9.38 1.41 13.23 

945 7.72 1.77 13.66 

137 10.81 1.26 13.62 

1036 10.24 1.06 19.05 

159 15.53 1.61 25.00 

507 ".9=ii 16.28 

7608 ~ 1.68 16.33 

----- --

... -.---

r--
Pre dieted Averaqe 
Cri m i nell N 0 f 1 i Ill!! 

" our~ Cases Per Case --.... 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

-.~-

52511 

5412 

97till 

6672 

7863 

1122 

8729 

21)13 

11160 

9732 

3976 

6254 

3E1l 5.31 

159 7.00 

1104 4.no 

192 10.32 

326 9.27 

1\ 17 5.67 

297 8.29 

620 3.15 

200 7.39 

2396 2.61 

134 4,38 

317 4.92 

_._--. 
7443 4.67 

.. ~---.- -- ... _------

--'>--.--~ -
C I V I l 

--
Over- Adj Predicted 
head Study Civil 

FdLtor Weight Hours -_._. 
I. 57 8.34 J178 

1.23 8.71 1385 

2.43 11.66 12877 

3.16 32.61 6261 

1.07 9.92 3234 

1. 51 8.56 9562 

1. 41 11.67 3466 

1.77 5.58 4576 

1.7.6 9.31 1862 

1.86 4.85 11621 

1. 61 7.05 945 

1.25 6.15 1950 

1.66 7.85 58428 

. 

. , 

TOT A l 

Predicted Reported 
Ilours Ilours 

8436 8426 

6797 6822 

32645 32683 

12933 12922 

11097 1111 3 

30684 30696 

12196 12216 

17489 17444 

3728 3730 

31353 31344 

4921 4919 

10204 10117 

162(\(;4 182430 

-'-- -



figures are 31,344 reported and 31,353 predicted. For each 
. 
of the districts, a compaj~'able degree of similarity is ex-

hibited, leading to a system comparison of 182,430 reported 

and 182,664 predicted. 

These statistics lead to the conclusion that the method-' 

ology accurately reflects the data collected during the study. 

They do not determine whether the method will work in similar 

fashion when applied to case-load figures derived from non-

study periods or non-study offices. We shall now undertake 

an examination of that question. 

G. TESTING THE BUDGET WEIGHTS 

Assessing the extent to which the budget weights will 

predict the number of positions in the system at the time 

of the study involves a different set of factors from those 

necessary for the prediction of reported hours. The main dif

ference is that the weights must be applied to annual case-

load figures derived from the Docket and Reporting System, 

rather than from the three-month project records. 

For any given period, the number of active cases and 

matters consists of those cases and matters pending at the 

beginning of the period, plus matters received during the 

period. However, this is not an adequate estimate of case 

load for budgeting purposes since some matters/cases require 

little or no time and are not assigned USAO file numbers. 

These would not have been captured as indicated by the method 

of time observation in the 11 study districts and therefore 
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would not be reflected in the number of matters and cases 

~eported. For instance, the Southern District of California 

reported approximately 30,000 matters to the Docket and Re

porting System during FY78 and, technically, had more than 

10 times that number of unreported matters in illegal immi-

gration cases. 

attorney time. 

However, most of these took little or no 

Of the approximately 2,500 matters reported 

during the study, for example, more than 90 percent were 

immediately declined. This is consistent with the fact that, 

during the study, attorneys reported working on cnly 546 

crimin~l cases or matters. Obviously, then, it would be 

inappropriate to assume that all matters reported to the Docket 

and Reporting System should be counted in the same manner 

as the matters and cases that were included in the derivation 

of case weight£. 

Further complications are introduced by the fact that 

some cases worked on during the study were not identified 

as belonging to a particular case type. The time expended 

on those cases was allocated proportionately across cases 

of all types on a district-by-district basis (the non-case 

adjustment factor), and it is now reflected in the budget 

weights. Therefore, in or:der to make appropriate applica

tion of the budget weights, it is necessary to estimate the 

proportion of the case load during the study that was in

cluded in the production of the weights. In doing so, we 

define case load as the number of pending cases (9/30/78) 
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plus one-fourth of the annual FY78 case filings. 6 The esti-

mates and calculation of the proportion included in the 

weighting system are presented in Table IV.14 for both 

criminal and civil cases. The two "proportion included" 

columns reveal that the number of study cases matched with 

D&R records is in some instances very low. In the Southern 

District of California, for instance, the 318 study cases 

represent only 17 percent of the 1,892 active cases. This 

will inevitably compromise the district's weights, and when 

positions are estimated, error can be expected. 

The next step in the validation process is to esti-

mate the case load for the complete fiscal year. This is 

done by applying the proportions produced in Table IV.14 to 

pending case load and estimated annual filings. For Arizona, 

for instance, pending criminal case load on 9/30/78 was 901 

and estimated annual filings were 840, for a total of 1,741 

cases. Sixty-nine percent of 1,741 is 1,202, and this is the 

number entered for that district in Table IV.IS (case-life 

method) and Table IV.16 (event-based method). Similar cal-

culations produce estimated case loads for the o· ler districts, 

6We could, of course, have included matters as well as cases 
in this estimation. However, based on the belief that the 
number of cases is a more readily derivable figure than the 
number of matters received, and on the conviction that a 
case-oriented application makes more sense than a matter
oriented application, we have chosen the former strategy. 
This means that in some districts, where the match between 
time reports and case information was high, the adjustment 
for proportion included will exceed 1.0. 
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Table IV.14. ESTIMATING STUDY CASE LOAD AS A PROPORTION OF ACTIVE CASES . 

I • .. -----~--

C R I N I Il A L C I V I L 
-- - •. __ ._- r- - ---'-.- -

Estimated Estimated 
Filings ToLal H of 

Pending During .Actil/e Study Proporti on Pending 
District 9/30/78 Study Cases Cases Included 9/30/711 

Fil inqs Tota 1 N of 
During Ac live Study Proportion 
Study Cases Cases Included - ------ -_ .... --.-

Arizona a 901 210 1111 762 .69 658 112 1\46 540 1. 21 

Cal ifornia (C) 1542 385 1927 71\ 7 .39 2149 566 2715 1104 .41 

Cill Horn I a (S) 1525 367 lIJ92 318 .17 528 153 681 192 .28 

Georgia (N) 269 109 370 595 1.57 077 172 1049 326 .31 

1111 no i s ( N ) 471 149 620 1742 2.81 1966 321 2317 1117 .48 

ftassachusetts 467 135 602 660 1.10 1464 175 1639 297 .18 

Michi9an (E) 568 227 795 945 1.19 1768 284 2052 820 .1\0 

MIssissippi (N) 45 27 72 137 1. 90 174 40 214 200 .93 

New Jersey 510 114 624 1036 1.66 2254 394 2648 2396 .90 

Ok 1 ahoma (W) 144 62 206 159 .77 706 141 847 134 .16 

Washington (101) 211 138 349 507 1.45 694 173 867 317 ,37 

Totals 6653 1923 8576 7608 .1l9 13268 25Jl 15799 7443 .47 

-
aTO this point the Phoenix and Tucson offices of the District of Arizona hal/e been portrayed separately. However. 

since case,,.,load estimates and weight applications are linked inextricably to the Oocket and Reporting System. the 
two offices win now be combined. as they are in that system. 



_ .... ' 

O'lstdct 
-~ -' Arizona 

Ca 11 fornia (C) 

CaHfornla (5) 

Georgia (N) 

Illinois (N) 

rlassachusetts 

(,lichigan (E) 

~lIssissippi (N) 

New Jersey 

Oklahoma (W) 

I~ashington (W) 

-"-
Totals 

All Districts 
, 

I 

Tabl e IV.15. AN APPLICATION OF THE CASE-LIFE t~ETHOD TO CASE-LOAD ESTIMATES 
DERIVED FROM THE DOCKET AND REPORTING SYSTEM 

. 
CRltllNAl CASES CIVil CASES 

Average Positions Pos I tions AverilgE! Positions Positions Total 
Es tima t~d Hrs to lo ta 1 (Hours I wi th Es timated Hr'!) to Total (flours t wi th Fri nge Estimated 
Case load Budget flours 2080) Fri nge (20%) Case load Budaet !tours 2080) (@ 20%) Pos I ti ons 

1202 23.40 2B219 13.57 16.28 1336 22.67 30268 14.55 17.46 33.7 

1201 51.85 62275 29.94 35.93 1809 24.30 43951 21.13 25.36 61. 3 

508 48.41 24593 11.82 14.19 319 30.60 9750 4.'69 5.63 19.3 

1104 26.85 29639 14.25 17.10 485 23.99 11634 5.59 6.71 23.8 

2995 34.41 103054 49.55 59.46 1573 21. 01 33053 15.89 19.07 78.5 

1106 29.69 32840 15.79 18.95 389 21,90 8521 4.10 4.92 23.9 

1754 24.73 43372 20.85 25.02 1161 19.11 22190 10.67 12.80 37.8 

287 24.95 7161 3.44 4.13 312 16.80 5252 2.53 3.03 7.2 

1600 33.95 54316 26.11 31.34 3448 13.05 45012 21.64 25.97 57.3 

301 31.56 9501 4.57 5.4B 203 13.07 2654 1. 2B 1. 53 7.0 

1106 39.44 43623 20.97 25.17 512 11.87 6077 2.92 3.51 28.7 

13164 33.32 438593 210.90 253.00 11547 lB.91 218362 105.00 126.00 379.0 

!i210(i 33.32 1736282 B34.75 1001. 70 57175 19.31 1104004 530.77 636.93 1638.6 

-
The source for the actual number of positions in each district is the Executive Office for II.S. At.tornpyc;. 

Actual 
Positlc .s 

FY79 1 

33 I 
89 

32 

20 

78 

28 

38 

7 

5B 

10 

23 

416 

1603 

----- ... _-. - - - - _ .... .... -
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-. 

Estimated 
District Case Load 

Arizona 1202 

California (C) 1201 

California (S) 508 

G!!orgia (N) 1104 

III inois (N) 2995 

nassachusetts 1106 

I~ichigan (E) 1754 

~1I ssissi ppi ( N) 287 

New Jersey 1600 

Okl ahoma (W) 301 

!4ashington (W) 1106 

Total!; 13164 

All Districts 5210G 
. .. -

I 

Table IV.16. AN APPLICATION OF THE EVENT-BASED METHOD TO CASE-LOAD 
ESTHIATES DERIVED FROM THE DOCKET AND REPORTING SYSTEr~ 

-------, ~---

CRItIlNAL CASES CIVIL CASES 
.-

Average Positions Positions Average Positions Pas i tions Total 
Urs to Total (!lours • with Es timated Hrs to Total (liours j wi th Fringe Es tima ted 
Budget !lours 2080) Fri nge (20') Case Load Budget !lours 2000) (@ 20%) Pos i ti ons _. 
30.89 37135 17.85 21.42 1336 16.6b 22237 10.69 12.B:! 34.25 

37.16 44633 21.46 25.75 1809 18.12 32769 15.15 1 B. 91 44.66 

31.74 16140 7.76 9.31 319 17.40 5558 2.67 3.21 12.52 

32.97 36386 17.49 20.99 485 17.90 8679 4.17 5.01 26.00 

36.42 109092 52.45 62.94 1573 14.52 22853 10.99 13.18 76.12 

29.10 32169 15.47 18.56 389 17.89 6961 3.35 4.0.2 22.58 

32.57 51l~6 27.46 32.96 1161 15.92 18478 8.88 10.66 43.62 

32.03 9191 4.42 5.30 312 16.25 5062 2.43 2.92 8.22 

41.88 67011 32.22 38.66 3448 11.56 39865 19.17 23.00 61.66 

31.06 9351 4.50 5.39 203 14.23 2.891 1.39 1.67 7.0£ 

30.96 34248 16.47 19.76 512 18.06 9247 4.45 5.33 25.0r 

.-
34.37 452482 217.54 261.05 11547 15.12 174600 83.94 100.73 361.78 

32.82 1710065 822.15 986.58 57175 15.77 901813 433.56 520.28 1506.86 

The source for the actloal number of positions in each district is the Executive Office for 11.5. At;t.ornp~c;. 

Actual 
Positic .s 

FY79 1 

33 

89 

32 

20 

78 

28 

38 

7 

58 

10 

23 

415 

1603 

- - -



and these are then multiplied by the average budget weight 

for the district. The resulting hours are divided by 2,080 

to obtain the pre-fringe number of positions, and this is 

then multiplied by the fringe estima~e of 1.2 to get the final 

estimates of positions needed. The sum of the criminal and 

civil estimates is presented as total estimated positions 

on the right hand side of the two tables. The actual number 

of positions in the study districts in November 1978 (approxi

mately the midpoint of the study period) is then listed in the 

final column. 

What we wish to do with these two tables is to make an 

a~sessment of the relative accuracy with which the weighting 

methods reproduce the distribution of positions in the districts 

on which the weights are based. This will then provide a 

basis for deciding which method is more suitable for use in 

budgeting. We also wish to consider how accurate the better 

of the two methods actually is. 

Deciding between the two methods is, in our opinion, 

best done on the basis of their reproductive accuracy. We 

believe both of them to be conceptually sound, and would argue 

that, with perfect information, they would produce virtually 

identical results. Lacking perfect information, some error 

can be expected in both. The question is: How much? 
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The following list summarizes the predictions contained 

in Tables IV.15 and IV.l6. 

Case:-life Event-based 
District Method Method Actual 

Arizona 33.7 34.25 33 
California (C) 61.3 44,,66 89 

California (S) 19.8 12.52 32 
Georgia (N) 23.8 26.00 20 
Illinois (N) 78.5 76.12 78 
Massachusetts 23. ~, 22.5.8 28 
Michigan (E) 37.8 43.62 38 
Mississippi (N) 7.2 8.22 7 
New Jersey 57.3 61. 66 58 
Oklahoma (W) 7.0 7.06 10 

25.09 23 Washington (W) 2ft.7 
TOTALS 3'i1J:O 361. 78 415 

Comparison of the two sets of predictions indicates that 

the case-life weighting method predicts the actual number of 

positions more accurately than the event-based method in all 

districts, with the exception of Western Oklahoma and Western 

Washington. These two are .06 and 2.8 positions, respectivelYt 

closer to the actual using the event-based weights. Overall, 

the case-life method is closer by almost 18 positions. Thus, 

this method is superior not only with respect to the total 

system but also with respect to 9 of the 11 districts studied. 

Of course, both methods predict poorly for some districts, 

especially Southern California and Central California. This 

issue will be addressed below. However, on the basis of 

the information in Tables IV.15 and IV.16 and, given the 

assumption (to b~ tested shortly) that the errors just noted 

can be adequately explained and corrected, we are of the 
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opinion that the case-life weighting method is preferable to 

the event-based method. Our reasons may be summarized as 

follows: 

(1) The assumptions of the case-life method (about 
expenditure of time and filing rate) have been 
empirically examined and have been judged sat
isfied by the data. The assumptions of the 
event-based method, though conceptually sound, 
could not be tested. 

(2) The data base that constitutes the case-life 
weighting method was six times greater than 
that on which the event-based method rests 
(15,051 cases compared with 2,525). There
fore, weights from the former can be calcu
lated on a district basis, but results from 
the latter cannot. This increases the poten
tial utility of the case-lif~ weights substan
tially, since interdistrict variation in case 
processing is mor~ likely to be reflected by 
them than by the event weights. 

(3) The case-life method can be shown to repro
duce the number of hours reported during 
the study. This is not possible with the 
event-based method, since the case weights 
are derived from a combination of terminated 
cases and study cases. 

(4) The case-life method predicts more accurately 
than the event-based method when applied to a 
non-study period, using FY79 annual case
load estimates. 

Because of these factors, we will employ only the weights 

produced by the case-life method as we proceed with the dis-

cuss ion of utilization of weights in the next chapter. We 

will return to the event-based data when we discuss future in-

formation needs of the Department of Justice. 
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V. UTILIZATION OF THE WEIGHTS 

In the previous chapter, we reviewed the two weighting 

methods and determined that the case-life method was superior 

to the event-based method in terms of predictability and in 

terms of consistency between the data and the assumptions of 

the analytic approach. However, a number of yet unanswered 

questions must be addressed before the weights can be used. 

The first concerns missing data. We have already observed 

that this problem is sufficiently serious with respect to the 

California offices that estimates derived from those data are 

suspect. In addition, there were case types for which no ob

servations were made during the study (or during the previous 

fiscal year). This resulted in a work-load weight of zero, 

which is unsatisfactory if cases of such types are anticipated 

in the future. A second question concerns the 84 districts 

not included in the study. Assuming that the missing data 

problem can b~ satisfactorily handled, how can the weights 

help in estimating the number of positions that nonstudy of

fices require? A third critical issue is the estimation of 

future case load. The weights themselves reflect an estimate 

of the time taken to process cases in FY79. Use of the 

weights as an aid in future budgeting requires an estimate 

of the number of cases of each type to which they should be 

applied. 

We shall address each of these questions in this chapter 

and illustrate strategies for coping with the missing data 
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problem and the need to extend the findings to all districts. 

Galculation of future case-load estimates is beyond the scope 

of the study, but we will identify various methods and suggest 

procedures by which the calculations could be made. First, 

however, we present a short review of the uses of work-load 

weights. 

A. WAYS OF USING THE WEIGHTS 

Given a set of weights that are a reasonably accurate re

flection of FY79 conditions; what are the purposes to which 

these weights can be put? We categorize these in two ways-

responsive and prescriptive. By responsive, we mean the use 

of the weights in conjunction with case-load estimates that 

are based on existing policy and filing trends. By prescrip

tive, we refer to the introduction of new policy intended to 

lead to changes in the case mix of some or all USAOs, or to 

the establishment of guidelines or norms for the time needed 

to process particular types of cases. The distinction in th€ 

text between responsive and prescriptive approaches is made 

for explanatory purposes only. In practice, decisions about 

budget submissions and allocations of positions to U.S. Attor

neys' Offices are likely to incorporate elements of both. 

At the outset, two points should be made. The first is 

that the weights are static in nature, the second is that they 

aid rather than replace judgment. We will illustrat~ the 

former point by reference to the responsi.ve mode of utili

zation, and the latter by reference to the prescriptive mode. 
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Responsive utilization of the weights could take place 

in the following manner. First, the case load for the rele-

vant budgetary period is estimated by case type for each dis-

trict. The case type weights are multiplied by the case load 

after it is adjusted for the proportion of the case load that 

is expected to require attorney time. l Application of the 

fringe adjustment produces an estimate of the number of posi-

tions needed to process that case load at rates comparable to 

those prevalent in FY79, when the study was conducted. Actual 

allocation of positions on this basis, however, connotes that 

the FY79 staffing levels and processing rates are optimal, or 

at least desirable. This is not necessarily so. For instance, 

in many districts, the civil case backlog is rising at a rapid 

rate and, given filing patterns similar to those of the last 

few years, will probably continue to rise if future resources 

are devoted to civil case processing at FY79 levels. On the 

other hand, if we assume that the backlog is sensitive to the 

lCase load here is defined as pending District Court cases, 
plus filings in District Court. As was discussed in Chapter 
IV, this number does not correspond to the number of matters 
and cases on which attorneys will work during the budget pe
riod. Therefore, a proportionate adjustment is made to the 
case load. 
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number of attorney work hours devoted to it,2 the rising trend 

might be checked or reversed simply by increasing the propor

tion of cases on which work takes place. When incorporated 

into the calculation process discussed above, this automatic-

ally increases the number of positions suggested by the weights. 

The illustration has how moved from the responsive to 

the prescriptive mode of utilization. Decisions would have 

to be made about the districts and the case types to which 

the adjusted proportions would be applied. Such decisions 

are partly dependent on information about case load and back-

log and partly dependent on DOJ policy. One way of viewing 

the rising civil backlog, for instance, is that it is a conse-

quence of the speedy trial requirements that have stimulated 

concern with criminal case processing. In an environment of 

scarce resources, the total number of attorneys available 

may not be sufficient both to maintain satisfactory processing 

rates for criminal cases and to avoid a rising backlog for 

2It is difficult to assess the validity of this assumption. 
The USAOs are part of a larger system that includes federal 
courts, agencies, and other parties. Increasing the number 
of AUSAs would have little effect on backlog if the causes 
of the latter are outside the USAO program. What is most 
likely is that an increase in attorneys would result in a 
less than proportionate increase in the number of cases pro
cessed in any given period, other things remaining constant. 
If changes in other elements of the system are made, there 
will almost certainly be an effect on u.s. Attorney activi
ties. The recent increase in th~ number of federal judges, 
for instance, seems certain to increase the amount of avail
able court time. This may have a downward effect on backlog. 
On the other hand, it may stimulate an increase in filings. 

The general point to be made is that the effects of 
changes in th~ number of positions allocated to offices are 
very difficult to estimate. 
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civil cases. A weighted work load may aid decision making 

in this situation by providing information about the impact 

of decisions, but it does not eliminate the need to make 

those decisions. 

Another prescriptive way in which the Department could 

use the weights is to identify a particular type of case or 

cases, let us say relating to white collar crime, and to seek 

to increase the number of cases handled in that area. Coop

eration with the FBI and other law enforcement organizations 

would probably be necessary, since the U.S. Attorneys' Offices 

do not, strictly speaking, generate their own business .. How

ever, assuming this cooperation, the question that arises con

cerns the effect of an increase of the "white collar" case 

load on office work loads. Precisely what number of positions 

would be necessary if a district that had previously not handled 

white collar crime generated (or inadvertently received) a 

large number of white collar crime cases? The strategy we 

recommend here would be to use the system average for that 

particular case type, thereby allowing the experience of other 

offices that had handled white collar crime in the past to 

provide a guideline for resources to be allocated in the 

particular office. Again, the weights help in evaluating 

the impact of the decision, but they are no substitute for 

the decision maker. 

A third area of prescriptive utilization concerns the 

relative performance of the offices. Though it has not been 
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our function in this report to assess efficiency or effective

ness, we are of the opinion that the weights raise questions 

that merit further inquiry. From the tables that we present 

in the study (for instance, in Chapter IV and in the next 

section of this chapter), it is apparent that the estimated 

time expended on a given case type differs substantially from 

office to office. Do differences of this sort reflect dif

ferences in the cases themselves, or differences in case pro

cessing between offices? The argument that is most commonly 

made is that in the offices where the rate of case termina

tions per attorney is low--in other words, where the time ex

pended per case is high--cases are. more complex and actually 

.require more time. It would be valuable to be able to assess 

the degree to which this is so by examining the complexity 

of the cases in detail. In the section of this chapter that 

discusses the ways in which non-study offices can be grouped, 

relevant information from this study is reviewed. Because of 

the limitations of the current data, however, we are unable 

to provide a final answer to the question. Nevertheless, we 

believe an answer to be possible, given more detailed infor

mation on cases the offices handle. It then might be possible 

to identify the factors that account for variations in pro

cessing time. 
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B. ADDRESSING THE MISSING DATA PROBLEM 

In Chapter IV, we noted that some study locations--in 

particular the California districts--had a large amount of 

missing data. This produced a distribution of study cases 

that was dissimilar to the distribution of matters received 

during FY78. We now return to the questions raised at that 

time. To what extent do these missing data compromise the 

weights?3 How can compensation for the condition be made? 

First, we assess the relationship between missing data and 

the deviation of predicted positions in the study districts 

from actual FY79 levels. This leads to the judgment that 

the California data should be excluded from the utilization 

of the weights until such time as the number of matches be

tween reported C3ses and case-type information is increased. 4 

Then, we examine the effect of using study averages for those 

case types that have a zero weight because of missing data. 

3Missing data produce a zero weight for a particular case type 
for one of the following reasons: (1) No cases or matters of 
that type were worked on during the study. (2) Some cases or 
matters of that type were worked on, but they could not be 
matched with case records. (3) The average life for the case 
type could not be calculated because no cases of that type 
were found in the lO,OOO-case sample of terminated cases from 
FY78. 

4Since the probable cause of most of the California problem is 
that many cases were not reported to the P&R by the end of the 
project, we believe that the match rate for the California 
districts will be much higher if and when the time study data 
are matched against D&R records at the end of FY79. By that 
time, most of the cases handled by California during the study 
period should be incorporated. California weights based on the 
newly matched cases and matters could then be calculated. 
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The estimated number of positions produced by the case 

life method compares with the actual FY79 positions in the 

manner shown below. 

District 

Arizona 
California (C) 
California (S) 
Georgia (N) 
Illinois (N) 
Massachusetts 
Michigan (E) 
Mississippi (N) 
New Jersey 
Oklahoma (W) 
Washington (W) 
TOTALS 

Case-life 
Method 

33.7 
61.3 
19.8 
23.8 
78.5 
23.9 
37.8 
7.2 

57.3 
7.0 

28.7 
379.0 

Actual 

33 
89 
32 
20 
78 
28 
38 

7 
58 
10 
22 

'415 

For the eleven districts combined, the prediction is 379 posi-

tions compared with 415 actual positions. 

Prediction success may be summarized as follows: 

Very Accurate 

Arizona 
Illinois (N) 
Michigan (E) 
Mississippi (N) 
New Jersey 

Fair 

Georgia (N) 
Massachusetts 
Washington (W) 

Poor 

California (C) 
California (S) 
Oklahoma (W) 

The question to pose now is why the predictions for five 

of the districts are very accurate, and three of them are poor. 

Recall that in Table IV.13 we demonstrated that the average re-

ported time per case, weighted for ~on-case time, did accurately 

predict the number of hours in each district, including those 

for which the annualized position predictions are now poor. 

The change from accurate to inaccurate predictions is therefore 
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associated with the three adjustment factors introduced since 

that point: 

The adjustments for average case life and annuali
zation 

The adjustment for fringe 

The estimation of case load 

The methodological foundation and derivation of each of these 

factors followed the same logic for all districts. We did 

not, for instance, take one approach for one district and 

another approach for the next. The Northern District of Illi-

nois, for which the prediction is within one position of the 

actual, was handled in exactly the same way as the Central 

District of California, for which the prediction is 29 posi-

tions too low. That five of the district predictions are 

within one position of the actual is, in our opinion, strong 

supporting evidence for the general approach. This argument 

can be confirmed if the nature of the adjustments is considered. 

We shall briefly review the nature of each adjustment and 

assess which, if any, might have been the cause of the predic-

tion deviations. 

The average case-life adjustment and the annualization 

adjustment are logically and mathematically similar strategies. 

The former adjusts average time upwards to produce an estimate 

of time needed across the life of the case; the latter leads 

to an estimate of the proportion of the total case time that 

will be required in a given budget period. In Chapter II and 

again in Chapter IV, the foundation of these factors was 
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explored and no flaw was found. For them to be the source 

of the prediction errors, the data to which they were ap

plied (average case life) would have to be systematically 

inaccurate. That is, the average case lives, extracted from 

Docket and Reporting records for cases terminated in FY78, 

would have to have been systematically reported as shorter 

than they actually were in those districts where the predic

tions are low, and systematically reported longer in districts 

where predictions are high. In the Central District of Cali

fornia, for instance, predictions are roughly 30 percent too 

low. This means that case life would have to have been re

ported as approximately 30 percent shorter than it really 

was. Since the relevant reports consist of dates, this is 

akin to saying that a case that began on January 1 and ended 

on December 31 would have to have been posted as beginning 

on January 1 and ending August 31. Further, average posting 

errors of this magnitude would have to have been made across 

all cases. Though this cannot be checked without additional 

detailed case-file analysis, it seems highly implausible. 

Thus, we are of the opinion that the case-life data cannot 

be the sole source of this error. It could, of course, be 

a contributing factor. 

The adjustment for fringe is standard (1.2) for all dis

tricts. Since it produces a proportional increase in hours 

that is lower than the proportion of prediction error in the 

three "poor" offices, it cannot be the sole source of that 

error. In addition, as we pointed out earlier, this factor 
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is equivalent to about 43 workdays during the fiscal year. 

~or it to be responsible for ~y of the error in the California 

or Oklahoma offices, the actual number of days for vacation, 

sick leave, paid holidays, and general training would have to 

exceed an average of 43 per assistant, since the prediction 

error is on the low side rather than the high side. Although 

a factor of 1.2 might be somewhat low (e.g., if the office 

had a high incidence of vacations during the study period), 

it is djfficult to believe it could be low enough to produce 

the kind of predictions seen here. 

The estimation of case load is the final step in the pro-

cess. This estimation combines factors derived from the study 

data with information drawn from the Docket and Reporting Sys

tem. The study input involves the calculation of the ratio of 

reported matters and cases to active cases. S The ratio is 

then applied to the number of pending cases reported to the 

Docket and Reporting System and to an estimate of filings 

during the period. The actual ratios are developed on a 

district-by-district basis, but the method of doing so is 

the same for all districts. Error could be introduced in 

this step in two ways. Either the number of matters and cases 

matched with D&R records could be a significant understate

ment 6 of the number worked on during the study, or the number 

SActive cases are again those pending in District Court plus 
filings in District Court. 

6An overstatement cannot occur since the criterion for accep
tance was the link between the two separate data sources--the 
case number supplied by the attorney and the case number from 
official records. 
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and type of District Court cases reported to the Docket and 

.Reporting System could be low. We know that in this study 

the first condition was operative in both California districts. 

More than 50 percent of the case numbers supplied by attorneys 

could not be connected to case records in the Department of 

Justice information system. The reasons for this are unclear, 

but a likely cause is that reporting to the Docket and Report

ing System on cases active during the study was incomplete at 

the time the study ended. The effect of this situation has 

been to make the study case mix for the California offices un

representative of the actual business of those offices. Con

sider, for instance, the fact that in the Central District 

only 2 of 1 / 104 identified civil cases we~e clas3ified as 

claims (the first fiv-=. categories of the civil case typo:."ogy). 

Of the 192 civil cases in the Southern District, only 1 was 

classified as a claim. Clearly, this is not a reflection of 

the true situation in those offices, unless they are radlcally 

different from other districts (where, on the average, almost 

25 percent of the case8 are distributed across the five claims 

categories). This kind of distortion inevitably produces a 

low level of general confidence in the California results. 

In specific terms, the error it introduces (understating the 

case load) is in the right direction to account for some of 

the under-prediction of positions. 

The Oklahoma situation is less clear cut. Almost 75 per

cent of the reported cases were identified, and correspondence 

between the distribution of FY78 matters and study matters 
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and cases was reasonably good, especially on the criminal side 

(see Tables 111.14 and 111.15). As a result, the probable 

causes of the California errors do not seem to apply to Okla-

homa. We believe, however, that the arguments pr~sented in 

this section about the general appropriateness of the methodol

ogy apply to t~e District of Oklahoma, as well as to the 

other offices, and that the Oklahoma inaccuracy appears to be 

the result of a data problem, probably in the case-load es-

timation process. Consequently, it is our judgment that the 

the Oklahoma weights should be retained. 

Our general conclusion is that the situation regarding 

the California data is sufficiently serious that the California 

budget weights cannot be considered dependable, but that the 

inaccuracy of the predictions they produce is due to data 

problelus and not to inappropriate methodology. There are cer

tainly poor quality study data, and there may be poor quality 

case data in the Docket and Reporting System. We shall there-

fore exclude the weights from the California districts when 

the utilization of the weights on a systemwide basis is con

sidered in the next section. We will retain the Oklahoma 

weights, however, because we believe the prediction error 

to be a product of case-load estimation problems rather than 

distorted weights. 

For case types that were unrepresented in the districts 

(other than California), thus producing a zero weight, we will 

substitute the average for that case type. This will result 

in some bias (to the degree that the office is not average 
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with respect to that case type), but the bias is likely to be 

less than if a weight of zero were used. 

C. EXTENDING THE WEIGHTS TO ALL DISTRICTS 

A critical step toward the utilization of the work-load 

estimates is the determination of which set of weights to use 

with which offices. with respect to the office- included in 

the study (California diRtricts excepted), the matter is rela-

tively straightforward, since it is poss:ble to use the weights 

developed in a particular office for allocations to it. With 

respect to other offices, the problem is considerably more 

severe. What is desirable is a method of grouping non-study 

offices on the basis of homogeneous characteristics, Those 

groupS could then be compared with the study offices and the 

weights from a comparable study office could be applied to 

the total group. 
As we see it, three basic strategies might be used to 

establish the groupings: 

(1) Expert judgment of individuals who are knowl
edg~able about the U.S. Attorney program. 

(2) An empi~ical estimate of a wide variety of 
characteristics, including but not necessar
ily limited to case load, case mixture, case 
complexity, the general litigation environment 
(e.g., number of judges, quality of defense 
bar, quality of referring agencies), demograph-
ic characteristics of the area, office pol
icy, and DOJ policy. 

(3) Application of the work-load weights developed 
in th~s report to case-load estimates based 
on tt D&R system in order to determine which 
set vi weights most accurately reflects the 
FY79 staffing levels of the particular office. 
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The first strategy, that of using expert opinion, is es

sentially the one that is employed now, in combination with 

some elements of the second. The Executive Office for u.s. 

Attorneys evaluates the request for positions from U.S. Attor

neys, and, based on its experience and knowledge of the program, 

makes a recommendation about which offices should get what 

resources. It is probable that this strategy could be made 

more formal by the incorporation of a larger number of indi

viduals into the decision-making process, but there is no rea

son to suppose that this would lead to different or better 

decisions. The people who are most familiar with the offices 

are those who are currently formulating budget requests, and 

there seems to be little advantage to complicating the proce

dure. However, what would be useful is additional empirical 

information relating to the allocation decision. 

This leads to the second strategy---comprehensive analysis 

of a wide variety of factors that potentially influence case 

processing. The difficulty with this approach is that the 

characteristics that differentiate offices are not well speci

fied. Little interdistrict comparison of resource consumption 

has been done in the past, and in this study--as we will dis

cuss shortly--the variation in expended time by case type is 

not explained by the factors on which we had information. 

In our opinion, additional research is necessary before a 

satisfactory answer to the question of district comparability 

can be developed through empirical analysis. 
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The third strategy is one that can be used with the study 

weights. It is possible to apply each set of weights to case

load estimates for each of the 95 districts, and then to select 

for a particular office that set of weights that best reproduces 

the FY79 situation. Modification of the allocations implied by 

the application of those weights could then be made on the 

basis of informed judgment and policy considerations. 

The clustering of offices that will result from this ap

proach will be generated on a purely empirical basis, and not 

on the basis of how they "ought" to be grouped. In other 

words, the approach 'is responsive rather than prescriptive. 

It will not necessarily produce an "ideal" distribution, but 

it will capture the distribution that existed at the time the 

study was done. Moreover, if there are future changes in case

load mix or volume, their impact on positions predicted by 

this method will be proportionate to the size of the change. 

In the remainder of this section, we will examine in more 

detail some of the characteristics of the study offices that 

have relevance to the issue of district comparability. As 

we noted earlier, this will raise a number of questions that 

cannot be answered within t.his study. We will then apply 

the budget weights to the estimated FY79 case load for all 

districts, and will compare the number of positions predicted 

by the most accurate set of weights with the actual positions 

as of November 30, 1978. 
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1. A Comparison of Study Offices 

The comparison of the 11 study districts will be made on 

three separate dimensions. The first of these is the number 

of positions and the case load that existed during FY78 and 

at the beginning of FY79. We shall examine the case volume 

and the distribution of grand jury proceedings and trials, 

by district. The second dimension focuses on the average 

case life in the offices, with a view to determining whether 

cases take a greater amount of calendar time in one office 

than in another. This should not be interpreted as a 

necessary implication that where the life is longer the case 

is more complex, since the processing of the case may simply 

be slower. To investigate this issue, we then examine the 

third dimension, which is the time spent on events in the 

average criminal and civil case in each district. This infor

rna tion is derived from the event based data, wh ich, as we 

noted, were of insufficient volume to justify a district break

down by case type. Therefore we have aggregated information 

on case events for all case types within a given district. 

This permits a comparison of the average amount of time spent 

on such events from one office to another. 

Table V.1 is the basis for comparison on the first dimen-

sion. For each district, the average number of attorneys dur

ing FY78, the cases handled and terminated during the year, 

and the proportion of trials and grand jury proceedings are 

presented. One of the most striking things about the table 

is the nature of the relationship between the number of cases 
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Table V.l. A COt~PARISON OF POSITIONS AND CASE LOAD IN mE 11 DISHUCTS (FV78)a 

, 
CII~e,> (:.1<;(,5 Cel,p,> ld'o,t.\() lill il CrillliJld I Grand ,\ury 

I\lIfj. No. ItMILII cd It,ItHIII~d lenlllll,lll'L1 l'e rill i 'hlled ir ill I S Tridls Proceed i nl)s 
of Bur in'J Per I)urlll'l Per (,x. of Cillil t't of CrilllilhlI (':: of Crilllilial 

Dis lric l Mlys Year 1\ tty V l'..II· I\lly C.I '>P5) Cd,es) ~Id tters) 

Ari zona 30.B 3,072 lJ9.7 I. ~>I J 1\1).1 0.a7 3.41 27. !:IB 

Cal ifornia (C) 113.6 7,23J 1\(,.5 J.I)?9 1\\.0 '1..77 7,)5 23. '17 

Cal ifornia (5 ) 32.5 4,041) 1211.4 1.906 5n.1i 11 . fd ll.B3 2.03 

Georgid (Hi Jll. I 2,460 1211.U f, JII\ 611.11 2.34 13.52 12.ll5 

Illinois (N) 72.1 5,0110 10." 2,613 36. 'I. ' 0.4~ 17.16 6.52 

I~$sachusetts 26.7 2,B02 1011.9 !l71 3~. (, I. 37 16.24 12.95 

liichigan ([) 33.4 4,261 1'1./.5 I ,I)(~ '.J/. U 3.04 3.37 Hi.OI 

i1ississippi (N) 6.5 460 70.7 241 J 1.0 \. 33 20.Un 

I 
23.511 

!Iew Jersey 54.6 4,349 79.6 1.5115 21). () • 0.6!) lJ.31 4.43 

Oklahoma (1/) 7.1 1,6BO 236.6 :.lJ1l Illi .9 I. 39 U.S7 13.69 

Washinfjlon (\01) 21. 7 2,376 1(1).4 I .471 67.7 D.!:II 0.112 12.10 

To ta Is 388.1 37,HI7 97.4 17,6'.111 4!J.6 2.U4 10.86 7.37 

Sys Tolal 1415.6 \74,4112 123.2 79.677 !i6.2 2.26 IIl.77 12.87 

a 
The source for the irformation in this table is the AJ)!lJ.l~~Stat_istic~~rt for U.S. 
Attorneys (FV78). Tables 6. 7 and 12. 
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handled and terminated and the number of positions in the of

·fices. In the three largest offices--the Central District of 

California, the Northern District of Illinois, and New Jersey-

the number of cases handled per attorney is lower than in 

all other offices, except the Northern District of Mississippi. 

The largest office, California Central, had 83.6 positions 

on the average in FY78 and handled 86.5 cases per attorney. 

For Northern Illinois, the numbers were 72.1 and 70.4, respec

tively. For New Jersey, they were 54.6 and 79.6. Mississippi, 

with 6.7 attorneys, handled 70.7 cases per attorney. At the 

other end of the scale is the Western District of Oklahoma 

with 7.1 attorneys handling an average of 236.6 cases. 

Cases terminated per attorney show less variation among dis

tricts, but the general pattern is similar. The more posi

tions an office has, the fewer the number of cases handled 

and terminated, with one or two exceptions. 

Interpreting this situation is rather difficult. Can 

we assume, for instance, that a district that has a low rate 

of handling and of termination has more difficult and complex 

cases than a district with the reverse situation? Or could 

the same rate be attained with fewer. attorneys? We cannot 

provide a complete answer here, but, in the balance of Table 

V.l, we present the percentage of civil and criminal cases 

that result in trials and the percentage of criminal matters 

that go to grand jury proceedings, on the assumption that these 

may be taken as partial indicators of the demand made by the 

case load on the resources of the office. The presumption 
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is that a high percentage of trials and grand jury proceedings 

indicates a more complex case load than if those percentages 

are low. Again~ however, caution is necessary. This is not 

a comprehensive indicator, since it does not contain,informa

tion on prefiling work, which can be very heavy in an office 

that emphasizes investigative activity. 

Examination of the percentage of trials reveals mixed 

findings. In the Central District of California, which termi

nates 41 cases per attorney per year, a little less than 3 per

cent of civil cases and a little more than 7 percent of crim

inal cases result in trials. This is not greatly different 

from the Western District of Oklahoma where 1.39 percent of 

civil cases and 8.57 percent of criminal cases go to trial. 

It is also a good deal less than the Northern District of 

Georgia, where trials are 2.34 percent of civil cases and 

18.52 percent of criminal cases. Contrasts of this sort are 

perhaps even more marked in Ne~ Jersey, where only a little 

more than half of one percent of the civil cases and 9.31 

percent of the criminal cases result in trial. The mixed 

nature of these figures suggests that the number of trials 

that occur in a district would not be a good predictor of 

the processing rate. This in turn implies that for the pro

cessing rate to be due to the trial situation, the trials 

in the districts with low processing rates and low numbers 

of trials would have to be more complex and time consuming. 

If we examine the percentage of grand jury proceedings, the 

figures are similarly unhelpful. Central California has 23.4 
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percent of all criminal matters resulting in grand jury pro

'ceedings, but in New Jersey only 4.48 percent result in such 

proceedings. In Northern Illinois, the figure is only 6.52 

percent. These span the averages for all offices (12.87) 

and for the 11 offices (7.37). 

In conclusion, we would argue that Table V.l offers little 

assistance in determining whether any given district has 

a more difficult case load than any other district. The table 

illustrates that small districts can have as large a percentage 

of trials and grand jury proceedings as large districts, and 

can have processing rates and termination rates that are simi

lar--in this instance low; but it is also possible for other 

districts to have comparable percentages of trials and grand 

jury proceedings where the processing figures per attorney 

are higher--Eastern Michigan, Southern California, Arizona, 

and Northern Georgia. As a result, the frequency of occurrence 

of grand jury proceedings and trials does not seem to be a 

good clue to the kind of question being raised about differ

ential resource allocations. 

The second part of this discussion about comparability 

between offices focuses upon the length of the average case 

or matter. The information was derived from the D&R termina

tions tape for FY78, and includes in all about 10,000 cases. 

The data are presented in Table V.2 (criminal) and Table V.3 

(civil). A quick interdistrict comparison can be made by 

looking at the totals columns for the two tables. These sum

marize the lives of all cases included for a particular office. 
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In Table V.2 we see that Northern Illinois cases have the 

longest average life--378.1 days. Cases in Phoenix have 

the shortest average life (96.1 days, followed closely by 

Tucson and Central California, 101.6 days and 104.3 days, re

spectively). New Jersey cases last an average of 143.6 days 

while Northern Mississippi cases last an average of 208.6 days. 

We recall from the previous discussion that the various pro

cessing rate statistics illustrated that Central California f 

Northern Illinois, and New Jersey were all similar. However, 

with respect to case life, they are representative of the 

shortest group, the longest group and the average group, re

spectively. As a consequence, it does not seem reasonable to 

indicate that case life, in and of itself, is a good predic

tor of case complexity. If we examine the civil table, V.3, 

we again note from the summary statistics for each district 

that there are differences among the three large offices 

that do not appear to reflect the processing rates observed 

in Table V.I. In fact the district with the longest civil 

case life is Massachusetts (566.1 days), where, as is indi

cated in the FY78 Annual Statistical Report, the civil back= 

log is rising very rapidly. At 221.2, 282.7, and 327.5 days 

respectively, the districts of Central California, Northern 

Illinois and New Jersey again span a wide range of average 

lives. In general, therefore, it seems safe to conclude that 

average life is a poor indicator of complexity. 

A third dimension in the comparison among districts is 

in the events that take place as cases are processed. If it 
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IV 
W 

Case Type 

State Law on 
Fed Land 
Fraud. Claim 
Agnst U.S. 
Conspiracy 
A9ns!; U.S. 
Forgery/ 
Contracts 
Embezz/Public 
Money 
Embezz/by 
Bank Officer 
Embezz 
Shipments 
Firearms: Unlaw 
Acts 
Fraud S tmts: 
Genel'ij 1 
Flight to AI/oid 
Prosecution 
Offense in 
Indian Country 
Mail 
Fraud 
Po s ta 1 Th eft: 
General 

Av 
H 

Av 
H 

Av 
H 

Av 
N 

Av 
H 

Av 
H 

Av 
H 

Av 
H 

Av 
H 

Av 
N 

Av 
H 

Av 
H 

,\\/ 
H 

Table V.2. TilE AVERl\G[ L1F[ OF CRIi~INAL C,~S[S AND ~1ATTERS 

OFF I C t: . 
AZ Al C/\ C/\ f'" It HI loIS 

(Ph>!) (I uc) (e) (~) (N) (N) I-l/\ ([) (H) NJ 
. - -- --_ .. ----_ .. --,., ...... -.-.... -.. _-- .... -- .. - -_.-.-_ ..... ------ ---------

47.0 19.5 0.0 1).0 0.0 126.7 0.0 60.0 0.0 2411.1 
3 2 0 0 0 3 0 I 0 3 

0.0 0.0 166.9 1.0 218.0 211.0 1.0 ~1. 7 1.0 0.0 
0 0 7 I I I 2 3 I 0 

167.9 56.8 222.6 3!ifl.6 1.0 MO.4 225.9 318.9 249.S 95.9 
19 35 9 41 I 36 7 8 III '9 

32.3 13.3 92.1 116. () 59.7 318.5 132.0 165.6 182.6 145.8 
'i 1>1 34 4 22 15 60 10 7 IIj 

240.5 1.0 107.3 363.3 1.0 270.0 136.0 329.2 0.0 72 .8 
l 12 12 4 4 I 9 5 0 4 

IA.O 9.8 125.4 149.0 IBO.O 456.9 203.4 108.6 3111 .0 210.6 
I 10 15 3 3 16 25 7 1 8 

0.0 1.0 76.4 0.0 143.7 Sal. I 123.3 160.5 213.5 1114.5 
0 1 5 0 3 15 3 6 2 II 

51.4 102.2 107.0 202.4 144.9 452.1\ IM.6 41l.6 216.9 248.5 
5 34 22 5 29 14 36 13 9 2 

52.0 0.0 77.4 361.0 911.5 176.3 397.9 45.1 6<19.0 161.4 
4 0 7 I II 7 0 25 I 9 

1.0 1.0 6.9 0.0 4.9 n.3 37.0 50.5 27 .3 1.0 
15 7 16 0 16 15 7 17 4 2 

64.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

327..7 233.7 144.0 237.0 1.0 434.0 201.9 137..4 0.0 237.5 
19 3 4 2 I 75 7 10 0 4 

~6.5 159.6 143.7 31.0 452.7 306.3 2711.3 Hil .4 80.0 140.0 
13 II 20 I 14 22 2l 69 6 7 

------

\4'\ 
OK (14) Tota I s 
-"-~--- -=-----

66.7 0.0 911.6 

" 0 III . 
0.0 115.3 116.9 
0 3 19 

79.8 61.0 282.8 
11 2 196 

83.4 170.2 128.9 
5 19 213 

50.7 121.4 110.1 
19 19 91 

82.8 92.8 191.0 
5 6 100 

0.0 60.0 271.5 
0 4 50 

240.3 179.0 164.2 
4 5 170 

967.0 11 3.9 139.9 
I 18 92 

18.6 0.0 16.0 
1I 0 107 

0.0 0.0 64.0 
0 0 ~ 

512. J 253.7 354.4 
3 3 131 

1.0 147.8 197.6 
2 6 193 



Table V.2. THE AVERAGE LIFE OF CRItlINAL Cl\SES AND MATTERS (Cont'd) 

OFF I C E -
Case Type AZ fIZ CA CA G/\ Il HI HS WA 

(Phx) (Tue) (C) (s) (HI (H) lolA (E) (H) HJ OK (w) Tota 1 s 
~. 

Av 70.2 66.7 95.7 108.3 1118.3 237.4 299.0 131.7 0.0 283.9 47.~ 130.9 164.9 
Bank Robbery H 5 3 61 8 24 14 31 19 0 9 1 34 215 
Trans. of Stolen Av 691.0 16.9 57.3 0.0 9".8 421.7 936.5 270.5 0.0 194.3 192.7 94.0 223.9 
Vehicles N 4 9 10 0 18 11 2 19 0 3 9 1 86 
Trans. of Av 130.8 20.3 00.9 1.0 774.3 252.8 345.5 170.8 82.0 285.7 35.3 240.0 235.4 
S to 1 en Goods N 6 6 7 1 6 18 10 16 1 6 3 4 04 
Drug Abuse: Av 93.0 266.1 12.8 335.2 97.2 307.4 753.3 194.0 0.0 655.0 239.7 153.5 263.8 
Unlawful Act ~ 16 97 19 72 12 91 16 90 0 2 9 28 452 
Drug Abuse: Att f..., 195.5 54.4 156.5 225.6 134.4 368.2 1.0 129.9 0.0 400.5 138.5 173.3 109.8 
~ Consp N 6 41 2 48 11 34 1 1 0 2 26 4 182 
Had' ~. '1/Fire- Av 166.0 57.0 174.0 276.0 452.1 167.2 20".9 41.0 388.3 177.8 105.5 182.3 202.7 
ann: t'enalty N 1 9 3 3 9 14 20 4 3 6 2 7 81 
I, " Av 691.0 0.0 0.0 648.0 349.7 1159.8 397.2 61.5 0.0 268.7 0.0 323.0 542:2 
Evasion N 1 0 0 2 3 5 6 2 0 3 0 1 23 
Type 21 Av 58.7 70.] 80.7 468.1 112.8 250.1 271.3 155.5 97.8 107.0 187.8 108. J 1]4.5 

N 101 154 90 48 73 39 29 71 13 197 22 li2 899 
Type 22 Av 81.3 73.2 168.9 113.3 189.7 306.:; 271.9 158.6 312.6 153.7 ]37.6 102.6 179.6 

Ii 40 37 23 8 24 20 33 23 15 19 10 42 302 
Type 23 ~~J 43.6 90.0 93.1 222.2 154.1 311.4 113.7 105.9 201.4 251.1 553.7 99.1 160.1 

N 31 158 46 133 23 46 34 31 7 15 9 7.2 561 
Type 24 Av 6.0 41.9 111.0 1.0 1286.5 1135.5 162.5 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 29.7 324.4 

N 2 13 2 1 2 11 6 2 0 0 0 3 42 
Type 25 Av 90.0 140.6 5118.5 329.6 65.5 437.3 231.1 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 205.7 

N I 26 4 7 6 6 15 8 0 0 0 0 73 

Tota 15 Av 96.1 101.6 104.3 2A5.3 175.8 31fl.1 2:111.2 151 .5 200.6 14] .6 174.4 125.6 
N 312 6112 410 393 316 537 3% 474 80 329 155 293 

. - ." -

-----_ .. _-----------
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Tab le V. 3. TilE t'WERAGE LIFE OF' CIVIL CASES AND MATTERS 

.' 

£) F r I r. I 

Case'Type Al tU CA CA G!\ II. ~1I t15 WA 
(1'11)d (Tue.: ) (e) (~ ) (II) (N) ~11\ (Ll ( to tlJ OK (Ii) To tet 1 s 

Contracts I\v 1.0 lHO.O 2:17.2 119.3 O.U 353.B 1425.7 313.3 240.2 307.6 11 . 3 253.0 359.8 
N 1 , ? Jf, 21) n H, 4 , 10 31 20 3 1 3Bn 

Jud. Foreclosures Av 221. 2 O.U 0.0 451\.0 0.0 BOH.n 704.6 692 .0 59.0 0.0 52.0 0.0 243.7 ,. 9 (J (J 1 U 4 ~,5 1 2 0 1 0 73 

Mtge Foreclosures Av 237.8 155.7 299.5 0.0 0.0 347.3 245.1) 39.0 58.0 412.4 67.7 184.1 257.8 
N 71 7 2 0 0 32 13 3 2 .22 3 33 188 

Forfeitures Av 2"7.9 193.4 111. 3 127.0 355.1 167.1i 197.4 163,.3 332.5 240.1 0.0 206.6 165.0 
N 22 21 120 JJ 16 17 22 34 2 7 0 16 310 

Other Claims Av 91.1 155.B JilO.2 25f1.9 242.4 173.7 1\15.11 265.5 4B2.5 240.2 100.6 101.8 227.6 
N 79 17 114 11 52 3n 40 17 4 16 17 50 413 

Tax Liens/ I\v 2')1. 0 B".5 619.1 309. (J' U9.0 359.11 493.6 243.3 0.0 332.B 153.0 153.1 323.2 
Foreclosures N 63 B lIJ 7. 4 79 23 25 0 119 9 32 3n4 

Other Tax Av 272 .1 209.2 354.0 51.1 677 .4 510.9 535.9 701.5 863.0 222.7 244.1 277.0 421.6 
N 10 5 139 14 42 25 t17 11 4 15 10 I) 331 

Torts .t\v 3~4. 3 319.B 255.6 469.5 251.5 350.0 590.6 394.4 327.6 371.2 61A.8 117.0 343.3 
Ii 20 B 97 17 U 30 22 25 7 16 5 6 261 

LandlNa t. Av 772.4 0.0 56.0 31\1.5 10.7 74 .9 326.3 Jil6.5 357.7 528.3 101 .5 239.0 285.0 
Resources N I 0 6 2 III 7 6 2 24 3 2 2 71 

lnjlmction/ .\v 261.5 109.0 131).3 321,3 594.2 202.3 44B.2 235.5 280.3 299.2 173.3 256.0 251.8 
Enforcement I. 35 !i 47 10 10 43 25 17 10 16 26 G 250 

Civil Frauds I\V 0.0 36.0 !J99.3 471.5 0.0 223.0 460.0 919.0 0.0 54.0 0.0 0.0 393.6 
N 0 I 1\ 2 0 3 3 2 0 " 0 0 19 

Social Security Av 415.2 3B2.2 37li.2 3')2.0 45B.O 341. 9 427.0 760.5 416.3 3611.0 485.13 609.2 410.2 
N 19 5 71 1 " 25 I 8 21 15 9 '5 IB4 

Habeas Corpus Av 25.0 10'1.1\ 142.4 213.3 218.6 135.8 356.0 332.8 224.8 377.0 49.2 19".7 190.7 
II 2 9 63 4 30 11 5 36 4 1 18 27 210 

Civil Rights ,'v 7iO.0 140.5 1 37. /I 406.0 215.0 236.3 506.5 262.7 301),0 1\31 . (J 135.3 165.0 248.3 
N 2 2 II I 4 3 2 I) 2 4 10 2 49 

Other Cases Av 2·14.1 54A.7 133.4 169.3 2511. 2 215.3 5i".O 4112.7 205.4 340.2 92.1 195.0 2Un.3 
N 110 14 l~m 11 210 114 117 209 25 42 43 40· 1101 

Totals (w 7fir •. r. 2i11 .!J 221.2 195.') 31)01 .4 2112.7 566.1 31\3.3 311.[1 327.5 155.1 17G.l 
II 110 171 1!1(ill 1'111 ,HO 447 jl)? 110') i:lfl :mo 15ii ,2·15 



is true that cases in certain districts are more complex than 

~ases in others, then we would expect the events in the former 

to be more time consuming than events in the latter. One way 

of estimating this is to compute the average time per event 

type within district. We have already stated that we cannot 

do this for each case type since the number of events for 

which we have information is too small. However, it is pos

sible to do it by aggregating the time for a particular type 

of event (derived from the time study observations) by the 

average frequency of events derived from the terminated case 

files. This is done in Tables V.4 (criminal) and V.S (civil). 

The data can be interpreted in the following manner. 

The average criminal case in the Phoenix office of the 

District of Arizona requires .22 h?urs of motions time, 

2.12 hours of trial time, .23 hours of hearings, and so on. 

It is clear that for almost all of the offices, pleadings 

take more time than any other type of event. However, the 

detection of patterns of interdistrict variation is quite 

difficult. We can see that the Northern District of Illinois 

expends more time for pleading on the average case than any 

other district, and more time on motions per case than any 

other district--with the exception of Northern Mississippi--but 

trials in Northern Illinois take less time per case than in 

Northern Georgia, New Jersey, and Northern Mississippi. 

When we look at the civil table, Northern Illinois is lower 

on every type of activity than at least one other district. 

In most instclnces, Northern Illinois is lower than almost all 
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Table V.4. TIME SPENT ON EVENTS IN THE AVERAGE CRtMINAL CASE, BY DISTRICT (HOURS) 

-----------
AZ Al C,' CA GA 

Event (Phx) (Tue) (C) (5) (N) 
.-_0---_.-

Motions .22 .48 .69 .84 .36 

< 
I Trials 2.12 .79 5.19 16.37 

IV .60 
-...J 

Hearings .23 .97 .25 .77 2.97 

Grand Jury .813 .61 .63 .09 .S6 

Pleads. 10.94 18.63 o.9S 11.66 33.45 

Corresp. --- .25 .06 .64 
_______ 1 ___ --- ---.-- -~-----

Il 
(1'4) t'tl\ 

---- ----
2.25 .13 

6.6G 2.02 

1.Sl 1.48 

1. 61 1. 76 

33.u2 5.91 

LOG .S2 
___ ._-0---- ... - ____ 0-

-------
I 1"1 

(E : ) 

1 

1 

15 

.18 

.66 

.57 

.43 

.29 

.27 

i,lS 
(N) 

4.20 

7.54 

17.90 

15.10 

---

3.12 
.----

l--I 'WA 
NJ OK (114) 

.34 .10 .20 

.30 3.12 .39 

2.90 1. 17 1.36 

.69 .663 .58 

20.65 26.16 7.03 

.41 .70 .67 
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Table V.5. TIME SPENT ON EVENTS IN THE AVERAGE CIVIL CASE BY DISTRICT 

<: 
I 

N 
00 

Event 

Motions 

Trials 

Hearings 

Corresp. 

Pleadings 

~1elOOs . 

Depos. 

AZ 
(Phx) 

.81 

.22 

.80 

---
9.50 

1. 70 

1.20 

AZ CA CA 
(Tuc) (C) (5 ) 

.68 .14 ---

.03 --- ==-

.4 !) .23 ---

--- 9.68 .17 

16.40 4.41 3.88 

.19 .14 . 11 

.32 .55 .54 

GA IL MI 
(N) (N) 111\ (E) 

-
.0'1 .49 2.12 .48 

.07 .03 .45 .20 

.44 .02 .37 .11 

.30 .23 .13 .29 

2.49 2.19 4.23 3.06 

.08 .05 .91 .05 

.20 ~5 3.73 1.40 
L--

- - - -- - - --- - --

MS OK WA 
(N) NJ (W) (W) 

-
--- .18 .02 .04 

--- --- .002 .03 

--- .99 .08 .30 

--- .14 .004 .30 

--- 4.22 .76 4.19 

--- .43 .004 .20 

--- .06 --- .44 
--

- - -- - - -
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other districts (for instance, in pleadings time per civil 

case). The same observation can be made for the other two 

large districts. With the exception of hearings in New Jer

sey (.99 hours on the average), events in the three large 

districts are never as time consuming, on the average, as 

events in at least one other district. This suggests that the 

duration of case events, as developed from the information in 

this study, does not demonstrate the greater complexity of 

cases in the larger districts. It is important to keep in 

mind, however, that the event data available to us are of 

limited quantity and that the picture might change if addi

tional data were developed. 

In general, this discussion of comparability of study 

offices has left the basic questions unanswered. We know 

that different offices take different amounts of time to 

process cases, but we cannot specify the reasons for this. 

Existing data do not, in our opinion, substantiate the 

argument that districts with lower rates of processing 

have more complex cases. Nevertheless, many individuals 

familiar with the federal system, including some who have 

worked as attorneys in the offices, assert that this is so. 

This suggests that the factors that determine the process

ing rate have yet to be specified. 

The implication of this analysis for this project 

is that comparability between the study districts and those 

to which study findings might be applied cannot be ~stab

lished on the basis of existing data. It is, therefore, 
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our position that comparability must at least, in the short 

term, be established on the basis of the weights themselves. 

This is because the work-load weight, as calculated in the 

study, reflects all of the factors taken into consideration 

individually in this discussion of the three dimensions of 

case complexity- The weight is based upon the average time 

reported during a three-month period, adjusted for the life 

of the average case of the case type, and this naturally 

incorporates the event times for which Tables V.3, and V.4 

are a subset. Therefore, what we presume when we examine 

the work-load weights is that the time consumed by a partic

ular case type in a particular district reflects the combined 

effects of all these factors, and of others that could not 

be measured. Thus, the districts where the number of cases 

handled and terminnted per attorney is low tend to have higher 

weights than those districts where the processing tate is 

high. T.his should not be interpreted to mean that the weights 

determine the processing rate, for in fact it is the other 

way around. The work-load weight reflects the conditions 

in t h ~~ 0 f f ice s • 

Therefore, though the weight itself is not an explanation 

of conditions in the office, it may be considered a measure 

of them. The word "conditions" here should be interpreted to 

mean all of the factors, known and unknown, that have an in

fluence on caSe processing--policy, case complexity, past allo

cation decisions, quality of defense counsel, litigation environ

ment, and so on. 
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2 • Applying the BUdget Weights to All Districts 

The third strategy for extending the study weights to all 

districts is to associate each district with the set of weights 

that best reflects the staffing levels that existed in the dis-

trict at the time of the study. The same procedure used in 

Chapter IV to compare the estimates pr,oduced by the weights 

with the actual positions in the study offices is simply ex

tended to the 94 districts. 7 Two kinds of information are 

required to do this. The first, already calculated but not 

yet displayed in the text, is the set of budget weights by 

case type for the nine remaining districts. The second is an 

estimate of the annual case load for all districts, broken 

down by case type. Estimation of this case load has been 

made on the basis of reported FY78 information contained in 

the Docket and Reporting System. 

Tables V.6 (criminal) and V.7 (civil) summarize the nine 

sets of budget weights and associated adjustments for the pro

portion of cases observed in the study. Where study data pro

duced a zero weight, the average for the districts has been 

used. They are ordered so that application of the first set 

to data from all 94 districts produces the highest level of 

required resources and application of the ninth set of 

weights to all districts produces the lowest estimate of 

7There are, of course, 95 districts. However, no case-load 
data are available for the Northern Marianas District v and 
the district has therefore been excluded from the present 
calculations. When case-load data become available, incor
poration of that district will be possible. 
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Table V.6. £lUDGET \~EIGHTS FUR CRHIINAL CASE TYPES 

~ 
I 

w 
N 

Case Types 

Crimin.al 
State Law on Fed Land 
Fraud. Claim Aqnst U.S. 

Conspiracy Agnst U.S. 

Foruery/Contr~cts 

Embezz/Public Ibney 
Embezz/by Bdnk Officer 
[mbezz Shipments 

Firearms: Unlaw Acts 

Fraud. Stmts: General 

Flight to Avoid Pros 
Offense in Indian Country 

'·Id il Fraud 
Pestal Thl!f~: General 
Dank P~';..llJery 

!rans. of Stolen Vehicles 
Trans. of Stolen Goods 

Dru9 Abuse: Ilniawflll Act 

Drug Abuse: Att & Consp 

'1ach Gun/Firearm: Pel'll ty 
Tax Evasion 

TY!le 21 
Type 22 

Type 23 
Type 24 

TYre 25 

tidjllslmelll for' I hillll! 
Ca')cs 

Itt (N) NJ 

15.2rl 3.'17 
11.17 7.30 
59.74 ~2.GO 

16.52 31.21 
23.63 5.33 
39.65 17. <15 

24.16 32.13 
22.27 <11.47 

20.<16 64.44 
12.26 11.29 
10.95 10.95 
43.31 45.76 

Zn.41 29.30 

28.20 313.60 

16.32 25.00 

12.90 30.17 
42.38 49.B4 

41l.46 36.3U 

17.50 5.10 
81.37 35.22 
6,31 28.813 

27.64 20.71 
<12.31 38.68 
50.51 6B.47 

116.61 145.27 

2.111 I . \)(, 

- - -- - - -

fl.? HI (H) 

(,7.7i 2B.34 
7.30 7.30 

5.95 54.77 
45.fi6 1:3. JfI 
G.37 11. ~2 

12.20 172. J" 
l.cB 32.05 

6.33 1 fl.24 
8.20 36.26 
6.44 3.71 

10.35 10.% 
32.97 43.1~ 

14.40 3.68 
10. <15 22.14 

23.40 7.2.05 
7.6£l 37.15 

"n.43 46.94 
19.03 3B.32 

75."4 27.47 
25.94 49.30 

10.9<1 10.31 
9.13 19.39 
1~.89 13.11 
15.10 fill. 42 
90.93 145.27 

.6') 1.1)0 

- -

l:fI. (Il) W" (\1) i-l,'SS III (l) OK (.I) All Offico'; 

2a.34 2B.3" 28.34 3.06 1~6 .69 2B.34 
7.36 (.flO 13.74 6.65 7.30 7.30 
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required resources. Table v.a illustrates the result of a 

,systemwide application of each set of weights and adjustments 

to the estimated FY79 case load. Group 1 weights, derived 

from the Northern District of Illinois, produce the highest 

number of estimated positions, and Group 9 weights, derived 

from the Western Distr.ict of Oklahoma, produce the lowest. 

This is consistent with the earlier discussion of processing 

rates and number of attorney positions. However, it should 

not be interpreted as necessarily reflecting relative effi-

ciency of the study offices. What the table indicates is 

that if all offices operated on cases of similar complexity 

as in the Northern District of Illinois, and took the same 

amount of time, a total of 3430.6 positions would be needed. 

Table V. 8. APPLICATION OF DIFFERENT \"EIGHTING 
SCHEMES TO SYSTEffi~IDE CASE LOADS 

Weighting Scheme Estimated Attorneys 

Group 1 : Illinois (N) 3430.6 

Group 2 : New Jersey 3192.1 

Group 3: Arizona 2824.4 

Group 4 : Mississippi (N) 2618.59 

Group 5: Georgia (N) 1821.2 

Group 6 : Washington (Iv) 1750.9 

Group 7 : Massachusetts 1588.5 

Group 8: Michigan (E) 1386.7 

Group 9: Oklahoma (W) 1195.7 

Group 10; Best Estimate 1668.8 
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The final line of Table V.8 indicates what happens when 

the best predictor is applied to the case load of each dis

trict. This produces an estimate of 1668.8 attorneys for all 

offices. We now examine the district-by-district estimates 

that are produced when the set of weights that comes closest 

to estimating the actual positions in the offices in FY79 

(November) is used. Table V.9 presents the outcome of this 

approach. Each of the 94 districts is assigned to one of the 

nine groups, and the predicted positions and the FY79 actual 

allocation are presented. As can be seen from the table, 

the best estimates of attorney positions and the actual al

locations are generally quite close to each other. Table 

V.IO summarizes the predictions for each group. 

For most districts, the difference between the predic

tions and the actual allocations is quite small. Where error 

is relatively high, there is frequently a reason external 

to the study. For instance, in Group 1, the error is almost 

~ntirely due to the fact that the District of Columbia al

location is much greater than the prediction. What must be 

kept in mind here is that the D.C. U.S. Attorney's Office 

is responsible for the Superior Court of the District of 

Columbia, as well as the federal District Court. However, no 

case-load figures from the Superior Court are included in the 

study and, therefore, under-prediction is inevitable in that 

instance. In both California offices, variation between the 

prediction and the actual is a probable consequence of the 
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Table v.g. A COMPARISON OF PREDICTED POSITIONS 
AND ACTUAL FY79 ALLOCATIONS 

-
District Predicted 

" 

ILL Weights District of Columbia 136.8 
III i no i s (N) 78.5 

TOTALS 215.3 

NJ Weights New Jersey 60.7 
New York (S) 128.1 

TOTALS 188.8 

AZ Weights Arizona 33.94 
Delaware 4.9 
Missouri (E) 19.0 
Nevada 7.5 
Tennessee (E) 9.3 
Cana 1 Zone 5.3-
Virgin Islands 9.ft 

TOTALS 93.94 
'" ':;'~ 

MS Weights Mississippi (N) 8.4 
TOTALS 3.4 

GA Wei ghts Arkansas (E) 10.4 
California (N) 34.5 
Connecticut 13.6 
Florida (M) 28.1 
Georgia (N) a/ 23.84 
111 i no i s ( E )- 8.4 
Louisiana (E) 20.4 
Nebraska 7.1 
New York O~) 11.9 
North Dakota 3.7 
Pennsylvania (E) 33.9 
Texas (E) 9.9 
Vermont 4.5 
Wisconsin (E) 9.4 

TOTALS 219.64 

WA (W) A labama un 7.3 
California (C) 95.2 
Indiana (S) 10.5 
Louisiana (M) 5.2 
Oklahoma (N) 4.9 
Oregon 15.6 
Pennsylvania (M) 8.2 
Puerto Rico 9.3 
South Dakota 5.2 
Washington (W) 30.4 
Wyoming 3.1 

TOTALS 194.9 
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Actual 

163 
78 -

241 

58 
115 -
173 

33 
5 

19 
8 
9 
2 
3 -

79 

7 

7 

10 
39 
14 
29 
20 
9 

21 
7 

12 
4 

37 
9 
4 

11 -
226 

8 
89 
10 
5 
5 

15 
7 
9 
5 

22 
3 
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Table V.9. A COMPARISON OF PREDICTED POSITIONS AND 
ACTUAL FY79 ALLOCATIOl1S (Cont,i nued) 

District Predicted 

MASS Weights Alabama (N) 14.9 
Alabama (S) 5.2 
Florida (N) 6.3 
Hawaii 5.4 
III i no; s (S) ~ 6.2 
Loui s i ana (\~) 9.5 
Massachusetts 24.2 
New Hampshire 2.5 
New Mexico 13.3 
New York (N) 7.3 
New York (E) 57.7 
North Carol i na (~1 ) 6.6 
Rhode Island 4.0 
Texas (N) 24.8 

TOTALS 187.9 

~1I C H (E) Wei g h ts Arkansas 3.7 
Cal i forni a (S) 49.5 
Colorado 14.8 
Georgia (M) 14.9 
Idaho 5.5 
Indiana (N) 8.4 
Kentucky (W) 13.2 
Michigan (E) 38.0 
~~i nnesota 12.5 
Mississippi (S) 6.3 
Missouri (W) 11.9 
North Carolina (W) 6.9 
Ohio (N) 25.3 
Ok' ahoma (E) 3.0 
Pennsylvania (W) 18.9 
South Ca ro 1 i na 18.3 
Tennessee (W) 11 .5 
Utah 6.5 
Washington (E) 4.8 
Wisconsin (W) 5.1 ---

TOTALS 279.0 

OK (W) Wei ghts Alaska 7.7 
Cal iforni a (E) 18.7 
Florida (S) 33.S 
Georgia (S) 6.8 
Iowa (S) 5.3 
Kansas 9.1 
Kentucky (E) 14.1 
Maine 3.4 
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Actual 

15 
5 
6 
5 
6 

10 
28 
3 

13 
8 

57 
4 
4 

25 
189 

4 
32 
17 
7 
6 
8 

10 
38 
12 
6 
14 
5 

23 
3 

20 
16 
12 
6 
5 
5 --

249 

7 
14 
34 
7 
4 
9 

11 
3 
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Table V.9 A COMPARISON OF PREDICTED POSITIONS 
AND ACTUAL FY79 ALLOCATIONS (CONT'D) 

-~ 

District Predicted 

OK (W) Wei ghts Maryl and 23.3 
(Cont'd) ~1i chi gan (W) 6.9 

North Carolina (E) 9.4 
Ohio (S) 16.0 
Oklahoma (W) 7.5 
Tennessee (H) 8.4 
Texas (S) 36.3 
Texas (W) 25.3 
Vi rgi n; a (E) 20.4 
Virginia (W) 4.9 
West Virginia (N) 2.5 
West Virginia (S) 8.5 
Guam 1.9 

TOTALS 270.2 

Average \~e; ghts Iowa (N) 4.3 
Montana 6.5 

TOTALS 164.5 

Actual 

23 
5 
7 

14 
10 
8 

33 
23 
21 
5 
2 
9 
2 -

251 

4 
6 -

156 

~Subsequent to the conclusion of the total collection phase of 
the project, the Eastern District of Illinois was renamed the 
Southern District, and the Southern District renamed the Cen
trai District. The old designations have been used in this re
port because of the utilization of data from the FY78 Annual 
Statistical Report. 
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Group 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Table V.IO. A SUHHARY OF ALLOCATIONS BY GROUP 

Predicted Resource Actual Resources Net Difference 
Requirements Allocated FY1979 (Nu. of Positions) 

215.3 241 -25.7 
188.8 173 +15.8 
93.94 79 +10.3 

8.4 7 +1.4 
219.6 226 -7.6 
194.9 178 +16.9 
187.9 189 -1.1 
279.0 249 +30.0 
270.2 251 +19.2 

10.8 10 +.8 

difficulties already pointed out in estimating their case load 

on the basis of D&R reports. 

In addition, we must anticipate some error as a conse-

quence of bias in the weights, and some because the case load 

is being estimated from FY78, rather than from FY79 figures 

(which were not available at the time these data were pro-

cessed). In general, we would argue that the weights pro

duce FY79 estimates with an acceptable degree of accuracy. 

Therefore, we conclude that they will predict reasonably 

well for future budget periods in which case-handling proce-

dures are similar to those in effect during the study period. 
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3. Estimating Future Case Load 

The mechanics of using the budget weights in future 

periods are straightforward. They are simply applied to an 

estimated case load in the same manna~ that FY79 predictions 

were produced in the previoUs section. The number of pend-

ing cases and filings are estimated, the proportional ob

servation factor is applied to the estimates; the result is 

multiplied by the budget weights. This figure, divided by 

2,080, produces the total number of work hours estimated for 

a fiscal year. Further multiplication by 1.2 (the ad-

justment for fringe) increases the number of work hours to 

correspond to that which would have to be budgeted. Two com-

ponents of this procedure are provided by this report: the 

weights themselves and the proportional observation factor.
8 

The appropriateness of the 2,080 hour work year and the 20 

percent fringe rate can readily be determined by the Execu

tive Office. However, the remaining difficult problem is to 

estimate accurately the case load to which these weights and 

factors are to be applied. This is not a simple matter, but 

it is a prerequisite to successful utilization of the weights. 

In the remaining part of this section, we review the 

primary methods that can be used to determine case load, and 

8
T

he proportional observation fac~or reflects reporting prac
tices in effect during the study ~nd is sensitive to changes 
in these. For instance, if the method of counting cases is 
changed, so that D&R numbers have a different basis than existed 
PY78-FY79, then the adjustment factor derived during that pe-
riod would also have to be changed. 
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make a recommendation about the manner in which future caae--

load estimates might be developed. 

One of the first things to note about the process of 

estimating case load is that the budget weights will work 

best when applied to individual case types rather than when 

applied to an aggregate case load. The reason for this is 

that the case mixture in the U.S. Attorneys' Offices is 

likely to be changing over time and these changes will re-

sult in the emphasis of certain kinds of case types and de-

emphasis of others. Therefore, to the extent that the budget 

weights utilized with a particular case type that is in

creasing are different from those used with a case type that 

is decreasing, the predicted number of positions will differ. 

Table V.ll is a hypothetical illustration of this point. 

We assume in this example that there are three case types, 

A, S, and C, with respective weights of 5 hours, 10 hours, 

and 50 hours. We further assume that in FY79 the case load 

adjusted for the proportional observation factor was 400 cases 

for type A, 200 for type B, and 400 for type C. This then 

produces the number of expected hours and estimated positions 

shown in the FY79 portion of the table. When the three case 

types are combined, 11.54 positions will be allocated. 

The remaining portions of the table make the assumption 

that when predictions are made for fiscal year 1982, a 25 per-

cent reduction in case load is projected. This reduction can 

be proportionately distributed across the three case types, 
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Table V.11. A HYPOTHETICAL ILLUSTRATION OF THE EFFECT OF CHANGING FILING RATES 

197Y Actual 19i1~ Predictions 19ij2 A.ctudl 

Budget 
Case Weight N of Average Case Case Hours Positions 
Type (Hours) Cases Hours Pos itions Load Hours Positions Load Needed Needed 

A 5.0 400 2,000 ... ~ 
.::JU 300 1,500 .72 100 500 .24 

B 10.0 200 2,000 .96 150 1,500 I .72 100 1,000 .48 

C 50.0 400 20,000 9.62 300 15,000 J 7.21 550 27,500 13.22 -- -- - -
Tota 1 s 1,000 24,000 11.5~ 750 18,000 8.65 750 29,000 13.94 

, 

------ - - - -- --_ .... _-
~------------------------------------- -
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resulting in an estimated case load of 300 for type A, 150 

for type B, and 300 for type C. Applying the weights derived 

during the earlier period, this distribution of cases results 

in an estimated number of positions of 8.65 for the whole 

system. This is naturally a proportionate reduction from 

the 11.5 in the FY79 period. Let us assume that by the time 

FY82 arrives, additional information derived between the time 

the projection was made and the time the positions have to 

be allocated results in new estimates that, although the 

25 percent reduction in case load will take place, the dis

tribution of reduction will not be proportional. The figures 

used in the illustration are that case type A would drop from 

400 to 100i case type B would drop from 200 to 100, and case 

type C would increase from 400 to 500. The total number of 

cases for FY82 would then be 750, which overall is a 25 :er

cent reduction from the FY79 figures. However, the allocation 

across case types is obviously different from what was predicted 

for FY82 when the budget was submitted. What does this do to 

the positions available? We see from the FY82 portion of the 

table that there would be .24 and .48 positions, respectively, 

for types A and B, but 13.22 positions for case type C. This 

is clearly because case type C has a much heavier rate (50 hours) 

than either of the other two case typ~s. This results in 

an overall estimated number of positions of 13.94. Conse

quently, there has been a decrease of 25 percent in the total 

case load, but the number of positions required for this hypo

thetical district has gone up from 11.5 to 13.94, an increase 

of approximately 20 percent. 
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The illustration above demonstrates that overall trends 

in filings may not be consistent with the required allocations. 

If particular case types of low demand are decreasing rapidly, 

while other ca3e types of high demand are increasing, even 

if slowly, the net effect on positions may require an increased 

allocation. The reverse is obviously also true. Therefore 

in estimating case load for future budget periods, it is impor-

tant to be attentive to the trends in individual cases types. 

Unfortunately, this is.much easier said than done. Pre-

vailing research in this area is limited in quantity and does 

not provide the degree of specificity that is required for 

application of the budget weights. 9 Therefore, case-load pre-

dictions will have to be developed--at least in the short run--

from existing Department of Justice information sources. The 

approaches that can be taken can be divided into three general 

ca tegories: 

(1) trend analysis 

(2) expert opinion and judgment, and 

(3) the analysis of socio-demographic variables. 

Approaches (1) and (3) both rest on the assumption that 

the right kind of data are available in sufficient quality and 

quantity to permit reliable estimations. The second approach 

9See , e.g., Jerry Goldman, Richard L. Hooper, and Judy A. 
Mahaffey, "Caseload Forecasting Models for Federal District 
Courts," Journal of Legal Studies 5 (1966). In-progress work 
by Leavitt is moving toward prediction of District Court case 
load by civil and criminal categories, but not by individual 
case type. See Michael R. Leavitt, "A Short-range Forecast 
of Federal Court Caseloads." Federal Judicial Center, in draft. 
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reflects the idea that such data may not be available and that 

.the opinions of people familiar with u.s. Attorneys' Offices 

are likely to produce better results than analysis of inade

quate data. 

Conducting trend analysis is logistically the simplest of 

the three strategies, since the necessary data are already in

cluded in the Docket and Reporting System. What we recommend 

is an empirical assessment of the filing and pending-cases 

trends, by case type, for at least the last five years and 

perhaps the last ten. In general, criminal filings and pend

ings have been droppino, while civil filings and pendings have 

been rising. Trend analysis is likely to indicate that these 

patterns will continue. What is critical is that the patterns 

be assessed by case type. Some criminal case types are being 

emphasized (white collar crime, for instance), while others 

are being deemphasized. The case-load predictions must reflect 

these differences if they are to be useful. 

The use of expert judgment and opinion is a supplementary 

or perhaps alternative way of obtaining predictions that is 

also relatively easy to implement. The present technique-

having u.s. Attorneys estimate future position needs for 

their own districts--is one form of this. What we would 

suggest is that subsequent empirical checks of these estimates 

be incorporated into the decision-making process. For instance, 

have estimates made in the past turned out to be accurate? 

We also suggest that such estimates be correlated with trends 

revealed by analysis of Docket and Reporting System data. 
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The third strategy--analysis of socio-demographic variables-

is a more comprehensive and longer term approach to the problem. 

It would require the collection and analysis of a good deal of 

data not presently available and, even then, would be difficult 

to do on a district-by-district basis. in fact, as is illus

trated by the small amount of published work in this area,lO it 

is by no means certain anything short of a large-scale effort 

would be productive. 

In summary then, we are saying that the problems faced by 

the Department of Justice in the area of case-load prediction 

can be divided into short-term and long-term factors. The short

term situation requires an adequate case-load prediction that 

wOIJld allow the budget weights to be applied to the FY8l and 

perhaps FY82 budget submissions. It is our view that these can 

be adequately derived from trend analys~d based on data from the 

Docket and Reporting System, combined with input from individuals, 

such as U.S. Attorneys and members of the Department of Justice 

staff, who are familiar with the trends and patterns of activity 

in U.S. Attorneys' Offices. For the purpose of short-term bud

geting, care must be exercised to maintain a basis of counting 

cases that is similar to that currently employed in the Docket 

and Reporting System. This is necessary because the proportions 

of case load to which the weights are applied have been derived 

from that system. It would not be appropriate, for instance, 

to revise the method of counting cases radically and to expect 

IOIbid. 
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the budget weights as calculated to successfully predict the 

number of positions needed for the program to operate at FY79 

rates. If and when in the longer term the information system 

of the Department of Justice is reorganized and a new method 

of reporting and counting is successfully developed, ~h~n the 

strategy for the Department to follow would be to recalculate 

the proportional adjustment factors presented in Tables V.6 

and V.7. 

D. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we have demonstrated that, with a few 

exceptions, the budget weights accurately reflect the FY79 

distribution of attorney positions across the U.S. Attorneys' 

Offices. This confirms the value of the general methodology 

undertaken in the study and suggests that correct application 

of the weights to estimates of future case load will be a 

useful aid in budget preparation. In the next chapter, we 

summarize the report and assess the implications of our find

ings. 
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VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

In the preceding chapters of this report we have moved 

from a design for the collection and analysis of time and 

activity data to the construction of a set of budget weights 

that, when applied to the estimated FY79 case load of the 

U.S. Attorneys' Offices, produces relatively accurate esti

mates of the actual number of positions allocated to those 

offices during that fiscal year. In this concluding chapter, 

we shall briefly summarize the main findings of the project 

and will consider their implications for the future. 

A. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE PROJECT 

In this examination of the United States Attorney Pro

gram, we have focused on 11 of the 95 federal judicial dis

tricts. Factors such as size, geographic dispersion, and 

volume of case load were taken into account in the selection 

process, and we are of the opinion that these 11 districts 

are a sufficiently large proportion of the total that find

ings based on them are generalizable. 

Data'were collected from three primary sources. The 

first of these was the Assistant U.S. Attorneys handling liti

gation for the United States. For a period of approximately 

90 days in each of the 11 districts, attorneys reported on 

a day-to-day basis the activities in which they were involved, 

the matters and cases to which those activities related, and 

the time the activities consumed. The equivalent of more 

than 90 person-years was reported. The second major source 
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of information was the case files, docket cards, and machine

readable files that the Department of Justice maintains on the 

cases it handles. Collection of this information was primarily 

done on-site in conjunction with staff from the Offices and from 

the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys. The purpose of this 

inf,)rmation was to supplement the time and activity data sup

plied by attorneys. The third source of information was the 

cases that had been terminated in the 11 offices in the 12 month 

period immediately preceding this study. A sample was drawn 

from these, and was analyzed with a view to developing a pro

file of the characteristics of the cases that the offices 

handled. 

These three data bases provided the foundation for the 

development of case weights using two different methodologies, 

The first was the case-life approach and the second was the 

event-based approach. Each involves a strategy for estimating 

the attorney time expended on the average case of a particula~ 

type. Because few cases were completely contained within the 

study period, some proportion of the time expended on cases 

was outside the study, and this proportion had to be estimated 

in order to produce an accurate picture of time needed to pro

cess a case. Using the case-life method, the adjustment was 

made on the basis of the proportion of the life of the aver

age case that was outside the time frame of the study. The 

specifics of the adjustment have been discussed in detail in 

the text and will not be reproduced here. The event-based 

method estimated the time needed for a particular case by 
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producing the average time expended on events of particular 

types and then mUltiplying this average time by the average 

number of such events that occurred across the whole life of 

the case. The latter information was derived from the termi

nated cases that constituted the third major data source of 

the study. 

In principle, given perfect information, these two meth

ods would produce highly similar results. In practice, of 

course, perfect information is the exception rather than the 

rule, and, in this study, it was found that the quantity of 

event-based information was insufficient to warrant the kind 

of detailed analysis that would allow a district-by-district 

production of weights. Such a condition did not prevail for 

the case-life method, however, where the information require

ments were simpler, and, therefore, easier to fulfill. In 

addition, a comparison of the number of attorney positions 

estimated for the study districts by each method with the 

actual FY79 staffing levels indicated that the case-life 

approach more accurately reflected the period in which the 

data were collected. 

Having reached this conclusion, it was possible to do 

an extended test of the weights using the actual distribution 

of positions in 94 districts as the criterion for acceptance. 

The results of this test, presented in Chapter V, indicated, 

with few exceptions, that the budget weights produced by the 

case-life method, when applied to the estimated FY79 case load, 
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would reproduce the numbet of attorneys in each of the 94 

districts with a reasonably high degree of accuracy. 

Before proceeding to a discussion of the implications 

of these findings for the future, we want to emphasize that 

the budget weights are a reflection of the situation in the 

u.s. Attorneys' Offices in FY79 rather than an explanation 

of it. That is, a particular case type should not be consid

ered to t~ke the predicted amount of time because the budget 

weight has a particular value; rather, the budget weight has 

£ particular value because, based on FY79 observations, the 

case is estimated to have taken the predicted time. Thus, 

the budget weights do not explain why different case types 

are taking different amounts of time, nor do they explain 

why different offices spend different amounts of time on the 

same case types. They also should not be taken to be d pro

fessional standard of performance. For instance, it is not 

necessarily the case that the situation in the u.s. Attorneys' 

Offices at the time of the study was optimal. Some offices 

may have been understaffed, and others may have been over

staffed with respect to an optimal--and at present undefined-

professional standard. Consequently, we are n~t saying that 

a particular allocation of resources or a particular method 

of processing cases was good or bad. We are simply describ

ing the situation. 
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B. USING THE WEIGHTS IN THE FUTURE 

Strategies for utilizing the budgets weights in FY81 and 

perhaps FY82 have been di~cussed in some detail in Chapter V 

and we shall not reproduce the full discussion here. The 

reader will recall our argument that the primary outstanding 

problem in utilizing the weights is the development of accu

rate case load estimates, and that in the short term it should 

be resolved by a combination of analysis of existing records 

from the Docket and Reporting System and input from individuals 

familiar with the particular district for which allocations 

have been considered. 

Looking ahead to the future, the comments we make are 

restricted in their utility to areas associated with case 

weighting and resource allocation. We do not discuss the 

general information needs of the Department of Justice, but 

only the specific needs that are related to the goals and 

objectives of this project. We address three main questions. 

First, what information does the department need in order 

to operate a case-weighting system of the type designed 

in this project? Second, how is the department to respond 

to changes that might affect allocations to the districts? 

Third, what general research might be undertaken in the 

future to enhance either the data or the findings, or 

both? 

1. Informa tion Needs 

As we have stated previously, we believe that the budget 

weights developed through the case-life method will aid 
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decisions about the number of positions that should be allo

Cated to particular districts. It should be kept in mind, 

hcwever, that an allocation in the future that precisely 

mirrored that in existence during FY79 would tend to continue 

the trend that existed in FY79, othel things being equal. 

These trends can generally be stated as a falling criminal 

backlog and a rising civil backlog. This means that the 

civil backlog would be likely to rise at an increasing rate, 

while the criminal backlog would probably level off at a 

number lower than the one that presently exists. This is 

because there is likely to be a lower bound for the number 

of active criminal cases, which cannot be reduced by the 

application of more attorney time. What is difficult to 

estimate is the actual level of the lower bound, or the 

actual rate of increase of the civil cases. However, we 

suggest that development of information on filings and 

backlog trends by case type is critical. 

2. Responding to Change 

There are at least three kinds of change that can have 

an effect upon the allocations that should be made to the 

offices: change in case mixture, that is, in matters re

ceived or cases filed within a par.ticular district; change 

in policy that the department may promulgate; and change 

in case-handling procedures. 

Changes in case mixture and changes in policy both re

sult in the relative emphasis of some case types and de

emphasis of others. The changes in case mixture would be 
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adequately captured by the weights as they presently stand if 

. those changes could be forecast accurately. What would happen 

is that there would be more of a particular case type included 

in the case load to which the weights were applied and less 

of another. If the mixture was changing in the direction of 

high demand cases, this would naturally be translated into ad

ditional resour.cess predicted by the case-weightjng system. 

Changes in policy could be handled by adjusting the proportion 

of cases to which the weights are applied. If the Department 

wishes to adopt a policy, for instance, of declining bank 

robbery cases unless the amount involved is greater than some 

particular amount, then the proportion of cases for which the 

amount was exceeded in the past could be estimated, and case 

load estimates for the case type could then be adjusted accord

ingly. This would in turn have an effect on the allocation 

estimates produced by the weights, since the number of cases 

to which the bank robbery estimates would apply would be 

reduced. 

The third ca~egory of change~-primarily procedural--is 

more difficult to handle under the case-weighting system as 

it presently stands. The fact that the event-based method 

produced relatively inaccurate weights indicates that the 

event times and/or frequencies are unreliable. Consequently, 

the impact of a procedural change that affected either the 

duration or frequency of a particular type of event wc~ld 

at present be difficult to assess. 
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forecasting system would be worthwhile. Doing this is not 

'simple and it would require data not presently available. 

However, we believe that it is likely to be superior to intu

itive methods. 

The third type of investigation we recommend focuses on 

the comparison between districts that is suggested by the 

variance in weights. Tables in Chapter V indicated that there 

are several distinct groups of u.s. Attorneys' Offices that 

appear to process cases in approximately the same fashion. 

The differences between these groups in terms of resou~ce 

levels and processing rates is in some instances substantial. 

An inquiry into the r.eason why these differences exist would, 

in our opinion, be likely to produce extremely useful manage

ment information. It would also tie in very closely with 

the develop~ent of additional event data, since the difference 

in frequency and duration of events is likely to be one 

way in which the offices are distinguished from one ~nother. 

C. CONCLUSION 

The work done in this project represents an additional 

step in the direction of rational budgeting. The work-load 

weights reported in Chapter V produce an estimate of attorney 

positions that is within approximately three percent of the 

actual staffing levels during early FY79, and, in our view, 

~epresent the best available empirical a\d to budgeting 

for future periods. 

Nevertheless, improvement is possible. The quality 

of the data analyzed in this study can be upgraded 
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substantially at relatively low cost. When combined with 

empirically grounded case-load estimates and inter-diAtrict 

comparisons of case complexity and processing, the weights 

would constitute a highly valuable and effective management 

tool. 
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APPENDIX A 

CASE SUMMARY FORMS 

On-site data coding from case files utilized the follow
ing basic forms: a civil case summary and a criminal case 
summary. Data for pending and terminated cases were the same; 
for control purposes, however, the forms were identified in 
different ways. 

The codes for the variable were for the most part derived 
from the Docket and Reporting System or from ACCSYS. 
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~RIMINAL CASE SUMMARY 

o. Form Code t. District 

2. Branch Office 

3. Complaint Number 

4. Date Received 

5. Defendant Number 

6. Court Docket Number 

7. Judge Code 

8. Super;;eding Case Number 

9. Appeal Number 

10. Last AUSA 

11. Total Number of AUSA 

12. Related Case Number 

13. Total Number of Defendants 

'Ii • Referring Agency 

15. Investigating Agency 

16. Referral Code 

17. DOJ Program Code 

lS. Defendant Occupation 

19. Defendant Date of Birth 

20.(a) Number of Prior Convictions 
(b) Prior Felony Conviction 

21. Pretrial Release Type 

22. Number of Gover.nment Witnesses 

n. Defense Counsel Type 

24.(a) Felony at Indictment/Information 
(b) Felony at Conviction 

25. Amount Stated on Indictment/Info. 

26. Charge Summary 
Title Section Subsect. Counts 

A. Complaint 

1-

2. 

3,_ 

4,_ 

1 • 

2. 

3, 

4. 

;27. 

.18. 

29. 

30. 

3" 

C. Superseding 

Probation 

Suspended 

Term 

Fine 

Restitution 

o. , . 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

'" 
12. 

, 3. 

'14. 
15. 

16. 

17. ---
'8. 
19. 

20.(a) 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. (a) 

25. $ 

Ti tIe 
B. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

D. 

1. 

2. -
3. 

Ii • 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

( b) 

(b) 

'-- '-- --
Seotion Subsect. 

Inoictment/Information 

Conviction 

Years Months 

Years /-:on ths 

Years Months 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Counts 
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32.(A) CURRENT STATUS CODE 
(Complete only if case has net terminated) .- --

32.(8) EVENT CODES 
DATE (mmddyy) CODE (Subcode) DAT~ (mmddyy) CODE (Subcode) 

" 21. - - - - - -
2. - - - 22. - - -
3._ - - 23. - - -
4. 24. - - - - - .-
5. - - - 25. - - -
6. 26. - - - - - -
7. - - - 27. - - -
8. 28. - - - - - -
9. - - - 29. - - -

10. - - - 30. - - -
1" 31. - - - - - -
12. 32. - - - - - -
13. - - - 33. - - -
14. 34. - - - - - -
15. 35. - - - ~ - -
16. - -- .. ","- - - - -- 36. - - -
17. 37. - - - - - -
'8. 38. - - - - - -
19. - -' - 39. - - -
20. 40. - - - - - -
jj. ~CRR~SPcnD~Nc~ - Enter Dates(mmdoyy) 1n Approprlate place 

470(1) 470(2) 470(3) 470(4) 
(TO Gov't Agcy) (fROM Gov't Agcy) (TO Def/Counsel) (fROM Def/Counsel) 

1. 

2. 

3. _______________________ _ 

4 •. 

5. 

6. 

7. _______________________ _ 

8. 

1. 

2. 

3._ ~ ___ _ 

470(5) 
(Other Correspondence) 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 



CIVIL CASE SUMMARY 

o. For. Code 

1. Dist.rict. 

2. Branch Office 

3. Da~e Claim Received 

~. Claim Number 

5. Court. Docket Number 

6. Judge Code 

7. Total Number of AUSA 

8. Last. AUSA 

9. Designation 

10. Referral Code 

1 1 • Tot.iIl Number of Opposing Parties 

12. Opposing Party Type 

Number of Each Type 

13. D.O.J. D1vision 

14. D.O.J. Section 

15. Cause of Action 

16. Aaency 

17. Amoun~ of Claim 

'8. D.O.J. Program Code 

Complet.e item 19CA) if case is PENDING 
at t.ime of coding. 

O. 

1. ---
2. 

3. .------
14. ------
S. ------
6. ---
7. ---
8. ---
9. 

10. 

11-

12.(a) (b) 

(a) ( b) 

13. ---
114. 

15. ---
16. ---
17. -- '---
18. ---

19(A). Current Stat.us of Case 19(A). 
(See ,addendum to C1vil Case Summary Codes) 

Complet.e items 19(B) and 20(S) if case 
h.s TERMINATED .t t.ime of .coding. 

(c) 

(c) 

• ---

19(B). J~d8ement or Sett.lement Amount. 

20(B). Final Disposit.ion 

19(B) • 

20(~). 

,-----, 
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21, EVENT COOES 

COOE (Su6code) OAI E (lIIDdayy) tODE (Su6coa.) DATt (mmddyy)-----
1, ___ ( ~ , 21, ___ (_' ------
2, ( --- -

22, ___ ( _ , 

3, ____ ( _ ) 23, ___ ( _ ) 

214,__ _ ) -------11,- __ 

5, ___ ( 25, ___ ( ,------
6, ___ ( 

7, __ _ 

8,, __ _ 

9, ___ (_ 

10, __ _ 

11, __ _ 

12, __ _ 

13, __ _ 

111, __ -

15, ___ ( _ ) 

16,_ _ ( 

17, ___ ( ) 

18, __ _ >----_.-
19, __ _ 

20, __ _ 

26, __ _ 

27, __ _ 

28, __ _ 

e9, __ _ 

30,_ - - ( - ) 

'31, __ '_ ( _ ) 

32, ___ (_ ) 

33, ___ ( _ ) 

311 ,_ - - (- ) 
35, ___ ( _ ) 

36,_ - - ( - ) 
37, ___ ( ) 

38, ___ ( _ 

39, ___ ( _ ) 

110, ___ ( 

-----.-

r~----

------.:-
33, CoiiRESPONbENCE - Ent.er Dates(lIImaayy) In Appropriate Place 

412(0 412(2) 412(3) 412 (4) 
(TO Ciov't liLr,;y) (FROM CioY't lacy) (TQ O~p/Counsel) (fROM Op~,)/Counse 

~'- - - - --
2, _____ _ 

3, _____ _ 

."'------
5, --------
6, _____ _ 

7, _____ _ 

8, ------ - - - - -1j~(5)- - - - --
(Other' CorrespondJi1/nce) 

1. --------
2, ______ _ 

3, _____ _ 

II, ------
5,, __ .-. __ _ 

6, _ .... --_--. 
7.~--.---
8, _____ _ 
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APPENDIX B 

TITLE AND SECTION AGGREGATED BY RESOURCE RATIO 

The Title and Section lists in this appendix consist of 
case types that individually took less than one percent of 
the total time. They are grouped according to Resource Ratio. 
This is determined from the following formula: 

Proportion of Time(i) 

Proportion of Cases(i) 
= Resource Ratio(i) 

A Resource Ratio of 1.0 means that a case type that con
tained, for example, 0.5 percent of all matters or cases re
ported during the study consumed 0.5 percent of the time. In 
this sense, that case type can be considered of average demand. 
Case types with a ratio less than 1.0 are below average, case 
types with a ratio greater than 1.0 are above average. In 
these groups, therefore, case types in Group 21 are the least 
demanding, and those in Group 25 are the most demanding. 
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